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Scholarly Advice
David Henry Hwang shares his insights with aspiring Rollins playwrights
Lights shone down on playwright David Henry Hwang, seated center stage, as he discussed a
script and how certain scenes might be played out. With one leg curled under him and arms crossed
casually, he made suggestions for incorporating changes to the work while soliciting feedback from
his intimate audience.
A typical day for Hwang? Sort of. He was workshopping a new script—but this one wasn’t his. It
was penned by Jonathan Keebler ’11, one of four undergraduate students who had the opportunity
to work with the Tony Award-winning playwright during his visit to Rollins in February.
In a series of workshops held at the Fred Stone Theatre, Hwang provided Keebler and fellow
aspiring playwrights Erik Keevan ’12, Michael Hall ’13HH, and Brianna Banales ’11 valuable insights
about scripts they had written.
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“WORKSHOPS ARE WAYS
to open my eyes to all as-
pects of a piece. They reveal
flaws I never noticed and
strengths I never thought
to exploit. My work would
be less than sufficient with-
out them.”
—Jonathan Keebler ’11
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“As a writer, you have to be sensitive to
things that you hear that feel true to what
you’re trying to do and filter out the
other things—which may be perfectly
smart and well intentioned.”
—David Henry Hwang
Billy Collins ’08H Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
David Henry Hwang
Jaron
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Edward
James
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Eric Nightengale Marie Arana
Julian
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Daniel
Menaker
Stephen
Dunn
“To have a playwright of his talent and magnitude
work individually with our students was a once-in-a-
lifetime experience,” saidWinifred M.Warden Professor
of Theatre Arts and Dance Jennifer Cavenaugh, who
coordinated the workshops with Professor of English
Bill Boles. “He offered a lot of praise and also gave
very helpful critiques ranging from plot structure to
character development. He was a natural teacher and
really worked with the students to help them see the
possibilities in their scripts.”
Hwang’s goal was to educate and inspire the
students by using the workshop venue to offer ideas
for strengthening their writing. “Playwriting is such a
public form,” Hwang said. “As you rewrite, you usually
rewrite through workshops so you get to hear the
work. Then, you go into previews and you’re rewriting
with the reactions of the audience in mind.”
Equally important to being open to constructive
criticism, he explained, is learning to filter that crit-
icism and trust your own instincts. He recalled his first
experience at amajor workshop, at age 21, at the annual
O’Neill National Playwrights Conference. “I figured all
these theater professionals were well meaning and
knewbetter than I did.” Hwang explained that he initially
made edits based on everyone’s suggestions, but
ultimately he decided it was best to throw out amajority
of their advice and trust his own instincts as a writer.
Broadening students’ access to noted authors like Hwang is at the heart of the annual Winter With the Writers
program, which brought Hwang and four other noted authors to campus this year. The program spotlights contemporary
writers who, in addition to performing public readings and on-stage interviews, offer responses to students’ work in
master classes. Hwang also worked with the four student playwrights as Irving Bacheller Professor of Creative Writing,
a position awarded annually to a renowned author which allows the recipient to teach a one-credit course.
“Working with David Henry Hwang was a dream come true,” said Keebler, who appreciated that Hwang was able
to ask tough questions, which in turn helped him analyze his own play. “When you write a play, everyone has an opinion
and is eager to share them with you. While most people can tell you what is wrong with a play, few can offer you
sound advice on how to fix it. Hwang was able to phrase certain criticisms about my piece that I’ve received before,
but in a way that was constructive. I was able to go home and incorporate them more easily.” 
—Laura J. Cole ’04 ’08MLS
Stellar Scholars—English major
Meghan Thomas ’11 has been
named a 2011 Fulbright Scholar.
The prestigious award will allow
her to study Korean in Seoul, South
Korea during the 2011-12 academic
year. Emma Broming ’12 has been
named a 2011 Barry M. Goldwater
Scholar, selected on the basis of
a c a d em i c
merit from a
nationwide
field of 1,095
mathemat-
ics, science,
andengineer-
ing students.
This award
marks the
sixth Gold-
water Schol-
arship awarded to a Rollins student
in the past seven years.Ashley Toth
’12 received a 2011 Barry M. Gold-
water Scholar Honorable Mention
award. Kari Smith ’12HH was
awarded a 2011 David L. Boren
Scholarship for international study
by the Institute of International
Education. Smith studied at the
Kansai Gaidai University in Osaka,
Japan during the spring semester.
George D. and Harriet W. Cornell
Professor of Religious Studies Yudit
Greenberg received a Fulbright
Scholar Award to teach at the
University of Bucharest during the
first semester of the 2011-12 aca-
demic year. She is the third Rollins
faculty member to receive a Ful-
bright award in the past 12 months.
W O R T H
M E N T I O N I N G
Editor’s Note: Michael Hall died unexpectedly at his home in Winter Park on March 30. His obituary stated, “Michael considered
his recent invitation to participate in a workshop with renowned playwright David Henry Hwang to be one of the highlights of
his life,” which also included an off-Broadway performance in A Chorus Line and lead dancer in Fiddler on the Roof.
Contributions in memory of Michael Hall can be made to Rollins College Winter With the Writers, Rollins College Lockbox,
PO Box 864168, Orlando, FL 32886-4168.
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The House That
Rollins Students Built
Aworm farm. An organic soap-making
station. A medicinal plant garden. And a
group of college students working to
change the world. That’s Mowbray House—
a non-conventional, ecologically friendly,
fully sustainable “living lab” located on the
Rollins campus. The five-bedroom, three-
and-a-half bath, 2,800-square-foot residence
houses seven and engages dozens more in
its maintenance.
From the moment you enter the front
door, it’s clear that this is no ordinary
environment. In the corner of the entrance
hallway stands an ominous-looking, stark
black worm “hostel.” While it might make
most people cringe, it represents a signif-
icant piece of the sustainability puzzle. “We
feed red earthworms just about all of our
food waste, and even our junk mail and
dryer lint,” explained Theresa Chu ’11, president of Eco-Rollins and house manager. “They chew on it
for awhile, and when they’re finished digesting, the microbes in the worm castings help break down
nutrients in the soil, which creates ultra-nutritional, plant-friendly organic debris.”
Chu breaks down the organic soap-making process with equal enthusiasm. “We decided to try
and make everything organic, so we sacrificed part of the kitchen to be able to make our own soap.
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“THE GOAL IS TO ENGAGE
the entire Rollins commu-
nity and eventually create
an organic corridor on cam-
pus. Hopefully, this house
helpsmanifest other projects
and acts as a stepping stone
to a fully sustainable campus.”
—Ann Francis ’01HH
EcoRollins Advisor
A sustainable “living lab,” Mowbray House stands as a testament to what can
happenwhen students, faculty, and staff join forces to generate positive change.
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In November, Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. visited the Mowbray
Sustainability House, spent time with Rollins’ sustainability
coordinators, and signed an “I want clean energy now!” sign
that now hangs inside the house.
S PR I NG | 2 0 1 1 5
We use olive oil, lye, beeswax, and a variety of natural essential oils to create different scents. It’s not a quick process,
but the final product is free of toxins, chemicals, and animal products.”
It’s obvious that Chu and her roommates take seriously their roles as environmental ambassadors to the entire
Rollins community. Leading by example, they feel confident that they can raise awareness and empower others to
make choices that lower their environmental impact through both lifestyle changes and community action.
When Mowbray House became vacant last spring, it caught the attention of Eco-Rollins, a student organization
whose goal is to educate and motivate in regard to environmental stewardship. Their proposal to develop the
property into a testing ground for sustainable living was accepted and, in coordination with members of the College’s
Sustainability Program, they set out to transform Mowbray House into a model for conservation and preservation.
Students spent last summer removing and recycling the cement driveway and metal fencing surrounding the
backyard, creating organic gardens, and
adding native plants to the property. They
installed rain-collection barrels to collect
irrigation water, replaced the home’s incan-
descent bulbs with compact fluorescent
lamps, and painted the building’s interior
with a fresh coat of VOC-free paint.
As news about the sustainable house
spread, the number of volunteers grew. “The
goal is to engage the entire Rollins com-
munity and eventually create an organic
corridor on campus,” said Ann Francis ’01,
advisor to EcoRollins and manager of
Rollins’ Sustainability Program. “Hopefully,
this house helps manifest other projects
and acts as a stepping stone to a fully
sustainable campus.”
What’s happening today at Mowbray
House took root decades ago when the first
Earth Day, in 1970, sparked environmental
awareness. Since then, there has been a
steady increase in environmental initiatives
at colleges and universities, including envi-
ronmental courses and faculty develop-
ment, green buildings and policies, student
sustainability programs, and collaborations
with local communities. At Rollins, commu-
nity service is woven into the College’s
overall curriculum and culture, and Mowbray
House now serves as a microcosm of envi-
ronmental stewardship.
“The house provides a blueprint that students can use to create their own sustainable environments,” said
Francis, who graduated from Rollins with an environmental studies degree. “By showing young adults how to be
responsible citizens, you create an impetus for change,” she said. “In this particular case, you hope they graduate
with the impression that being environmentally conscious matters, because if they do, they will dedicate themselves
to making a difference.”
For biochemistry major Megan Frederick ’12, living at Mowbray House is a productive way to engage in a
worthwhile cause. “This has been an awakening for me,” she said. “I’ve always cared about conservation, but I wasn’t
fully aware of what it took to do it right. I’ll leave here a more informed individual. I get it now, and I want to work
toward solutions and encourage others to take steps to reduce their carbon footprint.”  —Jack Roth
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As part of Rollins’ Be a Part from the Start/Leave No Impact Program,
students helped plant edible organic fruits and vegetables, herbs, and
medicinal plants in above-ground garden boxes.
A Leader in Giving Back—
Rollins is one of only six colleges
and universities in the nation to
receive Presidential Awards in the
2010 President’s Higher Educa-
tion Community Service Honor
Roll, the highest federal recog-
nition a college or university can
receive for its commitment to
community service.
Making Lives Better—Joining
prominent CEOs, celebrities, phi-
lanthropists, and social activists,
Raghabendra KC ’13, Aditya
Mahara ’12, and Emily Sessoms
’13 represented Rollins at the
annual Clinton Global Initiative
Conference in San Diego as a part
of the Clinton Global Initiative Uni-
versity (CGIU), a forum to engage
the next generation of leaders on
college campuses around the world
in global citizenship.
Community Ambassador—Profes-
sor of Philosophy Margaret A.
McLarenwon the Florida Campus
Compact (FL |CC) Service-Learning
Faculty Award for Independent
Colleges and Universities in
Florida. These awards are given to
individuals, projects, and organiza-
tions in higher education that
greatly enhance learning while
working with the community to
address societal issues.
Community Partners—The Winter
Park Chamber of Commerce pre-
sented Rollins with the Commu-
nity Organization of the Year
award at a special Membership
Awards Celebration Dinner this
spring. This annual affair recog-
nizes businesses, organizations
and volunteers who contribute
their time, talent, and effort to the
Chamber and the Winter Park
community.
W O R T H
M E N T I O N I N G
Aditya Mahara ’12 (l) and
Raghabendra KC ’13 (r) with a
representative of Making Lives
Better, Westminster College
6 ROL L I N S MAGAZ I N E
Moments before she’s scheduled to go on air, Casey Korge ’13 seems unfazed by the fact that
she’s about to be on live radio without a prepared script—probably because it’s second nature for
her. While she was growing up, Korge learned the ropes from her father, who was a radio DJ, so she’s
confident she’s got this one in the bag. “As long as I’ve got my playlist prepared before I go on air, I
don’t worry too much; everything else tends to happen naturally.”
It’s that self-assurance that earned Korge the title of assistant station manager at Rollins’ radio
station, WPRK 91.5FM. “Being spontaneous is part of the fun of live radio,” she said.
Korge is one of more than 120 DJs who bring “the best in basement radio” to Central Florida
each day, drawing from a music library ranging from classical to techno that fills an entire room in
the basement of Mills Memorial Hall. In addition to serving as a learning laboratory for Rollins
students, the station is an important link to the local community. “Over half of our DJs are from
Central Florida, and we are required to play music from a local band at least once per hour, so the
ties we have to the community are pretty strong,” Korge said. “College radio stations are really local
bands’ main outlet for air time, and those bands are what give us our unique sounds.”
Its unique sounds landed the Rollins station a place among the Top 10 nominees for the 2011
mtvU Woodie Award, which recognizes industry leaders and pioneers in college radio.
According to station general manager Jerrid Kalakay, the nomination is well-deserved recognition
for the 59-year-old station. “We represented the smallest college on the list of nominees and were
in the company of schools like the University of Tennessee,” Kalakay said.
WPRK is an example of how passion and drive—plus a healthy dash of spontaneity and
originality—combine to create a successful enterprise. “There’s never a boring minute working with
the WPRK family,” Kalakay said. “The DJs love what they do, and the station has an incredibly active,
inspiring, and exciting atmosphere that is impossible not to love.”  —Sarah Hartman ’11
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Still the best in basement radio
WPRK recognized as pioneer in college radio with Woodie Award nomination
“IT MEANT A LOT TO US TO
make it this far in the mtvU
competition. It’s a great
validation of all of the hard
work we put in on a weekly
basis and it’s exciting to
have Rollins recognized on
a national level in this way.”
—Casey Korge ’13
S PR I NG | 2 0 1 1 7
Rebuilding New Orleans—Rollins’
January 2011 trip to New Orleans
marked the 10th time Rollins Relief—
a student-founded, student-led,
campus-wide organization—has
traveled to southeast Louisiana to
participate in the region’s recovery
from Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.
Nearly 270 students, faculty, and
staff have participated in these
weeklong service trips and con-
tributed almost 11,000 service hours
to the recovery-rebuilding effort.
Return of Lambda Chi Alpha—For
the first time since the fraternity
de-affiliated from Rollins in 1970,
Lambda Chi Alpha (LXA) is returning
to the campus as a colony. Rather
than participating in formal recruit-
ment, LXA used an unorthodox
referral method in which they met
with administration, staff, and soror-
ity organizations, asking them to
refer individuals who would be ideal
founders for the Lambda Chi colony.
New VP—Ro l l ins has named
Ronald J. Korvas vice president
for institutional advancement.
Korvas has
more than
25 years of
experience
in h i ghe r
educa t ion
a d v a n c e -
ment. Since
2000, he has
served as the vice president for
development and alumni relations
at Willamette University, where
he managed a seven-year, $131-
million fundraising campaign, the
largest in Willamette’s history
and the most raised by a private
liberal arts college in the Pacific
Northwest. Korvas holdsadoctorate
in higher education adminis-
tration from the University of
Missouri-Kansas City and received
his MEd and BS from the University
of Toledo.
W O R T H
M E N T I O N I N G
As “being green” becomes less a trendy catch phrase and more a way of life, environmentally friendly ideas are
rapidly gaining traction—ideas like the Rollins Bicycle Library Program.
Now rolling into its third year, the Bicycle Library Program was conceived when a group of students in the
EcoRollins organization and campus cycling enthusiasts saw the need for campus bicycle rentals. They put together
a proposal for a “bike-recycling” program that would allow students, faculty, and staff to sign out bicycles for up to
three days at a time.
It seemed like the perfect “green” concept for meeting the needs of students who wanted to run local errands,
enjoy some outdoor exercise, and lessen their carbon footprint on the world. Thanks to the efforts of EcoRollins,
Rollins Cyclists, Rollins Recycling, Facilities Management, and the Department of Environmental Studies, as well as
financial support from the College, the Rollins Bicycle Library Program launched in fall 2009. “All in all, the program
has been a huge success,” said Ann Francis ’01HH, administrative assistant in the environmental studies department
and advisor to EcoRollins. “We began with eight bikes and added four more the following spring. So far, these bikes
have been borrowed more than 500 times.”
Not only are the bicycles being used, but the system for managing the program is as well oiled as the bikes
themselves. The Olin Library’s circulation desk, with its sophisticated data system for book checkout, was the
obvious choice for overseeing bike checkout and returns. “Having to sign out bikes at the Olin and return them there
makes participants more responsible,” Francis said. “Plus, the circulation desk is open seven days a week, making the
program easily accessible to students.”
To keep the bikes safe and well maintained, a student-managed system was developed to keep track of them
and ensure they are always in good working order. When a bike is returned, the circulation desk staff alerts student
sustainability coordinators, one of whom is then assigned to inspect the bicycle’s brakes, lights, chain, tires, and seat
before the bike is checked out again.
The bikes are currently stored on bike racks under the outdoor loggia at the Alfond Sports Center, so the
weather is taking a toll on them. “The bikes are starting to show more wear than we’d like,” said Francis, who hopes
a permanent indoor home for the bikes closer to the Olin Library is on the horizon. There is no cost for “renting” a
bicycle, but borrowers must present their Rollins ID and sign a safety waiver form. Locks, pumps, and helmets are
also available for use.
The program is getting a “thumbs up” from Rollins students, who make up of 99 percent of the borrowers. “I
use a bike at least once a week,” reported Sam Stayman ’12. “Last semester, I used one for exercise totaling about 40
miles per week.” Yarissa Matos-Soto ’13 reserves a bike every couple of months for doing errands or simply
riding around on a beautiful afternoon. “This program was needed,” Matos-Soto said. “There are many students who
have little errands that need to be taken care of but have no transportation.”  —Kristen Manieri
Bicycle program picks up speed
Student-led initiative provides eco-friendly transportation for community members
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One for the Ages
Men’s soccer team scores best year in program history
The Rollins men’s soccer team experienced a record-breaking year—and heartbreaking finish—in
2010, finishing runner-up in their first-ever appearance in the NCAA Division II Championship. Playing in
blizzard conditions in Louisville in December, the Tars lost by just one goal, which was scored late in the
game by opponent Northern Kentucky University (NKU).
The Tars consistently ranked in the top 25 in the nation
throughout the 2010 season, and although the championship
trophy eluded them in the end, few could be disappointed by
the team’s historic performance. “I could not be more proud of
this team,” said Head Coach Keith Buckley ’88 ’95MBA. “Time
and time again this season they were down, but never out.
Without question, they represented themselves, the program,
and Rollins College with extreme class and earned a lot of
respect. We didn’t come out on top, but we enjoyed the ride and
we proudly brought the runner-up trophy back to Winter Park.”
While 2010 marked the second year in a row the Tars
won the Sunshine State Conference title, advancing to the
final four was a historic first. On November 20, Rollins hosted
the NCAA Division II South Region Tournament, beating out
Clayton State 3-2 in an exciting double-overtime match that
advanced the team into the semi-finals in Louisville.
The fifth-ranked Tars met second-ranked Midwestern
State on December 2 in the first semi-final game. A 2-1 victory pushed Rollins into the finals against NKU.
Nearly 200 Rollins fans, including students, parents, and alumni, braved the chilly weather in
Louisville to cheer on their team. Flurries turned into an all-out winter storm by kickoff and conditions
deteriorated throughout the game. Despite clearing the pitch at the half, the artificial turf at Louisville’s
Frazier Stadium was covered in two inches of snow by game’s end. “We did the best we possibly could
in difficult conditions,” Buckley said. “The problem is we don’t have much snow in Florida! We just didn’t
know how to play in it—we tried to play our normal way and it wasn’t working.”
8 R O L L I N S MAGAZ I N E
FOR THE LATEST
SPORTS NEWS, GO TO:
ROLLINSSPORTS.COM
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Bradley Welch ’11 (r)
Matthew Bauchle ’12
Down 2-0 in the first half, the Tars evened the score early in the second half, but
a late goal by Northern Kentucky proved to the be game clincher as Rollins fell 3-2 to
NKU in the NCAA Division II National Championship game.
Despite the agony of the final defeat, the men’s team ended the most successful
season in the 54-year history of Rollins soccer with a stellar record of 15-4-3. 
—Kristen Manieri
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Men’s Basketball: Back-to-Back SSC Tournament Champs
Tournament Most Outstanding Player Nick Wolf ’10 ’12MBA had a career day and led
Rollins past Eckerd College 75-69 in the BlueCross BlueShield of Florida Sunshine
State Conference Tournament championship game in March. The title was the second
straight for the Tars, who went 25-6 this season, and fourth in program history. Wolf,
who racked up 26 points and 10 rebounds in his MVP performance, became just the
third Rollins player to surpass 2,000 career points and is the only Tar with 2,000 points
and 1,000 rebounds. Following the win, the Tars climbed to No. 16 in the National
Association of Basketball Coaches Division II Coaches Poll and went on to earn
the No. 3 seed in the NCAA Division II South Region Tournament. They lost a heart-
breaker to Florida Southern (76-74) in the final seconds of the first round of the NCAA
Division II South Region Tournament. Capping off one of the best careers in Rollins
basketball history, Wolf was named First Team All-American by Division II Bulletin
and Second Team by Basketball Times, and he was selected to play in the 2011 Reese’s®
Division II CollegeAll-Star Game. The Cincinnati native is the Tars’ only two-time Sunshine
State Conference Player of the Year and three-time First Team All-SSC selection.
Tars Skiers Finish Fifth at NCWSA National Championships
Led by a dominating performance in women’s slalom, the Rollins water ski team
finished fifth in the top division at the National Collegiate Water Ski National
Championships, bettering last year’s finish by four spots. Rollins’ men’s and women’s
teams combined to score 8715 points, 750 ahead of rival Florida Southern and just 110
points behind fourth-place Arizona State. Rollins’ women finished third in their division
with 5760 points, taking first in slalom, third in tricks, and fourth in jumping. The team
earned its spot at the nationals after finishing third at the National Collegiate Water
Ski Association Eastern Regional Championships. See feature on the history of Rollins’
water ski program on p. 17.
HIGH FIVE: Rollins’ softball team finished the regular season
with the best record in the nation and won its unprecedented
third straight Sunshine State Conference Championship. They
are ranked fourth in Division II—the team’s highest ranking in
program history.
FIRST GRADS: The four-year-old Rollins lacrosse program
celebrated its first class of graduating players this spring.
Pictured (l-r) are: Women’s Head Coach Dennis Short, Mens’
Head Coach RJ Rossi, Peter Harvey, Spencer Mills, David
Meyers, Eric Schmit, Jorge Colon, Doug O’Brien, Charlie Shelly,
Katy Tyszko, Lacy Goodwyn.
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OTHER SPORTS RESULTS:
Women’s Basketball: Posted a record of 21-8 and was ranked
as high as 14th in the nation during the season; Amber Heistan
’13 named second team All-SSC and Sarah Blackburn ’14
named to SSC All-Freshman team.
Swimming: Both teams earned College Swimming Coaches
Association of America’s Scholar All American status; men’s
team finished fifth at first SSC Championships, broke two school
records, and had second-best GPA in Division II; women’s team
finished third at first SSC Championships and broke eight
school records; Michael Weinstein ’13 named SSC Swimmer of
the Week and second team All-SSC; Jenny Nilson ’13 named
first team All-SSC and became Tars’ first conference champion.
Sailing: Finished fifth at South Atlantic Intercollegiate Sailing
Association Fall Championships and won South Points No. 5
on Lake Virginia.
Tennis: Both teams finished regular season ranked 9th in
nation, finished third at SSC Championships, and advanced to
NCAA tournament; Jeff Morris ’12 named First Team Singles
and ranked 12th singles player in nation; six men and three
women players named to All-SSC teams.
Go to rollinssports.com for all 2010-11 sports results.
LACROSSE
SOFTBALL
10 R O L L I N S MAGAZ I N E
Rollins College’s mission has long embraced the
core institutional values of excellence, innovation, and
community. The largest single gift in College history
combines these principles in a unique philanthropic
package that is capturing national attention.
In 2008, Rollins College trustees identified a
series of strategic priorities, pinpointing key objectives
such as strengthening alumni relations, building the
endowment, and expanding the College’s international
footprint—both on campus and abroad. The priority
deemedmost difficult to achieve, but with the capacity
for highest impact, was development of a conference
center that would permit Rollins to host national
academic meetings, as well as local symposiums,
showcasing the College and its outstanding faculty
and staff. The added
benefit of a conven-
ient hotel for visiting
parents, alumni, and
prospective students
and their families only
heightened the need.
The following spring,
the College had the
opportunity to pur-
chase property on the southeast corner of Interlachen
and Lyman Avenues, adjacent to its Samuel B.
Lawrence Center, after plans for construction of a new
hostelry on the site of the former Langford Hotel did
not proceed. Land in hand, the College began the
process of defining what the facility should be, con-
ducting visioning sessions with College constituents
and community leaders, and preparing to select a
developer-operator for its new inn.
Enter trustee Ted Alfond ’68 with an entrepre-
neurial proposal. If the College could secure a gift that
would permit it to retain ownership of the hotel—and
the net operating profit, those funds could be directed
to an endowment for scholarships. Rollins President
Lewis Duncan immediately recognized the potential
for the value of the initial gift to multiply exponentially.
In December 2010, The Harold Alfond Foundation
awarded a grant of $12.5 million—the largest single gift
in Rollins’ history—for construction of the Alfond Inn
at Rollins. Revenue from the Alfond Inn will flow to the
Alfond Scholars Fund, where it will accumulate for 25
BY LORRIE KYLE RAMEY ’70
ALFOND GIFT
POWERS A TRIPLE PLAY
“Rollins will capitalize on a
commercial opportunity to fund
student scholarships. As the Inn
achieves business success, the
scholarship program’s impact
will continue to grow.”
—Ted Alfond ’68
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Harold Alfond at the dedication of the Alfond Boathouse, 1990
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years or until the endowment reaches $50million,
whichever is later, guaranteeing principal of
at least quadruple the amount of the grant.
“The unique structure will fund a key
strategic project, provide annual financial
assistance to deserving student scholars, and
contribute significantly to our long-term
endowment growth,” said President Duncan.
“It’s a triple win for the College.”
The Alfond Scholars will be selected on
the same competitive basis as the College’s
current Cornell Scholars, who receive full
tuition, room, and board. The Cornell Scholars
initiative was launched in 2005 to enroll a cadre
of students with exceptional academic qual-
ifications and leadership qualities. As with other
experimental initiatives seeded by discretionary
funds made available by the generous bequest
of George D. Cornell ’35 ’85H, it has been
President Duncan’s intention to find an alternate,
permanent source of funding for the Cornell
Scholars program.
The Alfond name is well known on the
Rollins campus. Since 1973, Harold Alfond
helped to assure that Rollins athletic facilities
matched the caliber of Rollins student-athletes.
The Alfond Swimming Pool was followed by the
Alfond Baseball Stadium at Harper-Shepherd
Field (1984), the Alfond Boathouse (1990), and
the Harold & Ted Alfond Sports Center (2001),
a joint gift with son Ted.
Nearly 60 years before Harold Alfond’s
death in 2007, he and his wife established the
first private foundation in Maine. The extraordi-
nary philanthropist, founder of Dexter Shoe
Company, part owner of the Boston Red Sox,
and father of two Rollins graduates (Ted and
Peter ’75) was presented an honorary doctorate
by the College in 1997. Alfond’s legacy of
generosity also continues in his children. Ted
and his wife, Barbara ’68, have endowed the
Theodore Bruce and Barbara Lawrence Alfond
Chair of English, while Peter has created an
endowment for athletic scholarships, and all
three have contributed support for a variety of
College programs.
“My father was a businessman who liked
entrepreneurial, creative ideas—and this project
is both,” commented Ted Alfond. “Rollins will
capitalize on a commercial opportunity to fund
student scholarships. As the Inn achieves
business success, the scholarship program’s
impact will continue to grow.”
As envisioned, the Alfond Inn at Rollins will
offer 110 guest rooms, 9,000 square feet of
meeting space, a restaurant, and a small lounge.
The site permits expansion if the Alfond Inn is as
successful as the College and Winter Park res-
idents anticipate. Earlier this year, The Olympia
Companies, which operates hotel properties at
the University of Virginia and Colby College, and
is developing others at the University of
Chicago, Duke University Medical Center, and
Bowdoin College, was selected to develop and
operate the Alfond Inn. Groundbreaking is slated
for the fall of 2011, with the opening of the
facility projected for the summer of 2013.
The Alfond Inn at Rollins promises to
embody a fresh interpretation of the College’s
historic commitment to excellence, innovation,
and community: a high-quality project, made
possible by a novel gift, for the benefit of
Rollins and Winter Park. “My father would have
loved it,” said Ted Alfond. 
The Harold Alfond Foundation
AWARDED A GRANT OF $12.5 MILLION—THE LARGEST SINGLE GIFT IN
ROLLINS’ HISTORY—FOR CONSTRUCTION OF THE ALFOND INN AT ROLLINS.
Alfond Boathouse
Harold & Ted Alfond Sports Center
Alfond Swimming Pool
Alfond Baseball Stadium
ORE THAN 1,500
miles from the island life
of her Trinidad home, Amy
Teixeira might well have
become homesick during
her first weeks at Rollins
College, missing her family
and her favorite stew chicken.
But within days she was
fully immersed in campus
life, thanks to the College’s
innovative first-year student
programming known as
Rollins Explorations.
CHASING
M
BY KRISTEN MANIERI
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PHOTOS BY JUDYWATSON TRACY
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The Adventures of a First-Year StudentAMY
A “hit the ground sprinting,” full-tilt
series of academic programs and co-
curricular initiatives, Rollins Explorations
is rooted in the basic premise that the type
of experience students have in their first
year of college, and beyond, depends sig-
nificantly on what they experience in their
first few weeks on campus. The concept
is simple: Students who feel a sense of
belonging and acceptance bloom where
they are planted. Help them make friends,
and the rest will generally work itself out.
By the end of Week One, Teixeira has
made 40 friends.
The Class that Binds
First-year students begin to cluster in
their Rollins College Conference (RCC) class.
Launched in 1994, the RCC program brings
together 15 to 17 incoming students in each
of 30 different seminar classes with provoca-
tive topics such asCrime Scene Chemistry or
The Physics of Avatar. Each course is led by
a faculty member who is also designated as
the students’ academic advisor.
“These courses build a sense of com-
munity,” said RCC Faculty Director Mario
D’Amato. “Students join together in the class-
room, on service-learning experiences, on
field trips, in their residence halls, and during
social events. They get to know each other,
their faculty advisors, and their peer mentors
really well throughout all the experiences and
activities incorporated in their RCC.”
Teixeria is placed in the Honors class
Justice, Good, and Evil, taught by Professor
of Legal Studies and Communication Marvin
Newman and Professor of English Twila
Papay. Over the course of the semester, she
and her classmates meet three times a
week to debate controversial topics. “The
class is designed to get you involved. If you
don’t talk, they get you to talk,” Teixeira
said. There’s no hiding out in an RCC. “In
high school, we just had to sit there and
take notes,” she recalled. “Here, it’s about
being involved and forming an opinion. It’s
interactive learning.”
Teixeira describes her RCC as being
“spirited” and “emotional,” and filled with
fierce debates about topics like same-sex
marriage, cannibalism, physician-assisted
suicide, abortion, and cloning. But mostly,
she thinks of the formation of the group of
people who launched her into Rollins life.
“RCC is the program that sends the
message to students and parents that Rollins
really cares about them,” Newman said.
“Students are not ID numbers here.” The RCC
becomes, by design, a surrogate family for
each new student.
Amy under Their Wing
Key components of this “family” are the
peer mentors. Teixeira’s been matched with
juniors Isaac Carpenter, Lucas Hernandez,
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and Kelsey Beaumont. Not only do they
attend all of her RCC classes, this trio is
also charged with ensuring that Teixeira
and her compatriots know about what’s
happening on campus and participate in as
much as possible.
“Peer Mentors create programs
dedicated to teaching the students about
what Rollins has to offer and also about
the most important values the College
holds—values Rollins instills in them to
help them succeed here and after col-
lege,” Beaumont said. “In many cases, as
with Amy’s RCC, students also learn more
about the surrounding area through a
community-service component somewhere
in the Central Florida community.”
In addition, peer mentors regularly lead
the RCC group on social outings, including
campus arts and entertainment events such
as this fall’s Annie Russell Theatre produc-
tions of Grease and Biloxi Blues. “I would
have been completely lost without this
structure,” Teixeira said. “My RCC group is
like family to me. I don’t think I would have
settled in as well without them.”
Beaumont firmly believes the retention
rate of first-year students is contingent
upon the success of Explorations. “The
first-year program does not allow students
to come to college and simply fade into the
background; they have to take part in
something and are therefore much more
likely to succeed, and to want to succeed.”
Home Schooling
To that end, students can no longer
fade into their dorm rooms either, thanks
to a progressive living concept known
as Living Learning Communities (LLC).
Director of Living Learning Communities
and Faculty-in-Residence Gabriel Bar-
reneche stresses that LLCs are, first and
foremost, communities. “LLCs are where
new students begin to get a sense of
belonging,” said Barreneche, associate
professor of modern languages and
literatures. “It’s where freshmen start to
find their little niche in the Rollins world.”
Teixeira lives in Ward Hall, a “mixed-
use” space combining residential rooms,
leisure areas, a classroom, and study
rooms, as well as a faculty residence. The
people on Teixeira’s floor are all from…you
guessed it…her RCC. “Whenever I need
help with homework, I know I can knock
on someone’s door,” she said. But it’s not
all serious stuff. At least one of Ward’s two
TV rooms is taken over on Mondays for
Gossip Girl, and Teixeira can often be
found on the fourth-floor patio working on
her tan.
Following Her Passions
It’s 7 a.m. and Teixeira begins an-
other day filled with classes, homework,
and community-service projects, but
also activities that nurture her distinct
passions. In keeping with its goals, the
Explorations program has helped her
connect with activities that will enhance
her College experience and plant her
firmly in the Rollins community. Her
exhaustive schedule includes dance-
team practices, weekend getaways with
new friends, Zumba classes, leadership
retreats, and posting blogs about her
Rollins experiences as one of a handful of
student bloggers dubbed R-Journalists.
“Life is anything but ordinary at the
moment and I am loving it,” Teixeira
blogged near the end of her first semes-
ter. “There is never a dull moment, never a
boring thought. Life at Rollins has so far
proven to be a rollercoaster of excitement,
adventure, and, of course, schoolwork. I
am looking forward to everything else
Rollins has in store for me and I plan to
take advantage of all that I can. There is so
much to get involved in on campus that
you really have to ensure there is a balance
between your work and your play. Once
that balance is met, you have officially
started your four-year journey—or should I
say rollercoaster—at Rollins.”
A New Home Sweet Home
Through Explorations, Rollins uniquely
envelops and embraces new students so
they feel safe, comfortable, and cared
about—and it doesn’t happen by chance.
The program has perfected a winning
formula that looks something like this:
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lthough last year’s classes didn’t begin
until August 23, incoming students
dusted off their thinking caps over the summer
for that dreaded first assignment: summer
reading.
This year’s selected book was not only big
on title—No Impact Man: The Adventures of a
Guilty Liberal Who
Attempts to Save the
Planet, and the Dis-
coveries He Makes
About Himself and
Our Way of Life in
the Process—it was
big on values cen-
tral to Rollins’ mis-
sion. Written by
Colin Beavan, the
book chronicles one
man’s attempt to
eliminate his and
his family’s per-
sonal impact on
the environment for
one year.
Students were
pleasantly surprised
to find the book
fascinating. But after
arriving on campus for orientation, they were
in for a new twist on the usual follow-up
discussions: No Impact Man spawned a week-
long flurry of environmental-related events
and activities that brought the conceptual
messages of Beavan’s book into the students’
real-world experience.
Their first week on campus, dubbed “No
Impact Week,” began with a screening of the
No Impact Man documentary (complete with
organic popcorn) and an appearance by
Beavan, who, in addition to captivating stu-
dents with his story, paddled a canoe around
Lake Virginia with some of them, removing
trash from the water. Other activities included
planting gardens at the student-run Mowbray
Sustainability House, touring Winter Park on
bicycles, volunteering at Second Harvest Food
Bank, and cleaning up Cocoa Beach.
To complement the program, Rollins
Explorations, the College’s program for first-
year students, sponsored an essay contest,
encouraging incoming scholars to consider
the issues the book raised. Three winners
received Rollins Rice Family Bookstore gift
certificates as well as the opportunity to have
dinner with Beavan during his campus visit.
One of them, Annamarie Carlson ’14, was
“blown away” by Beavan’s mission to make a
difference, one day at a time. “The experience
was one of a kind,” she said. “It was truly eye
opening and made me rethink many of the
ways in which I currently live my life.”
Beyond a much-needed reminder that
we’re all global citizens responsible for caring
for the planet, perhaps the most important
message Beavan gave students was one of
hope. “The question isn’t whether or not I
make a difference. The question is whether I
want to be the type of person who tries.” 
—Kristen Manieri
No ImpactManprovides high-impact experience
Summer-reading assignment connects first-year students to a cause in
their first week on campus.
Author Colin Beavan joins Rollins students from Associate Professor of
Environmental Studies Joseph Siry’s RCC course, Imeriled Planet, as they
remove trash from Lake Virginia.
A
create a structure in which connectivity and
community can flourish, then consistently
nourish that connectivity through the RCC
program, peer mentorship program, and
meaningful activities that enrich and deepen
the college experience.
“We’re here to make sure no one gets lost
in the crowd,” said Meghan Harte, executive
director of student success and director of
the Explorations program. “We know that
making connections is what keeps students
in college. When students connect with each
other, a mentor, or faculty member, they’re
more likely to ask for help when they need it,
more likely to stay here, and more likely to
have a positive college experience.”
“New students arrive on campus facing
so many fears and unknowns,” said Explo-
rations Student Coordinator Laura Berk ’12.
“Explorations gives them the basics for not
only surviving but thriving in the first semester
and beyond.”
As winter break begins, a contented and
exhausted Teixeira heads home to Trinidad to
enjoy the holidays…and, finally, some stew
chicken. She holds in her rearview mirror
moments that will stay with her for a lifetime.
She has laughed, pulled her hair out, cried.
And even though not a day went by that
she didn’t text her dad, she’s not the same
person who left the small island not so long
ago. She’s a Rollins student now. And while
the world will need to wait three more
years, it’s still her oyster. 
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or some incoming students, the Rollins
experience begins even before they arrive
at the smorgasbord of activities awaiting
them on campus. Launched in 2009, Rollins’
innovative First-Year Field Experiences pro-
gram—one of just a few programs of its kind
on the national academic landscape—gives a
handful of lucky students the opportunity to
kick-start their first year in exotic and engaging
locations across the globe weeks before the
school year officially begins.
Participants earn course credit for the
field-study excursions, which are led by
Rollins faculty members. After completing an
intensely competitive application process,
accepted students tackle a hefty load of
assigned reading and are required to submit a
summary essay prior to departure. This year,
two groups of first-year students journeyed
abroad: one to Costa Rica, the other to Shanghai.
Barry Allen, associate professor of envi-
ronmental studies, led 12 eager students on a
10-day adventure through Costa Rica’s rugged
landscape. Participants studied flora and fauna
in the country’s world-renowned protected
areas and national parks while completing a
two-credit environmental studies course. “It
was pretty amazing,” Allen commented. “I left
with a dozen kids from around the country
and came back with Rollins students.”
The Shanghai adventure was an intensive
23-day language immersion trip led by Rollins
Lecturer Li Wei, who described it as “a five-
credit, 101-level Mandarin Chinese language
course entirely transported to China.” Thanks
to an exchange partnership with Shanghai
University, he explained, students were able
to study in classrooms weekday mornings,
receive free tutoring from native speakers
weekday afternoons, and engage in a multi-
tude of cultural activities and excursions in
Shanghai and its neighboring towns. “It was a
total immersion encompassing everything
from food to culture to history to art,” Wei said.
Since the field experiences are anchored
in academics, these new Rollins students get
a taste of what will be expected of them in
college. “It’s a fun but rigorous experience
that helps prepare them for what’s ahead,”
Allen said. “When my group got to campus
to begin the fall semester, they hit the
ground running.”
Wei agrees that this type of opportunity
allows students to grow as individuals before
facing the huge life change of starting college.
“The students who went to Shanghai did have
cultural shocks, especially with the local food,”
he said. “But overall I was very impressed with
their maturity and sensitivity when dealing
with local culture and people. I think the social
experiences and interactions helped our
students not only gainmore insights intoChinese
culture, but also reflect on themselves through
the lens of their own language and culture.”
“I feel like I grew tremendously from the
Shanghai trip,” said Jen Jokl ’14 of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. “It wasmy first time really living on
my own. I had to be completely self-propelled.
There was also a kind of independence that I
was able to cultivate by learning how to use
the subway by myself and just going where I
wanted to go. It was a much more drastic
change than moving to Florida has been.”
Beneath the obvious allure of a summer
adventure combined with academic credit, the
First-Year Field Experience serves one other
important function: it gives new students the
chance to begin their new life in college with
confidence and ease. Over the course of the
trip, participants form close friendships that
continue once they arrive on campus, making
the transition to college a little bit easier. “This
isn’t just a trip,” Allen said. “Like all Rollins
study-abroad experiences, these are academic
courses that provide unique bonding oppor-
tunities. I still see the Costa Rica group hanging
out together on campus.”
“I still can’t believe I got to study abroad
with a school I hadn’t even started attending
yet,” said Costa Rica participant Emily Sessoms
’13, who is from Sanford, Florida. “It was an
absolutely amazing experience and it definitely
relieved a lot of the pressure of starting at a
new school. I’m still friends with everyone from
the trip. It changed my whole freshman year.”
Next year, the First-Year Field Experiences
programwill be expanded to include field-study
opportunities throughout the year. 
—Kristen Manieri
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First-Year Globetrotters
Unique study-abroad experience eases transition to college life
F
“I think the social experiences
and interactions helped our
students not only gain more
insights into Chinese culture,
but also reflect on themselves
through the lens of their own
language and culture.”
– Li Wei
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The Family Story of Rollins Water Skiing
It was a Rollins reunion on the water. For one week last August, about 20
current and former Rollins students and coaches competed at the 2010 National
Water Ski Championships in Wilmington, Illinois.
That so many skiers from a small college like Rollins participated in this
event is impressive in itself. But even more amazing is that nearly all of them
placed in their events—competing in a field of more than 800 of the best skiers
in the country, ranging in age from 6 to 85. “There was something magical about
Nationals this year,” said Holly Chinnery Pohlig ’01, who works for her alma mater
as director of admission. “It was amazing to have so many of us there representing
past, current, and hopefully future generations of Rollins.”
Not only has Rollins’ water ski program produced a large contingency of
skiers competing at the highest levels, it has created a tightly knit family that spans
more than half a century. “The Rollins connection is strong,” said Pohlig’s sister,
Amy Chinnery Valmassei ’92, who was prompted by her sister to attend the
Nationals—her first competitive performance in years. “When I got there, I couldn’t
believe it—there were people representing decades of Rollins water skiing.”
CATCHING
BIG AIR
FOR 60 YEARS
BY BOBBY DAVIS ’82
HISTORICAL PHOTOS COURTESY OFROLLINS COLLEGE
ARCHIVES AND SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
Dick Pope Jr. ’52, C
arolyn Alfred Espi
ch ’51, and Peter F
ay ’51
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It is no surprise that Rollinswas sowell represented
at last year’s National Water Ski Championships, for by
lucky historical circumstance, the College found itself
at the epicenter of the new sport when it was invented
in the 1920s. Since then, many of the world’s elite skiers
have lived and trained in Central Florida, and, starting
with Dick Pope Jr. ’52, some of the world’s greatest skiers have competed as Rollins students (many competed professionally
before stepping on campus). Yet, most of today’s Rollins students are unaware that the equivalent of Olympic athletes wander
in their midst. And despite the “fun-in-the-sun” image of water skiing, Rollins’ skiers have been superior students who have
pursued demanding careers while, in some cases, continuing to ski competitively long after graduation.
THE POPES OF CYPRESS GARDENS
Water skiing came to Florida largely through the efforts of Dick Pope Sr. and his brother, Malcolm. A born promoter,
Dick was an enthusiastic skier from the time he was young, and Malcolm drove the speedboat. To promote real estate sales
during the Florida Land Boom of the 1920s, the brothers put on exhibitions in South Florida.
Pope Sr. and his wife, Julie, founded Florida’s first theme park, Cypress Gardens, in Winter Haven in 1936. The park
quickly drew thousands, and eventually millions, of tourists to its botanical gardens and elaborate water shows. Hollywood
used Cypress Gardens and its water skiers in dozens of movies. By 1941, the park was proclaimed the “Water Ski Capital of
the World.” Cypress Gardens hosted the Florida Intercollegiate Water Skiing Tournament, and Pope sponsored the second
World Championships there in 1950—the year after his son competed at the inaugural event in France.
Dick Pope Jr. became one of the early stars of the sport, winning four national championships from 1947 to 1950,
winning the World Championship in 1950 on his “home lake,” and setting the world record jump of 84 feet that same year.
He entered Rollins in 1948 and became the vital early link between Rollins and the rapidly developing world of water skiing.
“I remember Dick practicing barefoot for hours,” said former Rollins skier Margy Mountcastle Robinson ’51. ”He was so
talented, and a very nice guy.”
Despite his stature as a world-class athlete, Pope Jr. was a humble, generous teammate. “He was the best, he was number
one, but he wanted to help everyone get better,” recalled his former roommate and fellow skier Peter Fay ’51. “He would help
someone who would later ski a tournament against him. He was the best, but he never talked about it.”
Thanks to the Popes, water skiers came to Central Florida from all over the world, which presented a huge recruiting
opportunity for Rollins.
Coach Henry Suydam (2nd from r) and the 1952 team
“GRAMPS” ACCELERATES THE PROGRAM
Through the years, Rollins relied on its natural gifts to attract
skiers. The College did not (and still does not) offer athletic scholar-
ships in the sport and, until the 1970s, team members had to pay to
enter tournaments and for boats and equipment. Florida’s lakes
provided a perfect place for waterskiing. With Lake Virginia bordering
the Rollins campus, skiers had a place to practice their craft and hold
tournaments.
As Mike Morgan ’85, winner of more than 30 national titles and
Men’s Slalom Champion at the 2009 National Championships, com-
mented during his student days, “It’s time in the water that makes a
skier, and getting to the water here is like getting out of bed.” June
Worthington Mendell ’61 remembered, “You could wear your bathing
suit to class—covered up, of course—then go out on the lake, and then
cover up again and go to your next class. It was fun.”
Students first started water skiing at Rollins in 1940, and the College
organized a team in 1948. They won the overall title at tournaments at
Cypress Gardens in 1949 and 1950, setting a course of dominance that
would last to the present day.
Rollins’ first water ski coach, Henry Suydam (1949-65), was an
accomplished athlete who had lettered in track, soccer, wrestling, and
tennis—despite losing his arm below the elbow in a fireworks accident
when he was 16. Suydam placed the Rollins program on firm footing,
partly with the help of his son, Skillman Suydam ’56, another early star
in the sport. In the same 1950 world tournament won by Pope Jr.,
Henry won the Senior Men’s crown and Skillman the Junior Boys’ title.
Skillman broke Pope’s string of national championships in 1951 (Pope
finished second) and led the Rollins men to their first state championship
in 1952.
Henry Suydam earned the moniker “Gramps” while at Rollins, his
son said, because “he was everyone’s grandfather. He’d invite skiers to
stay with us during breaks so they could get some extra practice in.”
He also bought the team’s boats.
Another early star was Professor of Psychology Roger Ray ’62,
who set a world record in 1961 with a jump of 120 feet. Ray had skied
professionally for Cypress Gardens as a teen and traveled throughout
the U.S. and Mexico as a show and tournament skier in the junior boys
division. Although he gave up pro skiing after entering Rollins, he won
twice in jumping and once overall in the four national competitions in
which he participated as a student.
While building their history as a competitive powerhouse, Rollins
skiers of the Suydam era began another long tradition: exhibition
skiing for alumni and special events. Many Rollins skiers over the years
joined the fun at Cypress Gardens, where shows featured trick skiing
and stunts, including large pyramids of skiers. Skillman Suydam and
a group of Rollins skiers toured the country with Bill Barton’s
Skicapades. In 1959, Rollins water skiers were filmed on Lake Eola in
Orlando for Art Linkletter’s showOn the Go. Even today, student skiers
put on special exhibitions on behalf of the College.
“Water skiing at Rollins was unique and different and added a
mystique to going to college in the South,” Mendell said. “When I went
back North in the summertime and applied for ski shows, I had been
practicing all year. And the alligators we saw in the Florida lakes made
for a great story at home!”
In addition to recruiting top skiers at tournaments and exhibitions
all over the country, Rollins coaches cherry-picked skiers from the
College’s physical education classes. Several of Rollins’ top skiers
learned the sport in college, including Mendell, who had never donned
skis until her first year andwent on to become thewomen’s team captain.
DeDe David Mahler ’77 hadn’t skied competitively before coming to
Rollins and didn’t make the team her first year, but went on to become
captain. Leza Harrison ’73 had never skied before she was 20, yet she
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won the Correct Craft Ski Nautique Award, given to the skier with the highest overall score in any
division at the National Water Ski Championships, five times. At the 2010 National Champi-
onships, she swept gold medals in Women 55+ slalom, trick, jumping, and overall. “I didn’t know
anything about water skiing—it was just a PE course,” Harrison said in an article for West
Marine magazine. “They asked me if I wanted to ski on the college team pretty quickly, and I
thought that they were making fun of me. But I learned so quickly I was able to do as well as
anyone else on the team. Learning to ski at Rollins totally changed my life.”
SKIING JUMPS INTO NEW ERA
After some coaching turnover in the late 1960s, 1970 proved to be a banner year for Rollins skiers. The
jump ramp was built in 1969 and, prompted by alumna Sally Evinrude Slater ’57, the Evinrude company agreed to provide
a free powerboat and ski equipment in exchange for the right to photograph Rollins skiers in promotional campaigns. Later,
Correct Craft, MasterCraft, and Sea Ray donated boats to the team.
Rollins also hosted the first Annual Fall Intercollegiate Waterski Tournament that year and won, beating 19 schools.
Water skiing legend Liz Allan Shetter Reid ’71, a Winter Park resident, broke her own trick record in that event. Reid was, by
her own admission, a ringer at Rollins, a star skier who had grown up in Winter Park. “Water skiing then was mostly trial and
error; we got little teaching of technique, but were trying and inventing things as we went along,” she said. “We didn’t wear
life jackets, and our slalom skis were wooden, which are much harder to use than modern equipment. We also skied on
open water, which most young skiers don’t do anymore. Most skiing lakes today are private lakes with no other boat traffic
and protected from wind as much as possible. Skiers in our era had to be able to master the variables.”
Water skiing was established as a varsity sport in 1971, the same year Rollins hired Paul Harris ’45 as coach—a position
he would hold until 1986. During his tenure, Rollins finished first or second in the Southeast Regionals all but one year.
Coach Paul Harris ’45 and the 1976 team
Lisa Sim
oneau T
obias ’8
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Known as a superb and caring administrator, Harris never rode
the boat with the skiers as coaches do today. “He dealt with the politics
and paperwork and overall organization, and looked to us to help build
the team,” said Bobby Reich ’77. “Even though we didn’t have
scholarships, the College always supported the ski team. We had a
jump ramp, Correct Craft boats, a supply of gas. Paul kept us together
and focused. He loved that team. And if anyone’s grades started to
slip, he’d talk to you like a big brother.”
Reich, a Winter Park native who started skiing at an early age and
twice won the men’s overall at the Regionals during his Rollins career,
captained the Rollins team during a period of triumph and transition.
“The 1970s was a period of great change in the sport,” Reich said. “We
went to all the intercollegiate tournaments around the country and to
the 1976 National Championships to get every judge and AWSA
administrator we could find to sign a petition to create a National
Collegiate Water Ski Assoc. We succeeded. We went from wooden
to composite skis, equipment got better all around, and it was also
the time of Title IX, where women gained a bigger role in sports.”
After a dip in performance in 1978-79, a group of 10 first-year
students made the team in 1979-80, joining only four returning skiers.
They would prove dominating; from 1979 to 1982, Rollins skiers won
four Southern Regional Championships in a row, and from 1980 to 1982
they finished second each year at the National Intercollegiate Cham-
pionship. Lisa Simoneau Tobias ’83, who started skiing at 10, led the
pack. She became one of the top six intercollegiate skiers in the
country by her senior year and set the women’s intercollegiate
jump record of 115 feet. She and her teammates won 19 straight
tournaments. Mike Morgan ’85, from Lake Wales, Florida, already
an international star, joined the team in 1981-82. He set a trick
record and made a collegiate
record jump of 153 feet.
Cassie Hillinger-Vandenhouve
’83 began competitive and show
skiing as a young girl (she learned
how to ski standing on a barstool
on top of a saucer for the Mini-
Aqua Bats in Wisconsin, the
nation’s oldest ski club) and
found in Rollins “a school where I
could compete at the national
level. The threat of gators made
you very competent very quickly.
Falling was not an option!” Caro-
line Hogan Shugart ’83 said, “We
all learned from each other, and
those four years were very impor-
tant in our career development. I
owe a lot to Rollins for my skiing
career.” In 1981,World Waterskiing
magazine named Morgan and
Shugart Skiers of the Year.
A PERENNIAL POWERHOUSE
Warren Witherell succeeded Harris as coach in 1986-87 and
continued the tradition of superior water skiing at Rollins. Witherell,
whose daughters Heidi and Holly skied for him at Rollins, was a legend
and innovator. Among his accomplished students were Helena
Kjellander Valentin ’90, a Swede who won four World Championship
gold medals in slalom, and twins Britt Larsen Kovak ’91 and Tawn
Larsen Hahn ’91, who were at one time ranked number one and number
two in the world in tricks. Witherell recruited Kjellander at a ski
tournament in Orlando. She hadn’t thought much about college, but
she liked what she saw at Rollins. In the 1986 National Collegiate
Tournament, Rollins placed fourth and Helena won the women’s overall.
She ended her career at Rollins as the College valedictorian. The Larsen
twins dominated women’s trick skiing for more than a decade.
Leading the men was Russell Gay ’92, a four-time All-American,
six-time winner in open men’s tricks at the United States Nationals, a
two-time U.S. Open Champion, and 1994World Champion. He has skied
professionally almost without interruption since graduating from Rollins,
placing second at the prestigious Moomba Masters tournament in
Australia just this past March.
“CoachWitherell’s sole purpose was to develop a superior water ski
team,” said Brenda Nichols Baldwin ’92, who spent two years under his
tutelage at Rollins. “He’d get to the Boathouse in the morning and drive
the boat all day for us. He maintained the courses and the jump,
organized everything so we could focus on both our studies and our
skiing,” Baldwin said.
UnderWitherell, the team earned international stature and took on
a more international cast. At the 1987World Championships in London,
Rollins skiers represented Sweden and Canada, as well as the United
States. Kim Laskoff ’91, who had set
the women’s collegiate slalom
record the previous year, won the
World Championship in that event.
That year, Rollins hosted the
National Intercollegiate Water Ski
Championship Tournament at Lake
David in Groveland and finished sec-
ond as a team, with Kjellander win-
ning the women’s overall and Chris
Swann ’88winning themen’s overall.
Rollins finished third in the
1988 National Championship tour-
nament, with Kjellander second
overall, Laskoff winning slalom, and
Gay finishing second in tricks. That
same year, at the nation’s most
prestigious water ski event, the
Masters Tournament in Callaway
Gardens, Georgia, Kjellander won
slalom and Tawn Larsen won tricks.
(l-r) Russell Gay ’92, Britt Larsen Kovak ’91, Tawn Larsen Hahn ’91, Brenda Nichols
Baldwin ’92, Helena Kjellander Valentin ’90, and Mike Morgan ’85 at 1993 World
Water Ski Championships in Singapore. Those in stars and stripes represented
Team USA, Kjellander skied for the Swedish team, and Gay and Hahn were
independents.
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Nineteen eighty-nine brought the single biggest accomplishment in
Rollins water ski history: a National Championship title, which broke an
eight-year run by Northeast Louisiana University and earned the team
a photo on the cover of The Water Skier magazine. To this day, Rollins
is one of just a handful of colleges—and the only small college—in
collegiate water ski history to win a Division I title.
Witherell left Rollins in 1990 and was succeeded for two years by
Mike Baldwin ’92MBA, who had skied at Rollins as an undergraduate
for two years before transferring to the University of South Florida.
Under his brief leadership, the wins kept coming. Brenda Nichols
Baldwin ’92 became the next great female skier at Rollins, winning
the women’s overall in 1990 and then winning both jump and over-
all in 1991. Later, in 1997, she set a world jump record of 166 feet.
RIDING THE WAKE OF SUCCESS
The past two decades of Rollins water skiing has been led by Marc Bedsole, a former All-
American skier for rival Florida Southern College who came on board as coach in 1992-93—bringing with him world-class
expertise in trick skiing, both as an athlete and a coach. Bedsole has coached numerous national and world champion water
skiers. A five-time U.S. National Tricks Champion, he continues to ski competitively, having won tricks at the National
Championships and placed second at the Senior World Championships in Italy in 2010.
Under his direction, the Rollins water ski team has continued to build its long list of achievements. Bedsole led the Tars
to five consecutive top five finishes at the Division I National Championships (third place in 1994, 1995, and 1996, and fifth
place in 1997 and 1998), followed by back-to-back Division II National Championships in 2002 and 2003. In 2010, the team
finished fifth in the nation in Division I, competing in a field of 22 schools. Bedsole got a huge boost early in his Rollins
career when Rhoni Barton Bischoff ’98 of Canyon Lake, California decided to come to Rollins. “I was impressed by the small
class sizes, the personal attention the professors gave, and the school’s strong varsity sports program,” Bischoff said.
“Coming to Rollins was the best decision I ever made.”
Rhoni Barton Bischoff ’98
Benny Lohr ’99
Bischoff joined Dana Preble ’95 in leading Rollins to a third-place
finish at the Collegiate National Championships in 1994. Rollins finished
third in the nation again in 1995, with Bischoff and Benny Lohr ’99
leading the way. In 1996, 1997, and 1998, Bischoff swept first place in
tricks, slalom, jumps, and overall at the Collegiate National Cham-
pionships. By 1997, she was ranked the world’s best female water
skier, and she went on to finish her Rollins career as the “winningest
collegiate water skier of all time.”
Benny Lohr was a four-time All-American skier for Rollins. When
Rollins finished third in the nation in 1996, he was runner-up in tricks,
and in 1997, he won tricks and came in third overall. In 1998, he finished
fourth overall in the nation and won overall at the Collegiate World
Championships.
Bedsole’s 2002 and 2003 squads accomplished what no Rollins
squad ever had: they won two consecutive Division II Collegiate
National Championships, led by Ty Oppenlander ’06HH, Michelle
Simpson Tuegel ’06, Sara Roach Lemley ’05, and Tarah Benzel Mikacich
’06. In an interview with The Sandspur after Rollins beat the University
of Texas skiers, Oppenlander said, “Nothing compares to the competition
and the atmosphere that’s present at water ski tournaments. I have
three straight Division II national slalom titles and this last one is the
most special because everybody has high expectations for me.”
Tuegel won a bronze medal in the World Water Ski Tournament in
2003 and took third at the U.S. Open, then won the women’s slalom at
the Division II Collegiate Nationals. She earned the title of world slalom
champion at the Waterski World Cup in 2005.
HIGH ACHIEVERS ON THE WATER AND IN LIFE
Rollins’ water skiers have often been among the College’s
strongest students. Three skiers have been Rollins valedictorians
(Helena Kjellander, economics; Holly Chinnery Pohlig, mathematics; and
Jenna Mielzynski ’09, biochemistry), and a host of others have ranked
near the top of their classes. “We used to bring our books to meets,
sometimes reading in the boat,” Caroline Hogan Shugart recalled.
After graduating, Rollins’ skiers have continued on to successful
careers. Mike Morgan, who graduated summa cum laude in biology, is
a dermatologist who teaches at three universities. Lisa Tumarkin Haile
went to medical school and law school and is now a patent attorney
for a biotech firm. Leza Harrison was a NASA engineer working on the
space shuttle for 26 years. Mark Crone ’77, who held the collegiate
slalom record and later was two-time national slalom champion, made
a career out of water skiing. He has been an athlete, volunteer, and
industry member for more than 30 years.
“The people who came to Rollins to ski also came to get a great
liberal arts education—and we did,” said Bobby Reich, who recently
left a long-term career in the water ski boat manufacturing industry to
pursue a PhD in business administration.
Those years of juggling competitions and academics weren’t all
work, though. “With all the time spent practicing and traveling together,
we had a lot of fun and shared a lot of camaraderie,” Reich said.
“Before college, I had only experienced competition as an individual. At
Rollins, I was part of a team, part of a family—and those connections
have remained strong to this day.” 
Members of the Rollins Water Ski Family at a recent gathering at the Alfond Boathouse: (front row, l-r) Geena Krueger ’12, Michaela Cooper ’11, Michale Briant ’13,
Delfina Cuglievan ’13, Jenna Wolfe ’08, Anna Davich Lohr ’02, Holly Chinnery Pohlig ’01, Jane Peterson Gay ’93, Brenda Nichols Baldwin ’92, former coach Mike Baldwin
’92MBA, and future Tars Ryan Gay, Ella Gay, Anna Gay, Brooke Baldwin, and Kristen Baldwin; (back row, l-r) Grigorios Sarantis ’12, Drew Phillips ’14, Robbie Vezina
’13, Drew Doty ’13, Coach Marc Bedsole, Gary Bosses ’97, Benny Lohr ’99, Jeff Pohlig ’99 ’01MBA, Rhoni Barton Bischoff ’98, Russell Gay ’92, and Drew Ross ’92
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ROLLINS RINGS IN
AT PRECISELY 9 A.M. ON THE MORNING OF NOVEMBER 4, 2010,
the Chapel Bell rang out from its home in the stately tower of Knowles Memorial
Chapel. It was the first in a series of chimes that set the pace for a spirited
academic procession fromWinter Park’s City Hall, along Park Avenue’s storefronts,
through the McKean Gateway, down the brick-lined street of Holt Avenue, and
into the Alfond Sports Center—an event marking the culmination of a yearlong
celebration of the College’s 125th Anniversary. Students, faculty, staff, alumni,
and community members marched to the rhythm of the bell—the very same bell that
heralded the opening of a college in Winter Park on November 4, 1885—as its
tolls sang out Rollins’ story:
DING: 10 acres and two buildings
DONG: 70 acres and 90 buildings
DING: 6 undergraduate students
DONG: 1,700 undergraduate students
DING: 1st liberal arts college in Florida
DONG: No. 1 college in the South
— Laura J. Cole ’04 ’08MLS
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Delivering a provocative
125th Anniversary convoca-
tion address, Clay Shirky,
author of Cognitive Surplus:
Creativity and Generosity in
a Connected Age, offered
an exciting and optimistic
outlook on how technology
allows for increased inter-
action and collaboration.
A leading contemporary
scholar on Internet technolo-
gies, Shirky demonstrated
how social media provides
an outlet to learn about
and part ic ipate in the
global community.
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On Founders’ Week Sunday, Dean of the Chapel Patrick Powers was joined by First
Congregational Church ofWinter Park Senior Minister Bryan Fulwider andMinister of Arts
and Education Talia Raymond ’02 for a joint service commemorating Rollins’ founding
125 years ago. Symbolizing Rollins’ historical roots in the Congregational Church and the
promise of an ever-growing relationship, the First Congregational Church presented
Rollins with a 100-gallon live oak, which was planted just outside Mills Memorial Hall.
Two proclamations named November 4, 2010 as
“Rollins College Day” in the Cities of Orlando and
Winter Park. Mayor of Orlando Buddy Dyer and Mayor
of Winter Park Kenneth Bradley both recognized
Rollins for its significant contributions to the economic,
social, and cultural vitality of the greater Central
Florida community. In addition, the inaugural “Winter
Park-Rollins Community Recognition Award” honored
five individuals who have strengthened the relationship
between Rollins College and the City of Winter Park.
Recipients included Sergeant Jon Askins of the Winter
Park Police Department; Elizabeth Brothers, former
associate vice president of development at Rollins
and current resident at The Mayflower Retirement
Community; alumnus Hal George ’76, founder and president of Parkland International Realty Inc. and co-founder of
Habitat for Humanity of Winter Park-Maitland; alumna Jana Slavens Ricci ’80, marketing director of The Mayflower
Retirement Community; and Bruce Stephenson, professor of environmental studies at Rollins College.
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President Duncan (l) and Mayor Bradley
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Rollins celebrated its past in September with the re-creation of the Animated Magazine, a
historical campus tradition inaugurated by Rollins’ eighth president, Hamilton Holt. Billed as
“The Only Animated Magazine Published in the United States,” The New Animated Magazine
kicked off the fall season of the Winter Park Institute. The event was spearheaded by President
Emeritus Thaddeus Seymour ’82HAL ’90H and former U.S. Poet Laureate and Winter Park
Institute Senior Distinguished Fellow Billy Collins ’08H, who served as “editor.”
YEARS
125
FLASHBACK: In 1926, Dr. Edwin
Grover came to Rollins as professor
of books. He and President Hamilton
Holt were interested in publicizing
the College, and Holt suggested the
creation of a Rollins magazine. Grover
agreed but made the suggestion
that they create an “animated” mag-
azine—for which they would invite
noted contributors to come to the
College and read their work in person.
Holt loved the idea and the two
quickly went to work, publishing the
first “Animated Magazine” in February
1927. To read about the history of
Animated Magazine, see page 54.
Former U.S. Poet Laureate
Billy Collins ’08H
Executive Director of the
Association to Preserve
the Eatonville Community
N. Y. Nathiri ’98H
Senator Mel Martinez ’09H Former Major League
Baseball player and
manager Davey Johnson
Author and drama critic
for The Wall Street Journal
Terry Teachout
The “New” Animated Magazine, September 2010
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Winter Park Institute Distinguished Visiting Scholar Robert F. Kennedy Jr.
visited Rollins in November to speak on “Green Gold Rush: A Vision for
Energy Independence, Jobs, and National Wealth.” Kennedy provided a
detailed vision for a green economy in which a national marketplace turns
every American into an energy entrepreneur and every home into a clean
energy power plant. “All the ingredients to the revitalization of our nation
deal with the decarbonizing of our society,” he said. “It will improve our
national security, create jobs, and repair the international prestige of America.”
As the sun went down on Saturday, November 6,
the Rollins community spread blankets on Mills
Lawn for a spectacular collaborative concert by the
Bach Festival Society of Winter Park and Rollins
College Concert Choir. The concert featured more
than 200 musicians, who performed a series of
favorites and celebratory works, including "Dry Your
Tears, Afrika" from Amistad, "Tonight" from Leonard
Bernstein's West Side Story, Gershwin’s Rhapsody
in Blue, and Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9.
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Thank You for Being a Friend
The Charles Rice Family Bookstore and Dianne’s Café have been an integral part of
campus life since 2000. To celebrate the reopening of the redecorated café and
honor the facility’s namesakes, members of the Rollins community gathered on the
Mary-Jean Mitchell Green Plaza to recognize trustee Dianne Tauscher Rice ’61; her
son, Dan Rice; and her grandson and current student David Rice ’14.
Rally Rollins Returns
Donning Rollins gear and sailor hats, students
gathered for the second annual Rally Rollins, a
College spirit event during which the four classes
competed in showing their class spirit. A high-
light of the event was a hilarious performance
by award-winning comedian Eric O’Shea.
Every baby born at Winter Park Memorial
Hospital on November 4, 2010 received an
official Rollins College “onesie,” 125 diapers,
and a commemorative Rollins 125th Anniversary
certificate. Maitland resident and mom Trina
Hammer celebrated her special Rollins delivery
with new baby Catharyn and Rollins Director
of Public Relations Lauren Bradley.
Special Delivery
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Birthday Celebration
Beans (aka Skillman Hall in the Cornell Campus Center) was
decorated in blue and gold in celebration of the College's 125th
birthday. Tommy the Tar joined students, faculty, and staff in
singing "Happy Birthday" to Rollins—and indulging in a giant
birthday cake.
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Using hundreds of images of Rollins people and places, past and present,
Cecil Mack ’08HH ’12MAT created a 125th Anniversary photo mosaic of Mills
Memorial Hall, complete with Mills lawn, a pair of students sitting on a bench,
and the famed Rollins Fox, who makes his appearance on the lawn each
spring. The 6-by-4-foot mosaic, which took countless hours over several
months to complete, was unveiled on Founders’ Day, November 4, 2010. It is
on display at Dave’s DownUnder in the Cornell Campus Center. “What I really
loved about the project is how it connected the new with the old,” Mack said.
“The image of Mills Hall as an establishment is not what makes up Rollins
College to me. It’s a central campus gathering spot that represents the
people who have come here, who are here now, and who will one day come
here. We are enriched by the places we visit and the people we meet, and I
think this mosaic captures that idea perfectly.”
A Mosaic in Time
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Thank you to the Founding
Members of The 1885 Society.
More than 200 alumni, parents,
and friends made sustaining
commitments to support The
Rollins Fund in honor of the
College’s 125th Anniversary.
For more information, visit
rollins.edu/giving.
Student Sculptures
Students in Assistant Professor of Art Joshua Almond’s sculpture class developed concepts for a “public art memorial” honoring members
of The 1885 Society. The winning sculpture, Boat Benches by Katherine Tyszko ’11, will be constructed and become a permanent part
of the campus landscape thanks to Andy Adler ’99, a Founding Member of The 1885 Society funding the sculpture in memory of his
father, Arthur Adler Jr. Other sculpture contest participants included: Catharine Coplin ’13, Leandra Lima ’12 and Margaret Rowland ’11,
Anne Patrick ’12, Sarah Showell ’13, and Natascha Vazquez ’12 and Carter Gillikin ’11.
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With Gratitude
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Alumni Experts
Share Their Wisdom
Founders’ Week featured a series of Distinguished Alumni Panels addressing topics of government service, media
and the arts, social advocacy, and business and entrepreneurship. Sixteen alumni experts discussed how they
started in their fields, how their undergraduate experience at Rollins influenced their career paths, and how current
students can achieve success in these industries.
OUR
LIVING
LEGACY
Stacy Sharp Van Praagh ’93
President, Fendi, North America, Inc.
Renee Stone ’85
Deputy Chief of Staff to
U.S. Dept. of Interior Secretary Ken Salazar
John D. Race Sr. ’77 ’84MBA
Partner, DePrince, Race & Zollo, Inc.
Hon. Rust Deming ’64
Head of the U.S. State Department
Office of Japan Affairs
Former Ambassador to Tunisia
Janis Hirsch ’72
Executive Producer,Will & Grace
Television writer for shows including
Murphy Brown, Frasier, and The Nanny
Hon. Peter Fay ’51 ’71H
Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals
“The people who come into Foreign Service, where I’ve spent my career, have no set educational
formula for what they do. The unifying elements are the passion for what they do, the ability to
think critically, the ability to write, and the ability to express oneself. I’m a strong believer in
acquiring those skills through a classic liberal arts education.” —Rust Deming ’64
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GOVERNMENT
SERVICE
“Most campaigns, even at the national
level, are by 20-somethings. It is
completely non-hierarchical. If you
can work an 18-hour day, you are part
of the team.” —Renee Stone ’85
Renee Stone ’85
Deputy Chief of Staff to
U.S. Dept. of Interior Secretary Ken Salazar
Hon. Rust Deming ’64
Head of the U.S. State Department
Office of Japan Affairs
Former Ambassador to Tunisia
Chauncey P. Goss II ’88
Government and fiscal policy consultant
Hon. Sydney Burt Goodwin ’60
Former event coordinator at the residence of
the U.S. Vice President, Executive Director of
the Vice President’s Residence Foundation
College Historian and Professor Emeritus of History Jack C. Lane ’06H
introduces “Our Living Legacy” alumni panelists.
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MEDIA AND
THE ARTS
Beth Lincks ’75
Playwright
Play Letters to Sala was performed at
Rollins in February, 2011 (see profile p. 60)
Matt Rothschild Dicker ’04
Author, Dumbfounded
Janis Hirsch ’72
Executive Producer,Will & Grace
Television writer for shows including
Murphy Brown, Frasier, and The Nanny
“My advice is to say ‘yes’ to everything and don’t underestimate the power
of networking. A major part of this industry is knowing the right people at
the right time.” —Janis Hirsch ’72
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BUSINESS AND
ENTREPRENUERSHIP
“Rollins taught me how to think, not what to think.” —Tony DeChellis ’84
Anthony “Tony” DeChellis ’84
CEO of Private Banking for the Americas
for Credit Suisse
Lindsay Phillips ’07
Business entrepreneur and Founder of
SwitchFlops
Stacy Sharp Van Praagh ’93
President, Fendi, North America, Inc.
SOCIAL
ADVOCACY
Muriel Fox ’48
Co-founder, National Organization forWomen
Hal George ’76
Founder and President of Winter Park-
Maitland Affiliate, Habitat for Humanity
LeLaina Romero ’00
Assistant Professor of Psychology,
Lasell College
Elizabeth “Liz” Abrams ’00 ’05MA
Social justice and peace activist
“The sense of community and love for community is
an important role in Winter Park and Rollins
College. The two are very interchangeable: the love
Rollins has for the community and the love that the
community has for Rollins.” —Hal George ’76
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125 Years of Rollins Poetry
“Rollins began with a poem.” So notes the poetic introduction to Rollins Book of Verse: 1885-2010, a new
collection of poems compiled and edited by Carol Frost, Theodore Bruce and Barbara Lawrence Alfond
Professor of English and director of Winter With the Writers, and Maurice O’Sullivan, Kenneth Curry
Professor of Literature.
Showcasing the College’s rich literary tradition, Rollins Book of Verse weaves poems from alumni, faculty, staff, visitors, and friends
into a lyrical tapestry that highlights Rollins’ position at the forefront of American poetry. The collection includes Emily Huntington
Miller’s dedicatory poem to Winter Park’s future college (the poem referenced in the introduction), as well as selections from literary
giants such as Walt Whitman, Allen Ginsberg, Billy Collins ’08H (Senior Distinguished Fellow of Rollins’ Winter Park Institute), Edna
St. Vincent Millay, Nikki Giovanni, and Maya Angelou ’85H. It also offers sheet music to the well-known “Won’t You Be My Neighbor?” by
Fred Rogers ’51 ’74H, a short story by Anthony Perkins ’54 ’82H titled “Brooks Revisited,” and an invitation—in verse form—to a Rollins
reunion by Rollins’ eighth president Hamilton Holt.
“Rollins Book of Verse is unique in American literary history,” O’Sullivan said. “No other college or university has anything quite like
it. While most of these poems have been published, our idea was to bring them together in one place to reflect the depth and breadth
of talent Rollins has experienced. Appearing together also allows these poems and poets to engage in a dialogue with one another
across time and space.”
By bringing Nobel Laureates, Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award winners, U.S. Poet Laureates, and MacArthur Fellows to campus
through the years, Rollins has fostered these kinds of dialogues, which enrich student writers and encourage and elevate the writing
experience. Programs like Winter With the Writers “show our students that they are part of a community of writers,” O’Sullivan said—
ensuring that the College that began with a poem continues to be a space where writing flourishes.—Laura J. Cole ’04 ’08MLS
Rollins Book of Verse is available for purchase through the Rollins bookstore at 407-646-2133. All proceeds go to support and encourage
creative writing at Rollins through theWinter With the Writers Endowment program. To learn more aboutWinter With the Writers, visit
rollins.edu/winterwiththewriters.
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English professors Carol Frost and Maurice “Socky” O’Sullivan
The Olin Library, which marked its 25th Anniversary as Rollins celebrated its 125th, created a unique
exhibit featuring five Rollins “students”—mannequins in period dress representing eras of significant
events in the College’s history: the College’s founding (1880s), the inaugural Bach Festival (1930s),
enrollment of the first African-American students at Rollins (1960s), the opening of the Olin Library
(1980s), and the College’s 125th Anniversary (2010). Positioned in various locations throughout the library,
the mannequins were accompanied by posters describing student life at Rollins, the role of the library,
and historical events of their respective time periods.
Rollins, Then and Now
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THE NEXT
YEARS
An interview with
Rollins’ 14th President,
Lewis Duncan125
RM: You’ve given a lot of thought to the future and what the
world will look like in 125 years. Could you share some of your
thoughts about that?
LD: One hundred and twenty-five years from now is easier to
envision than 25. We can extrapolate from the known, though
we can’t anticipate all the unknown breakthroughs. There will be
more change than we can imagine. Arthur C. Clarke said, “Any
sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from
magic.” The technology of the future will occur beyond normal
senses; it would seem magical to us today.
Global warming will be resolved, but as a
result of technology, not treaties (which fail
because they are compromises). The population
will be far greater than we ever dreamed the
world could support. Diseases will have been
mostly cured; in genetics, life’s complex code
will have been debugged. (Then we can con-
sider what were flaws and what intentionally
produces our differences.) The mystery of
cellular aging, and death, will have been fully
mastered. Biological life will have achieved
near immortality.
RM: That gives an entirely new meaning to
“lifelong learning.”
LD: The need for lifelong learning will become
even greater. In a world of extended lifetimes,
we’ll never get to retire. We may have
sabbaticals, like faculty today. We will be able
to pursue a far greater range of interests, but
we will also always be able to rationalize that
we can do it later, to procrastinate. We can
always wait to learn to play the piano.
The world will change so quickly, with
knowledge constantly accelerating, that we
will need to continuously reinvent ourselves.
Education will be essential. One can imagine
that some might find their minds fatigued by
the process, unable to keep up, leading to
seeking sanctuary in virtual worlds with a
like-minded group. If biological death is
eliminated, then ceasing to learn might be
the new definition of death.
RM: Do you foresee the rise of intelligent
machines?
LD: Machine thinking will become part of us—
even better than our biological brains.
Machines will learn from us, then learn without
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At the conclusion of the celebration of
Rollins’ 125th Anniversary, looking toward the
College’s next 125 years, Rollins Magazine
asked Rollins’ president, Lewis Duncan (also
a card-carrying space physicist), to share
his vision of the future and Rollins’ place
in the ever-evolving landscape of higher
education and the world.
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us. Boundaries between humans and
machines will disappear. Some refer to it
as “transhuman” or “robosapien.” There
will be a different definition of “sentience.”
(Even now the boundaries between
biological humans and “machine” are
blurring—we wear glasses, use calculators,
insert pacemakers, replace joints with
mechanical substitutes.)
But there will still be a need for an
understanding of what it means to be
human: consciousness, sense of self,
history, accumulated knowledge and
wisdom. We will merge into a true global
society—citizens of Earth, and perhaps
beyond. Preservation of cultural identities
will be challenged. History will become
a quaint remembrance in the face of
dynamic living cultures. It is, in some
ways, sad, but inevitable.
RM: What does that mean for higher
education?
LD: Actually, liberal arts colleges will be
the most-favored models of higher
education in the future. Understanding
knowledge (“wisdom studies”—the ability
to be a critical thinker, to apply logic, to
grasp various perspectives) will be more
important than acquiring knowledge. The
world will become more complex, and
reasoning through complexity will become
more valuable. The curriculum will have to
be redesigned, with less focus on disciplines
and majors, and more on cultivation of
broad thinking and reasoning skills.
There will be an inevitable consoli-
dation in higher education, enhancing the
educational experience for everyone, taking
advantage of the benefits of economy of
scale without sacrificing the individual
student-teacher relationship. The larger
public warehouses of higher education
will be displaced by opportunities for
on-demand education from both
for-profit and not-for-profit providers.
In advanced societies, the reproductive
rate is reduced, and I’m hopeful that the
entire world will be advanced in 125
years. If the birth rate is lower, there will
be less need for traditional education for
18- to 22-year-olds and increased need
for lifelong learning. That doesn’t mean
there won’t still be a need for education
for the young, who are not yet mature
thinkers. There will be a need for a holistic
environment for formative young adults
to develop their social and intellectual skills.
RM: In 125 years, who will be the best
teachers?
LD: The most senior scholars may not best
understand the great questions challenging
a 22nd-century world (it’s technology and
magic—the most revered 19th-century elder
wouldn’t have understood nuclear energy).
The best teachers will be those who can
translate the lessons of history into relevant
wisdom for the future.
RM: Is it too soon to start thinking about
how to position Rollins for that future?
LD: Actually, it’s a good time to remind
ourselves that what worked for the last
125 years won’t necessarily work for the
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President Duncan (far left) convened an intellectual dream team to consider liberal education and social responsibility in a global community in 2007, including
(l-r) BellSouth Corporation chairman emeritus Duane Ackerman ’64 ’70MBA ’00H, Smith College president Carol Christ, computer scientist and composer Jaron Lanier,
psychologist Steven Pinker, biologist E. O. Wilson, and international political economist Francis Fukuyama.
YEARS125
THE NEXT
next 125. Technology will assure that
knowledge is no longer the private
intellectual property of a highly educated
few. The pace of the generation of new
knowledge will create challenges since
students will enter college with the
capacity to know more. The way we
teach and what we teach will change
since the development of critical reasoning
skills and comfort with complexity will
be more valuable than basic information,
which will be ubiquitous, unfiltered,
and overwhelming.
An international focus is a certainty—
no school can think otherwise. In fact,
“international” will probably be considered
unnecessary, redundant, like “interstate”
education today. Although our identities
will still be grounded nationally, a shift
away from that won’t be far ahead; partly
as a result of mobility, we will be less
rooted in our birthplaces.
RM: There’s a clear role for the sciences
in your visualization of the future. What
about the humanities and the arts?
LD: There will be interesting debates on
deep philosophical issues, opportunities
for “applied” philosophy: individual rights
and expectations as opposed to those of
groups and aggregations. For example,
having resolved the human “engineering”
problem, will we stop aggregating in
groups by age?
New vistas will be opened in the
arts—imagine the visual arts with
human perception extended across the
full electromagnetic spectrum, music
with expanded audio ranges, dance in
zero gravity. Removing constraints
will produce more opportunities for
imaginative expression.
The homogenizing effect of global
community will lead to a single language,
which is not necessarily a good thing.
But, language itself might become obso-
lete. If thought and understanding can be
transmitted directly, then the process of
converting thoughts, emotions, senses,
feelings into language would become
less necessary. Rather than bits and
bytes, wisdom could be downloaded,
uploaded, digested, metamorphosed.
RM: The College’s 125th anniversary gave
us opportunities to revisit Rollins’ past.
If you could have been present (or
president) at any other time in Rollins’
history, when would that have been?
LD: The first few years of Hamilton Holt’s
presidency, although I wouldn’t like to
have been at Rollins during the Depression.
Holt was a true global citizen with a
powerful vision for world peace, a pacifist
and globalist in the truest sense. I admire
his experiments in education leading up
to the 1931 curriculum colloquy, and
would have enjoyed his conversations
with John Dewey—though if Holt were
alive today, he probably would be
advocating world democracy, not
Dewey’s vision for American democracy,
and probably not even a democracy, but
a strong representative-republic form of
shared governance.
Holt wanted students to be not
spectators but engaged participants
in life, without defining those forms of
engagement. The value of a liberal
education is in its application: the
ability to embrace latitudes of opinion,
to balance points of view. Dwight
Eisenhower said, “May we know
unity—without conformity.” Find the
areas of your own personal passion and
pursue them. The apathy of youth is
one of the greatest risks to the future.
RM: And if you could return 125 years
from now?
LD: One hundred and twenty-five years
from now, I would like to be looking back
on the trajectory from today. I wouldn’t
understand much of it, but it would be
enjoyable to look through that window
for a brief time, to explore the wonder-
ment of those many surprises and
discoveries that await us. 
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“Liberal arts colleges will be the most-favored models of higher
education in the future. Understanding knowledge will be more
important than acquiring knowledge.”
—Rollins President Lewis Duncan
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A Proud Legacy, A Luminous Future: Rollins’
eighth president, Hamilton Holt, watches over the
College’s 14th, Lewis Duncan.
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Rollins ushers in a new era of classroom innovation
BRAVE NEW
ACADEMICS
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BY LEIGH
BROWN
PERKINS
Compromise always sits at the head of the negotiating table.
It urges innovation to cool its jets, while pressing tradition to rev its engines.
When a college undertakes curricular reform—which can either be a dry exercise of necessity every
few decades, or a radical, fresh expression of a campus’s values—compromise can keep the ideas flowing.
“This is where the rubber meets the road,” said Interim Provost Laurie Joyner.
For Rollins, crafting a new curriculum has meant compromising neither tradition nor innovation,
even though hashing out the details takes time and, yes, compromise.
“As we step across the threshold of this new millennium, if our goal is to prepare our students to
truly become informed participants in some of the great debates, issues, and challenges of the
21st century,” President Lewis Duncan said at the opening of the 2007 Colloquy that
sparked this latest round of curricular reform, “should we not invest some time, some
essential time, in exploring the fundamental concerns facing the world today, and
giving thought to the great issues challenging the human condition?”
In the four years since the Colloquy, the Rollins community has invested
much thought in its curriculum in the broadest sense, as well as in the
specific content of individual classes.
Bold ideas are in theworks.
Dated concepts are on the way out.
While the curriculum is on the verge of a new era, Rollins’ repu-
tation for innovation is almost as old as its Walk of Fame. Hamilton
Holt paved the way with his experimental “Conference Plan” of the
1930s, aspects of which remain at the College today.
“What mattered to me in coming to Rollins [12 years ago] was the
freedom to do things in the classroom that were not normal,” said Professor
of Physics Thom Moore, who holds the Archibald Granville Bush Chair of
Science. “I have to hand it to the administration. They support us trying crazy ideas
that have the distinct possibility of failure. And they don’t blink. They encourage that
kind of creative risk-taking.”
And so, with 80 years of experience in academic originality, Rollins begins to construct a modern
framework of courses to meet the needs of a new kind of student entering a brave new world.
Here, a sample of the future.
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Imagine being offered a spot in an honors class with no precedent,
one so multifaceted it requires four professors and four-hour blocks
of class time, plus a final project so daunting it will take a whole year
to complete.
Any takers?
“Surprisingly, we actually got eight people to take
it,” said Thom Moore, professor of physics, who
team-taught Seeing Music, Hearing Art with
Associate Professor of Art Rachel Simmons
’97, Associate Professor of Music Daniel
Crozier, and Professor of Philosophy
Tom Cook. “It was an experiment, de-
signed to get the students intimately
involved in original scholarship, with
the only parameter being a final
project that required them to deter-
ministically turn a piece of music into
a visual art work, one that could be
transformed back into music.”
Emma Broming ’12 admits the course was rough, even for a junior
with a double major in music and physics. Along with partner David
van den Berg ’11, Broming’s final project had her writing code with
binary numbers that correlated to the notes of a song (“Hit the Road
Jack” by Ray Charles), which in turn correlated to colored pixels,
creating a visual pattern beautiful enough to be called art.
Aditya Mahara ’12, a junior physics major, created a video
installation that relied on running a song repeatedly through a
recording box, assigning a color to each frequency, then filtering it
down to a single frequency and a corresponding single color. “It was
so abstract,” he said. “That was hard for me, to have that kind of
freedom, with such a vague assignment and no background in art. But
it was a cool project.”
At each session, one professor led the discussion in his or her area
of expertise, and the other three professors became students. So the
physics professor found himself in the unfamiliar territory of an easel
and the music professor learned something new about sound
waves. “I loved that aspect of it,” Broming said. “Even
though music is a second language for me,
hearing an artist or a philosopher talk
about music taught me things I had
never thought of.”
Not only did the students
have to learn the physics of
music, come to understand
what makes art art, and study
how the body processes both
audio and visual art, they had
to have their final projects
ready by the end of the term
to be displayed at the Cornell
Fine Arts Museum. “Some of
them had never experienced
stress of that level before, with
that deadline looming,” Moore said.
“But the students learned more about
themselves and how to do scholarship
than I have ever seen at any other time.”
Moore said such scholarship is possible only
when there is a campus culture that offers unreserved
support of out-of-the-box teaching. “Let’s be honest, it costs money
to do this kind of thing,” he said. “The administration provided a
budget to have two professors and we volunteered that two of us
would teach for free, that’s how committed we were to it. I’m not sure
how many other colleges would support something so experimental.
But Rollins did.”
“Funding this project was an easy decision because it helped
create an intellectually vibrant, interdisciplinary learning com-
munity of students and faculty, which is a hallmark of a Rollins
education,” said Interim Provost Laurie Joyner. “The faculty
inspired my confidence that the end result of this collaborative
effort would be high-quality work worthy of exhibition in our Cornell
Fine Arts Museum. Of course, our students and faculty exceeded
all my expectations.” 
Uncharted Course
SEEING MUSIC,
HEARING ART
• Student-to-teacher ratio: 2:1
• Percentage of population who experience synesthesia,
the involuntary response of one sense when another is
stimulated, which was studied in the course: 10 percent
• Years it took to develop the course: 8
• Number of students who failed the course: 0
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It wasn’t just clever marketing, like splashing “new and improved”
on the same old bottle of soda. Back in the mid-’90s when the College
redesigned its undergraduate business program to become the Interna-
tional Business program, there was real, lasting modernization at work.
From the start of its new era, the International Business program
(INB) has been everything its label says andmore: it’s all international, all
business—and all liberal arts.
According to Professor of International Business Don
Rogers, who helped develop the program, the goal
was to give students the kind of business skills
only a liberal arts education can provide:
problem solving, critical thinking, social
responsibility, leadership, and adapt-
ability. So no class is an island; each
one is grounded in the concept of
global business, each one linked
to the larger principles of that
liberal education.
In a typical business pro-
gram, a student would start with
principles of marketing, moving
methodically on tomarketingman-
agement and marketing strategy,
and then, maybe two-thirds of the
way through the program, a stand-
alone international business course. At
Rollins, Professor of International Business
Cecelia McInnis-Bowers must weave all of that
marketing into a single class, within the global con-
text. “That’s a tall order,” she said. “When a student is required
to devote three hours of class time for every one credit hour of a course,
and our courses are four credit
hours, these students are
working at their maximum. It’s
not unusual for them to spend
12 to 16 hours a week out of
class to master this content.”
At the heart of all that
content is the concept of cul-
tural competency. “We focus
on students being able to recognize the different value sets that occur as
you cross borders,” McInnis-Bowers said. “It’s not just about crossing
borders, but crossing values.”
To do that, students must be moved to a place of broader
understanding, she said. And she means “moved” in the literal sense:
Every INB major is required to study abroad and must complete an
international internship before graduating.
INB student Kaitlin Webster ’11 did both in Costa Rica. She
completed a two-week class that taught her about small business
and entrepreneurship in the Central American country, then stayed
for a six-week internship at the U.S. Department of Trade
and Commerce in San Jose. “I loved every second
of it,” she said. “I learned so much about
market research and making connections
with people. It was such a successful
experience for me.”
The overseas requirement is
rare in undergraduate business
programs, as is INB’s required
language competency. Students
must meet its four-course upper-
level language requirement to
graduate, no exceptions.
“There are so many oppor-
tunities to study language with
courses in culture and literature
and film,” McInnis-Bowers said. “It
moves them well beyond the basics
of simple vocabulary to intellectually
inform them about the structure and
values of other societies.”
Webster, who was fluent in French when
she arrived at Rollins, now also is fluent in Spanish, which
has given her considerable confidence as she enters the workforce.
“I consider the INB degree
from Rollins to be superior to
a degree from a very focused
program in marketing or
finance,” she said. “It’s much
more holistic and gives you
the skills to synthesize a lot
of concepts at once. So far,
employers seem rea l ly
excited to get a résumé with the words ‘international business’
on it. A lot of my friends with more specialized degrees feel
forced to go to graduate school. But I’m ready to build a career.” 
• Percentage of INB students who choose Spanish as their second
language: 80
• Percentage of INB students who study abroad: 100
• Percentage of INB students who complete an international
internship: 100
TOM LAIR-
SON
INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS
PROGRAM
Business Not as Usual
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When critical media and cultural studies (CMC) was officially
listed as a major four years ago, it was projected that, with time, it
might grow to have 50 students.
By the end of its first year, 100 students had already declared
themselves CMC majors. “Out of all 30 majors on campus, only
economics graduated more seniors this year,” said Lisa Tillmann,
professor of CMC and department chair.
Part of its popularity is the currency of the major’s content for
students who have never known anything but interactive, visual,
virtual, and immediate communication.
But Tillmann said the major appeals to students who want to
discover how such media support and undermine the public interest
and the practice of citizenship. “We have been able to recruit and
retain socially conscious students who are independent
thinkers,” she said. “And a more pragmatic reason we
have so much interest is the production element.”
Unlike a traditional communications
major, CMC majors are trained in the tools
of creating their own visual media, from
Photoshop to sound editing. Such tech-
nical expertise not only gives CMC
graduates an edge in the job market,
but also enhances liberal arts skills like
critical thinking and expression. “To
be literate in the 21st century depends
on more than just reading, writing,
and arithmetic. To be literate today
means that we are able to critically
read and analyze visual messages and
produce them ourselves,” Tillmann said.
To that end, students must complete a practicum requirement
that can be fulfilled through an academic internship, a study-abroad
experience, or significant service to campus media.
Louisa Gibbs ’11 confesses she didn’t even know how to turn on a
camera when she was a first-year student, but as a CMC major, she
has gone on to create a documentary about the homeless in Orlando
and is working on her final project, a film about human trafficking. “I
am studying things I never knew existed,” she said. “CMC is so
engaged with what’s happening in this moment out in the world. It’s
not only made me more aware, it’s propelled me to be a leader on
campus. It’s opened the whole idea of advocacy to me.”
Such social consciousness comes about by design. Classwork is
often combined with service-learning experiences, such as in
the course Media, Peace and Justice taught by
Associate Professor of CMCDenise Cummings.
Her students, including Gibbs, co-pro-
duced the Global Peace Film Festival
on campus, giving them hands-on
experience with a film festival
centered on peace and social
justice, as well as connections
to the wider community,
including, for instance, farm
workers from Apopka, who
are invited to screenings and
discussions. “I have sought
ways for students to become
introduced to and better
understand this community,”
Cummings said.
Cummings and Tillmann have
taken students on a Toxic Tour of
Apopka to expose them to the human
and environmental costs of agricultural
toxins. In the spring, CMC seniors sold Sweet-
water Coffee to raise money for the Farmworkers
Association of Florida.
Like many students, Gibbs has been profoundly influenced by
such experiences. She now hopes to attend law school to study
public interest and human rights. 
Breaking New Social Ground
CRITICAL MEDIA
AND CULTURAL
STUDIES
• Number of ads average American views per day: 5,000
• Number of murders on TV average American child will see by
age 18: 16,000
• Average time teenagers spend browsing the internet: 11 hours, 32
minutes per month
• Average time adults spend browsing the internet: 29 hours,
15 minutes per month
Although it is Rollins’ oldest area-studiesmajor, Latin American
and Caribbean Studies (LACS) continues to innovate, not only in its
academic offerings, but also in highlighting the region’s culture
on campus. “We have a passion to bring events to
this community,” said Dexter Boniface, associate
professor of political science, holder of the
Weddell Chair of the Americas, and co-
ordinator of the major. “We are lucky
that we have historically benefitted
from important donations to the
program, so that enables us to
organize events that speak to
our interests in Latin America
and the Caribbean.”
Last fall was the inaugural
Semana LACS—a weeklong
event so multicultural seven
days could hardly contain it.
There were Hispanic film screen-
ings with famous actors on hand
(Edward James Olmos with his
movie Zoot Suit), panel discussions
about violence in Mexico, and a celebration
of the Day of the Dead.
The previous fall, LACS students were invited to
meet Alejandro Toledo, who served as president of Peru
from 2001 to 2006 and came to campus as a Winter Park Institute
Distinguished Visiting Scholar. “We read about political figures in
Latin America and we read about the culture, but here he was, physi-
cally, in the same room,” said Jane Lombardi ’11, a senior with a double
major in LACS and Spanish. “To be able to talk with him one on one
and ask him questions was an
amazing experience.”
Such experiences—on cam-
pus and studying in the coun-
tries of the Caribbean Basin
and Latin America—give LACS
students a fuller appreciation
of the region. “Latin America is
not the same in reality as it is in the classroom,” Boniface said. “Being
in Latin America is critically important to students’ understanding
of the language and culture. You can study, for instance, inequality
in Brazil, but it’s a very different experience to live in a
city that is very stratified by income.”
Most LACS students, who must reach
fluency in Spanish, Portuguese, or French,
take full advantage of the study-abroad
opportunities, which now include
Costa Rica, Guatemala, and Brazil,
with future programs possible in
Chile, Peru, and Argentina.
“I have had wonderful ex-
periences in study abroad,” said
Lombardi, who has traveled to
Mexico, Chile, Peru, Portugal, and
Spain. She has even co-authored a
scholarly journal with Associate
Professor of Spanish and LACS
faculty member Gabriel Barreneche
related to her summer research on
Puerto Rican migration to Central Florida.
Back on campus, the program that for
so many years was championed by beloved
anthropology professor Pedro Pequeño has new energy,
new focus. After revamping its curriculum in 2009, the program now
requires only two core courses, allowing students the flexibility to
choose their remaining schedule from their own personal area of
interest: environmental studies, history, business, economics, political
science, anthropology, music, literature—all offer LACS courses.
“The amount of choice students have to frame how they’re going
to get the broader, holistic
sense of the region, that’s
the real innovation here,”
Boniface said. “Because our
focus is on the area, not a
particular discipline, they’re
getting a more profound
sense of Latin America.” 
Latin Flavor
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LATIN AMERICAN
AND CARIBBEAN
STUDIES
• Number of languages offered to majors: 2 (Spanish and French)
• Percentage of LACS students who are fluent in a second language
when they graduate: 100
• Departments with courses in the LACS curriculum: 8
• Percentage of Rollins students who are Latino/a: 11
As a busy executive, Shelley Katz didn’t have the time for a
traditional MBA program. Katz is vice president of operations for
the Children’s Home Society of Florida, so showing up every weekend
for Saturday school wouldn’t suit her schedule. She travels for work,
so night classes wouldn’t cut it. And there’s no way she’s leaving a
job she loves to go back to school full-time.
All of which made Shelley Katz the perfect candidate for the new
Key Executive MBA (KEMBA) program at Rollins’ Crummer Graduate
School of Business.
Introduced last fall, KEMBAwas designed exclusively for senior-level
executives like Katz, coming at the suggestion of Crummer alumni who
saw the need formore scheduling flexibility and distance options for busy
executives. It delivers all the elements of a traditional MBA in a format
that suits the schedules of students who
are already busy business leaders.
The program is blended, meaning
half of its instruction is in the
classroomand half is online,
making it unique not only
at Crummer but among
other MBA programs
in the state.
Katz convenes
with her classmates
just two days a
month, meeting all
day Friday and Sat-
urday. They present
case studies and team
up for industry analysis or PowerPoint presentations, just like any other
MBA class—although this one happens to be filled with CEOs, presidents,
and managers.
“I ask them, ‘Why the MBA now, at this point in your career?’” said
Professor of Finance Halil Kiymaz, KEMBA’s faculty director and holder
of the Bank of America Chair. “What they tell me is that they have had
to learn the hard way, or that their education was too narrow and they
need a better understanding of cross-functional areas. What is unique
about this program is that it is designed for them to learn from each
other, from each other’s areas of expertise.”
Pamela Landwirth has had two amazing careers, onewithDisney and
one with the nonprofit wish-granting organization Give Kids the World,
where she is currently president. She explained that it’s often difficult for
an executive to find an appropriate sounding board for issues and ideas
at work, so connecting with peer executives in KEMBA has been
rewarding. “It’s comforting to know that there are no unique problems,”
she said. “Sometimes you think you’re the only one dealing with a certain
issue, but talking about it within the safety of the team, we can bounce
ideas off of each other and know that it will stay with the class.”
In between these monthly face-to-face meetings, Skype steps
in—and Adobe Connect and Blackboard and various wikis and
podcasts, exchanged between laptops and smartphones,
faculty to student, student to student, and back and forth.
“The entire course is available 24 hours a day,” Kiymaz
said. “If you have a question for the faculty, all the
students see the question and everyone can
comment on it. In fact, they are required to write
meaningful comments on discussion boards.”
Landwirth wouldn’t be able to pursue her
MBA if it weren’t for the technology. “I’m looking
atdiscussionboardsat twoo’clock in themorning,”
she said. “My lifestyle isn’t compatible with the
more traditional classroom.”
According to Jacqueline Brito, assistant
dean of the MBA program, the program relies on
an “integrated” approach. “There are two or three
professors from different disciplines teaching every
class, so they’re bringing together operations and
accounting or marketing and finance in a very cross-
functional way. This is information that students can implement
immediately in their own organizations and businesses.”
Katz said team-teaching boosts her comprehension of complex
topics. “You’re not studying anything in isolation—we did international
business and economics at the same time, and I got so much more out
of it that way.”
“I just can’t say enough good things about the program,” Katz
added. “I truly wasn’t prepared for the degree of passion and acces-
sibility of the faculty. It has been fabulous.” 
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The Bosses’MBA
• Number of students enrolled: 16
• Average age: 45
• Average work experience: 21 years
• Time to complete KEMBA degree: 20 months
KEY EXECUTIVE
MBA PROGRAM
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The timing is ideal, the location is all but perfect, and the subject is
as current as it can possibly get. It’s hard to imagine a better time in
history to add a Master of Planning in Civic Urbanism degree
program to Rollins’ graduate curriculum.
“We’ve had 60 years of development predicated
on the idea of cheap oil, cheap land, and cheap
mortgages,” said Bruce Stephenson, director
of the program and professor of environ-
mental studies. “Programs that still teach
from that model aren’t in touch with
reality. Students want livable cities, not
more subdivisions and highways.”
Among the first to enroll in the
program last fall was Tim Maslow,
director of KeepWinter Park Beautiful
and the City’s green certification
process. “In the very first class, we
went from planning in the Renaissance
all the way to the New Urbanism com-
munities of today, so unlike other planning
programs, it’s more design driven than policy
driven. It has extremely innovative courses.”
Like Maslow, a third of the students are
already employed in the planning profession. One is
Matt Boerger, whoworks for the East Central Florida Regional
Planning Council. He was drawn to the program’s more modern take on
long-range planning. “As a practicing planner, I have become used to
measuring things, but you need to be able to gauge quality as well as
quantity. I didn’t want more technical information. I wanted the art of
planning, not the science.”
So it appealed to Boerger that students are required to complete a
drawing course, a first for many of them, so that they are able to present
their vision of a project. “Being able to draw brings so much credibility
to you when you’re sitting at a table with a group of developers,”
Boerger said. “It’s one of the main reasons I wanted to do this program.”
Stephenson said city planning was originally an art form (the
archived plans are truly works of art, on par withmuseummasterpieces)
and its future must honor its artistic heritage. “There is a quality of
design that has been lost,” he said. “Our students need to understand
that planning has an artistic form.”
But there are practical matters, too, such as pesky zoning boards
and city commissions. That’s where George D. and Harriet W. Cornell
Professor of Politics Rick Foglesong steps in. Foglesong is known for the
seminal book Planning the Capitalist City, which is required reading in
most urban planning courses. “It’s so easy to get all revved up
about sustainable communities, but then you have to
keep the regulators inmind and remember that
local governments don’t necessarily see
things in the same way you do,” Maslow
said. “That’s the pragmatic angle.”
Boerger said any planning
degree that overlooks politics is
shortsighted. “You can believe
you can create a utopian society,
but it’s not realistic if you can’t
get the mayor to sign off on it,”
he said. “Adding the political
element to the program makes
it so much more realistic.”
This is why Winter Park makes the ideal location for such a
program. The city has a historical downtown, designed with pre-
automobile lifestyles in mind, and a number of newer developments
that fit the Urbanism model, as well as a reputation for having a
politically active (and vocal) citizenry. “We’ve got this amazing
connection to Winter Park, which is the perfect laboratory, and we’re
on a campus that’s the product of a quality of design that no longer
exists,” Stephenson said. “It’s literally all right here for us to study.
Students can clearly see what works. And what doesn’t work.”
Prior to pitching the program to the College, Foglesong and
Stephenson worked with three focus groups of private market
developers, public planners, and consultants to pinpoint the ideal
elements of a master’s degree in civic urbanism.
Foglesong said their findings were clear: “We learned that
Rollins is, indeed, the right place, it’s the right time, and we have the
right approach.” 
Rethinking the Town
MASTER OF
PLANNING IN
CIVIC URBANISM
• Anticipated enrollment for Fall 2011: 50 students
• Percentage who already work in planning: 33
• Number of New Urbanist developments planned or under construction
in the U.S.: 4,000
• Growth of Orange County (FL) population, 2000-09: 21.2 percent
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File this one under “Works in Progress.”
While it is still in the developmental stages, social entrepreneurship
clearly qualifies as a curricular innovation. Not only is the concept itself
relatively new to the College, so is the initiative to integrate it into the
mindsets and class schedules of Rollins students. Over the past year,
this effort has been promoted by the Social Entrepreneurship
and Sustainable Enterprise Initiative (SESE), a collabora-
tion of faculty, staff, and students that began at the
Crummer Graduate School of Business and
has expanded to include representatives
from throughout the College.
“A handful of both undergraduate and
Crummer students completed a survey
project to assess the interest and the
knowledge base on campus,” said Mary
Conway Dato-on, associate professor
of international business in the Crum-
mer School. “We feel very strongly that
this is something the whole of Rollins
can be known for, across campus,
moving across curricula. It’s amovement.”
Rollins MBA student Sam Barns ’11 was invited to participate in a
conference with faculty and other students interested in the concept of
social entrepreneurship. “What we’d like to do is start a movement for
social entrepreneurship,” he said. “We’ve brought in people for
speaking engagements to promote the concept.”
Among the main goals of the initiative’s proponents are formal
course offerings in the field (the first is slated for spring 2012) and
integration of social entrepreneurship into the curriculum at large—
as has been done with the concepts of global citizenship and
responsible leadership.
Great, but what is social entrepreneurship?
Basically, it is seeing a societal challenge and using sound
business principles, specifically entrepreneurial principles, to fix the
problem, all while advancing the public good and making a profit.
“This is different from giving money to a charity,” Barns said.
“We’re not knocking traditional charities, but a business that is
dependent on people donating money is not sustainable.”
A good example of social entrepreneurship
in action:Nobel PeacePrizewinnerMuhammad
Yunus and his concept of microloans for
the poor in Bangladesh. His bank is
not a charity, but a company that
makes a profit loaning people
with no collateral small amounts
of capital to operate their
own businesses.
Such enterprises, Dato-
on said, have a triple bottom
line: financial profitability,
ecological integrity, and social
equity. “Our goal is to help stu-
dents across the curriculum
realize the unlimited potential
that’s out there,” she said.
Anna Montoya ’13, a philosophy
major who has volunteered with aid
organizations for local farmworkers and
mentored middle-schoolers, understands well
the impulse to help those in need. But not until she was
invited to serve on the discovery panel for the SESE Initiative did
she ever consider an alternative to charity. “There is more than one
way to make a change in the world,” she said. “A lot of people in my
generation don’t see business as a viable option for themselves, but
this concept has broad appeal, even for the kinds of students who
wouldn’t ordinarily be interested in the for-profit world.”
Barns said even the students who can picture themselves working
for profit envision a more equitable way of achieving their goals. “I have
always felt that I would like my own life to have an impact on the world,”
he said. “I happen to be good at business, but that shouldn’t precludeme
from creating a positive change.”
Barns’ plan to put all this nascent social entrepreneurship to good
work: When he graduates, he’s going to Tanzania to open an eco-lodge,
which he expects to have a healthy triple bottom line. 
When the Free Market Makes Good
SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
• Percentage of Millennials who feel a personal responsibility to make a
difference in the world: 61
• Percentage of business majors who want more focus on corporate
responsibility: 73
• Percentage who expect to seek “socially responsible” employment: 84
• Percentage who have volunteered in the past year: up to 80
Statistics provided by Net Impact
NewEngland’s Five Colleges share a busline. The Big Ten coordinates
its football schedules. Bryn Mawr and her sister schools on Philadelphia’s
Main Line encourage cross-registration and cross-socialization.
Now, following a challenge from Rollins President Lewis Duncan, the
16 liberal arts colleges of the Associated Colleges of the South (ACS) will
join forces to offer online, interactive, upper-level courses to students on
any ACS campus. The New Paradigm Initiative, as it’s being called, is
simple enough: blend traditional classroom instruction with the latest
technology—webinars, teleconferences—so a student is no longer
limited to the curriculum at his or her home college, but can select a
course taught at any participating ACS school.
Take Arabic, for example. Among ACS colleges, only Davidson
College and the University of Richmond offer courses. In the past,
a Rollins student with a passion to learn the language
would have had to transfer or undertake independent
study, without the benefit of classroom interaction.
With the New Paradigm, a Rollins student
can study Arabic with a professor in North
Carolina or Virginia—or Swahili (at
Morehouse College) or gender studies
(Rhodes College)—without stepping
foot off the Rollins campus. Likewise, a
student at Furman University could
enroll in environmental studies at Rollins
without leaving her Greenville dorm.
“President Duncan calls it Super-
Skype,” said Pat Schoknecht, Rollins chief
information officer. “Everyone in the class
is connected and everyone can see and
speak to each other, so there is still the one-
on-one attention that liberal arts colleges are so
famous for. It’s just that students and professors are
not in the same room, or even in the same state.”
The “SuperSkype” and connection software allow
students to talk freely with each other and ask questions in real
time—no delay, no stiff robotic presence. Professors can use all the
power of the internet, from iMovie to online testing. Being asked to
teach in a new way, learn a new technology, and accommodate
far-flung students can be daunting. “Some of my colleagues see this
as a risk,” said Nancy Decker, associate professor of German. “They
think it poses a tremendous danger to our profession to offer
instruction from a distance without face-to-face contact.”
Even administrators have had their doubts. “My first thought was
that this was a horrible idea,” said Debra Wellman, interim dean of the
faculty. “Then I sat in on a teleconference and it both freaked me out and
completely sold me on the idea. This technology makes it possible for
the instruction to be perfectly in line with the personalized attention
that liberal arts colleges do best.”
For faculty, the advantages of blended courses far outweigh the
perceived risks. Professors taking sabbaticals could arrange for other
ACS faculty members to fill the gap during their time away, eliminating
the need to find adjunct instructors. Faculty could enjoy greater
freedom to pursue their areas of academic interest, and some
departments with decreasing enrollments might be sustained.
Rollins is the first ACS school to offer a consor-
tium-wide course, a 300-level German
class that Decker will teach this fall.
A Chinese music course will follow
in the spring. Although the ACS
has identified areas well suited
for the New Paradigm—
based on high student in-
terest or declining interest,
as well as areas of critical
importance to the U.S.
government, such as
astronomy and Farsi, it is
up to the individual col-
leges and, indeed, each
professor, to decide if a
blended course will work for them. For Rollins, the partnership offers
another opportunity to deliver the education today’s students seek.
“President Duncan is a visionary leader,” Wellman said. “This is
a way for us to see ourselves as not just a small school, limited to
3,000 students, but as a large consortium, with 30,000 students.
The opportunities expand instantly. It’s an exciting concept.” 
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NEW
PARADIGM
INITIATIVE
A New Paradigm for Learning
• Number of Associated Colleges of the South (ACS) member
institutions: 16
• Number of ACS full-time faculty: 2,759
• Some potential New Paradigm courses: African diaspora, Arabic,
astronomy, ethnomusicology, Farsi, peace studies, Swahili, Urdu
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FLASHBACK
The Animated Magazinewas a shrewd publicity move, but also a genuine effort to bring
culture to the swampy hinterlands of Central Florida. President Holt had countless
literary and political connections and was eager to put them in service to the College.
The Animated Magazine
Comes to Life
n a chilly February day in 1927, several hundred spectators
gathered in the Recreation Hall on the shores of Lake Virginia.
The open-air building was cold, but curiosity trumped comfort
for the audience, who had come to witness the first “edition” of the Rollins
College Animated Magazine.
A well-calculated misnomer, the Animated Magazine was not, in fact,
a printed publication. It was an event held during Founders’ Week in which
invited “contributors” read from their work to an audience of “subscribers.”
The authorial lineup for the inaugural edition included novelists Irving
Bacheller ’40H and Rex Beach ’27H (Rollins Class of 1897), poets Cale Young
Rice ’28H and Jessie Rittenhouse ’28H, humorist Opie Read, and journalist
Albert Shaw ’27H.
The contributors sat on a platform with Rollins President Hamilton Holt
and Professor Edwin Osgood Grover ’49H, who had come up with the idea
a few months before, drawing
on their collective experience
in the publishing world. As the
legend goes, Holt enthusiasti-
cally described his concept to
Grover, who exclaimed, “Oh,
you mean an animated magazine!” “That’s it, that’s what we’ll call it—Rollins’
Animated Magazine!” President Holt said, slapping the table. Holt appointed
himself editor and designated Grover publisher; the latter quietly and
diligently carried out the lion’s share of the work in the ensuing decades.
As each contributor took his place at the microphone, Holt sat with a
comically oversized blue pencil in his hands. He had promised the audience
that if any speaker ran over the allotted time of 10 to 15 minutes, he’d stand
up and make an imaginary cross in the air, signifying that the offending con-
tributor was crossed off the program. His puckish threat never materialized,
but the promise of it gave an edge of suspense to an already lively afternoon.
The Animated Magazine’s first edition was a critical and popular success.
Aside from the unseasonable weather, the only glitch was the event’s listing in
the Founders’ Week program. Mistakenly titled Literary Vespers, the program
sounded vaguely liturgical and rather dry. The mistake was not repeated.
In years to come, the Animated Magazine, by dint of its catchy name and
fabulous lineup of contributors, became a jewel in the crown of Rollins.
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BY MARY SEYMOUR ’80
The highlight of the 1935 Animated
Magazine was Secretary of State
Cordell Hull ’35H speaking on world
peace, but the affair also included
two other members of Frankl in
Roosevelt’s cabinet. Seated directly
behind Hul l was Edwin Grover,
Rol l ins Professor of Books and
“publisher” of the Animated Magazine.
O
PHOTOS COURTESY OF ROLLINS COLLEGE
ARCHIVES AND SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
o fully understand the intent and reach of the
Animated Magazine, one needs to gain some
understanding of Hamilton Holt, Rollins’ eighth
president. No easy task, given the complexity of this
charismatic man, who lived his life in three acts: journalist,
international peace activist, and educator.
By the time Holt came to Rollins in September 1925, he
had spent two decades as editor of The Independent, a
progressive weekly magazine of national influence. He’d written
a book about the lives of common men and rubbed shoulders
with U.S. presidents. After stepping down as editor of The
Independent in 1921, Holt redoubled his efforts to bring America
into the peace-minded League of Nations. In 1924, he was
the Democratic Party’s pick for the U.S. Senate seat for Con-
necticut but lost by a landslide. With his life at a crossroads,
Holt received a letter from author Irving Bacheller, a frequent
Independent contributor, friend, and trustee of Rollins.
Bacheller asked if Holt was interested in becoming president
of the College. The answer was a definite yes.
Holt had no experience as an educator, but he had a P. T.
Barnum-esque gift for showmanship as well as firm ideas
about learning. He upended traditional notions of college
education, instituting a “conference plan” that called for
student-centered classrooms dominated by enormous oval
tables, with teachers serving as supportive resources rather
than strict authority figures. The fact that Rollins trustees
and faculty agreed to this radical plan—even embraced it—
is testament to Holt’s charisma.
His first faculty appointment went to Edwin Grover, who
was anointed “Professor of Books,” in winking agreement with
Ralph Waldo Emerson’s statement that “colleges, whilst they
provide us with libraries, furnish no professor of books; and I
think no chair is so much wanted.” In another publicity-savvy
gesture, Holt appointed writer Corra May Harris ’27H “Professor
of Evil.” Her course on the definition and nature of evil garnered
plenty of press, including a TIME magazine piece in 1930 that
quoted her: “Evil is one of the oldest classics of human nature.
It is usually taught by people morally illiterate and mentally
corrupt, when it should be an important part of the education
of youth.”
The Animated Magazinewas a shrewd publicity move but
also a genuine effort to bring culture to the swampy hinter-
lands of Central Florida. Holt had countless literary and political
connections and was eager to put them in service to the
College. In a further act of canny showmanship, he created a
new tradition: Founders’ Week, held in February to celebrate
the College’s inception. In fact, Rollins was chartered in April
1885, and its first classes were held in November of that year.
February had nothing to do with the College’s founding, but it
was a balmy time of year in Florida—a time when famous people
were most likely to accept a speaking invitation, and a little
college might attract big crowds and even bigger press.
Holt’s instincts were spot on. The Animated Magazine
grew steadily in size and fame over the years, keeping pace
with (and, to some degree, inspiring) Florida’s booming tourist
trade. TIME touted the event in 1932; for years, CBS Radio in
New York broadcast selections and the New York Herald
Tribune published the program event in its magazine section.
At its peak in the ’30s, “Animag” attracted 8,000 to 10,000
people, who traveled by bus, train, and car to sit on bleachers
and campstools in the Sandspur Bowl (the Rollins College
playing field), the only venue large enough to accommodate
the masses. Dressed in their Sunday best, they good-naturedly
packed together in sardine-like circumstances, creating a literal
sea of people. Remarkably, the Animated Magazine was only
rained out twice. On those occasions, it was held in Knowles
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T
The authorial lineup for
the i naugura l  ed i t ion
included Rollins’ own Rex
Beach (Class of 1897,
pictured here) along with
novelist Irving Bacheller,
poets Cale Young Rice
and Jessie Rittenhouse,
humorist Opie Read, and
journalist Albert Shaw.
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Memorial Chapel and the Congregational Church in Winter
Park; speakers were taxied between both venues to present
their contributions.
Holt’s far-flung, high-flown acquaintanceships brought a remark-
able parade of luminaries to campus. Speakers included journalist
Edward R. Murrow ’49H; actors Mary Pickford ’52H, Greer Garson ’46H,
and James Cagney ’55H; FBI director J. Edgar Hoover; civil rights
leader Mary McLeod Bethune ’49H; U.S. Army Generals Omar Bradley
and Jonathan Wainwright ’48H; and authors Carl Sandburg ’40H, Willa
Cather, and Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings ’39H.  Each paid his or her
own traveling expenses and did not receive a speaking fee—again,
remarkable proof of Holt’s powers of persuasion. Many received
honorary degrees from the College.
Not everyone, however, fell under President Holt’s spell. Robert
Frost owed a debt of gratitude to Holt, who, in his days as editor of The
Independent, was the first to publish Frost’s work. The famously crusty
poet acknowledged the debt but nevertheless turned down Holt’s
invitation to speak at the 1936 Animated Magazine, writing:
I can never be drawn into a show like your living magazine. My
talents, such as they are, don’t lend themselves to crowded programs.
It is the rarest thing for anyone to ask me to speak or read in chorus.
People have learned that my modest kind of entertainment is better
when it has the occasion all to itself.
The 1936 edition was hampered in far bigger ways than Frost’s
peevish refusal: several days before the magazine was to be
“published,” Holt’s wife died of pneumonia. Within 24 hours of her
death, Grover’s wife was killed in an automobile accident. That
tragic time marked the first—and only—year an issue of the
Animated Magazine was canceled.
For Rollins students and Winter Park residents, Animag provided
the kind of cultural exposure they might never experience again.
Though not required to attend the event, most students joined the
audience or worked as ushers and parking attendants. “I remember
being on the ground with my little Brownie, and I got to take a
picture of Greer Garson when she spoke [in 1946],” said alumnus
Eugene Simmons ’50.
Kenneth Murrah, a Winter Park lawyer, moved to the community
with his family in 1944, when he was 11. He attended every Animag for
the next seven years. “It always started with the singing of ‘The Star-
Spangled Banner’ led by Madame Homer, a rather large Metropolitan
Opera singer who had retired to Winter
Park,” he said. “The magazine was a high-
light for the community—even though
sometimes a little more lengthy than
viewers would have wanted.” 
Although the Animated Magazinewas
open to the public for free, every program
contained an insert inviting contributions
to a scholarship fund. During World War II,
the program described Gold Star Scholarships created in memory of
Rollins alumni who died in the war. In 1946, the total “price” of the
magazine was $4,025, designated for these scholarships.
World War II, which distracted public interest from frivolous
cultural pursuits in general and the magazine in particular, marked a
slow decline in its popularity. Attendance gradually dwindled from its
former glorious heights, despite programs tailored toward wartime
topics and studded with Army brass. In 1949, Holt retired from Rollins,
and Grover followed suit in 1951. The heyday of the magazine passed
with them, but its run was not yet over.
Under the administration of President Hugh McKean ’30 ’72H
(1951–69), the Animated Magazine took a slightly altered form. Held in
Knowles Memorial Chapel, the program featured six presenters and
centered on a general theme. Examples of themes during this period
In 1932, President Hamilton Holt (far right) persuaded the aging American reformer Jane Addams ’32H (seated
center) to speak at the Animated Magazine. Other illustrious figures that year included economist Irving Fisher ’32H,
novelist Rex Beach ’27H, and, seated next to Addams, the popular writer Zona Gale ’32H.
The Animated Magazine grew steadily in size
and fame over the years, keeping pace with
(and, to some degree, inspiring) Florida’s
booming tourist trade. TIME touted the event
in 1932; for years, CBS Radio in New York
broadcast selections and the New York Her-
ald Tribune published the program event in
its magazine section. At its peak in the ’30s,
“Animag” attracted 8,000 to 10,000 people.
include “The Future Expedition to Mars,” “Free Enterprise and
the American Tradition,” and “The Endless Resources of
Florida.” The magazine was a subdued version of its former
self—well intended and distinctly unshowy.
As television brought celebrities into every American living
room, the Animated
Magazine grew increas-
ingly anachronistic. The
crowds of thousands
were decades gone, and
Animag bore less and
less resemblance to its
original blueprint. In
1970, newly appointed
Rollins President Jack
Critchfield  ’78H decided
to cease its publication.
But the magazine
had more editions in it
after all. Sentimentally
resurrecting Holt’s cre-
ation for Rollins’ cen-
tennial celebration in
1985, President Thad-
deus Seymour ’82HAL
’90H worked hard to
assemble a stellar line -
upof contributors. “The
College did not have
any spare money in
t hose  days ,  s o  we
couldn’t pay speakers,”
Seymour recalled. “We
called in every chip
we cou ld  imagine .
I wrote a letter to every
person who had ever
appeared in the maga-
zine and invited them
to come down. I got no replies, but not that many were still alive.”
When all the chips were in, Seymour had assembled a
lineup that included sportscaster Red Barber ’69H, whose
daughter was a Rollins alumna; Barber’s friend, radio host Bob
Edwards; and golfer Arnold Palmer, another Rollins parent.
Seymour and the contributors sat on an outdoor platform, just
as in the glory days. About 500 subscribers gathered to listen.
“It was a shadow of its old self,” said Seymour, who wielded
the famous blue pencil throughout the proceedings, “but at
least we re-created it.”
Last September the Animag appeared yet again—this time as
The New Animated Magazine—to mark Rollins’ 125th Anniversary
celebration. Poet Billy Collins ’08H, Senior Distinguished Fellow
of the Winter Park Institute at Rollins College, happily played
the role of editor and primary planner. “This magazine is more
than what you find in
your mailbox,” Collins
told the audience as-
sembled in Tiedtke Con-
cert Hall. “It is composed
of flesh and blood and
will happen only once.
Either you were here, or
you missed it.”
Rollins President
Lewis Duncan served
as publisher and pre-
sented the “preface.” A
clutch of notable con-
tributors spoke, includ-
ing Wall Street Journal
drama critic Terry Tea-
chout and former U.S.
Senator Mel Martinez
’09H. Collins, a former
U.S. Poet Laureate, con-
cluded the event with
a reading of “A Handful
of Poems”—a literary
f lourish worthy of
Hamilton Holt and his
showman’s instincts.
Despite its occa-
sional rebirths, the An-
imated Magazine exists
primarily through pro-
grams and photographs
in the Rollins Archives,
as brief paragraphs in
out-of-date Florida guidebooks, and in the memories of those
who attended. The contributions themselves—words spoken to
assembled thousands under the warm Florida sun—do not exist
in print. They were part of a magazine that was never really a
magazine, a golden era that cannot be duplicated, and a vision
that, much like its creator, was both fanciful and unique. 
Wenxian Zhang, Head of Archives and Special Collections, and Thaddeus
Seymour ’82HAL ’90H, President Emeritus of Rollins College, contributed
to the research for this article.
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(Bottom right) The 1941 Animated Magazine brought together for the first time
two prominent female writers of the 1930s: Florida’s own Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings ’39H (l), author of The Yearling, and popular novelist Faith Baldwin. 
(Bottom left) In Holt’s last year (1949), the Animated Magazine attracted the
legendary correspondent Edward R. Murrow ’49H.
(Top) That same year, Holt daringly expressed his view on America’s race issue
by awarding an honorary degree to the renowned African American leader Mary
McLeod Bethune ’49H (pictured with Holt, left, and Edwin Grover ’49H), making
Rollins one of the first—if not the first—educational institutions in the South to
honor an African American national leader.
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ORCHESTRATING
THE ARTS
Olga
V ISO ’87
OLGA VISO’S CAREER SINCE HER GRADUATION FROM ROLLINS
in 1987 might be summed up by three e’s: enthusiasm, excellence,
and exhibitions. 
On a trajectory that took her from an internship at Atlanta’s
High Museum while earning a master’s degree in art history at
Emory University to the Norton Museum of Art in West Palm Beach,
and then to the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden (part of
the Smithsonian Institution family of museums in Washington, D.C.),
Viso rose from an assistant curator to director of the Hirshhorn in
only a decade.  
In 2008, she was named director of the Walker Art Center in
Minneapolis. Proclaimed by Newsweek to be “possibly America’s
best contemporary-art museum,” the Walker is one of the world’s
few interdisciplinary centers, featuring visual, performing, and
media arts. Attendance is comparable to that of the Hirshhorn,
making the Walker one of the five most-visited museums in the U.S. 
As the Walker’s new director, Viso faced some challenges. At
the top of the list: long-term sustainability. “Art institutions need to
be reinvented,” she said. In pursuit of that fresh model, she is ex-
ploring different kinds of creative collaboration and, as a member of
the board of the American Association of Museum Directors, leading
the campaign to redefine the role of museums in the 21st century.
Now in her fourth year, the former studio art major and
business minor can focus more time on the artistic, rather than the
administrative side of the Walker. She was recently able to exercise
her curatorial expertise with a retrospective of painter Guillermo
Kuitca, entitled Everything. While at the Hirshhorn, Viso organized
highly acclaimed exhibitions of works by performance artist Ana
Mendieta and sculptor Juan Muñoz, contributing to the exhibition
catalogues in the process. She is co-curating a survey exhibition on
sculptor Jim Hodges, in conjunction with the Dallas Museum of Art,
which will debut in 2013.
Viso is drawn to less-represented artists she believes deserve
reconsideration, and her exhibitions share a common thread:
removing (or, in her words, “breaking”) the frame so the viewer isn’t
constrained by expectation or preconception. Under her direction,
the Walker is similarly erasing the traditional lines between types of
media. “Artists are blurring and shifting the boundaries,” she
explained, “and we’re shifting with them, developing fluid, collab-
orative systems so we can facilitate their creativity.”
She credits Rollins with equipping her with the analytical skills
to assess and be responsive to artistic evolution and the changing
aspects of culture. Viso’s career at Rollins could also be summed
up by three e’s: encouragement, experience, and exploration. She
recounted being encouraged to cultivate her interests by a variety
of Rollins faculty and administrators, including Associate Professor
Steve Neilson, whose arts management courses introduced her to
the field; Richard Colvin ’80, then curator of The Cornell Fine Arts
Museum; President Thaddeus Seymour ’82HAL ’90H, who permitted
Viso to mount exhibitions in the College’s new Olin Library; and
Associate Professor Roy Starling, whose seminar on poet-artist
William Blake introduced her to cross-fertilization of disciplines. 
As one of the first tutors in the Writing Center (she signed on
when she learned she would have 24-hour access to a computer),
Viso polished her own writing while assisting other students.
Conducting campus tours developed her public speaking, and
interaction with international students expanded her global
perspective. All critical for her multiple roles as curator, scholar, and
manager, which Viso likens to an orchestra conductor. 
Asked for her advice to aspiring curators, she recommends im-
mersion in art, but counsels maintaining a broad, cross-disciplinary
perspective, incorporating literature, philosophy, and the arts. Most
important: “Curiosity should lead your path.” 
Clearly, Olga Viso follows her own advice. 
—Lorrie Kyle Ramey ’70
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FULL CIRCLE:  
A PLAYWRIGHT’S RETURN 
TO ROLLINS
Beth
L INCKS  ’ 75
AKA Arlene Hutton
IF BETH LINCKS ’75 WERE TO WRITE A PLAY ABOUT HER LIFE,
she could call it Circles. The opening scene might take place in the
Annie Russell Theatre in the early ’70s, where the main character
spends all her free time—acting, making costumes, building sets.
Scared but determined, she dreams of becoming an actor in New
York City. Later in the production, the curtains part and reveal the
Annie Russell Theatre in February 2011. This time Beth is older, an
elegant, golden-haired New Yorker. She’s watching a rehearsal of a
play she wrote, Letters to Sala. Rollins theater students, earnest
reminders of her young self, are playing the parts.
Circles. Beth Lincks’ life has always been full of them.
She was born in Louisiana and raised in Florida. Her parents,
Kentucky-born and -bred college professors, gave her a lifetime of
dramatic material with their family histories. Her grandmother’s
voice (“Don’t make no nevermind to me!”) took up residence in her
head, as did family tales, like the time her father painted stripes on
a mule so he could imagine what a zebra looked like.
Lincks made her way to Rollins, where she majored in theater
arts and—flash back to Act One—practically lived in the Annie Russell.
“What was really important about the theater department at Rollins
was that we did everything,” she said. “When I finally went to New
York, I had a set of skills I could draw on. I wasn’t just an actor.”
For that arrival in the Big Apple, around 1980, she also had an MFA
from the Asolo Conservatory at Florida State University. Lincks acted
in soap operas and Off Off Broadway productions, directed plays,
and worked with small theater companies, but her mainstay was the
costume-making skills she learned at Rollins. A card-carrying
member of Theatrical Wardrobe Union Local 764 IATSE, she worked
behind the scenes for 10 years on the crew of Saturday Night Live.
However, as the years rolled along and Lincks entered her 30s,
she began to notice a dearth of fulfilling roles. “I started writing plays
so I could create good roles for myself,” she recalled. “I had no
formal training; the writing came more through osmosis than
anything.” Her first play was a one-act called I Dream Before I Take
the Stand, in which a defense lawyer callously cross-examines a
woman during her testimony in a sexual assault case.
The play debuted at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival in 1995, with
Beth Lincks playing the lead and Arlene Hutton listed as playwright.
In fact, Beth and Arlene were one and the same. Lincks didn’t want
the audience to know she was doing double duty, so she made a
spur-of-the-moment decision to adopt a nom de plume (Arlene is
her middle name, Hutton a family name). The play received glowing
reviews, and Lincks decided to stick with her pen name.
Her playwriting career took a giant leap forward with Last Train
to Nibroc, a 2000 New York Drama League nomination for Best Play.
Set in 1940, it follows the budding romance between two young
Kentuckians, Raleigh and May, who meet on an eastbound train from
California. A folksy two-character drama, it draws on Lincks’ family
stories; of the eight full-length plays she’s written, this one lies
closest to her heart. “When I finished writing it, I walked around the
city and said to myself, ‘I think I’ve written something good.’”
“I’ve met a lot of playwrights, and they always 
sound like their plays. I think it’s about how we hear
the world—my plays certainly echo the way I hear.”
—Beth Lincks
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Last Train has been
revived six times in New
York and produced all
around the country. Be-
cause she so loved the
characters of Raleigh and
May, Lincks wrote two
more plays tracing their
lives, See Rock City (2005)
and Gulf View Drive
(2009). Lincks is particu-
larly fond of May because
she is much like herself:
“She tries to do her best,
but her mouth sometimes
gets her into trouble.”
In an era when play-
wrights are a vanishing
species and Disney dom-
inates Broadway, Lincks has fashioned a remarkable place for
herself. Her plays have been produced in London, New York, and
Los Angeles. She’s held residencies at The MacDowell Colony,
Yaddo, and numerous other artists’ communities. She served as
Tennessee Williams Playwriting Fellow at The University of the
South in Sewanee, Tennessee in 2005 and 2007 and is currently
teaching playwriting at the College of Charleston in South Carolina.
She credits Tennessee Williams for showing her the poetry of
Southern language, and playwright Lanford Wilson for teaching her
about overlapping dialogue and giving her the courage to write a
play with just two characters (his two-character play, Talley’s Folly,
won the 1980 Pulitzer Prize). During an early job as a press agent’s
assistant, she transcribed an interview with Harold Pinter, known for
his spare dialogue. “Listening to the way he talked and seeing how
he wrote the same way really struck me. I’ve met a lot of playwrights,
and they always sound like their plays. I think it’s about how we hear
the world—my plays certainly echo the way I hear.”
Six years ago, theater director Lawrence Sacharow approached
Lincks with a proposition. Ann Kirschner had written a book, Sala’s
Gift: My Mother’s Holocaust Story, drawn from letters her mother,
Sala Garncarz Kirschner, had saved while interned at Nazi labor
camps during World War II. Would Lincks be interested in writing a
dramatic version of the book? 
Her answer was an emphatic yes. Under Sacharow’s guidance,
she wrote a short piece that he directed for the New York Public
Library’s exhibition of the letters. Lincks, Sacharow, and Kirschner
continued to develop
the material into a full-
length play, Letters to
Sala. When Sacharow
died of leukemia in
2006, the two women
decided to continue
with the project.
Lincks wrote and
rewrote Letters to Sala
for five years, staging
it informally here and
there, crafting the dia-
logue until it fit the
characters just right.
Asked to debut her
latest working version
of Letters to Sala at
Rollins in February, she
suggested that Eric Nightengale, a New York director who has
staged several of her plays, be brought in as guest director. They
worked closely with the 18 Rollins students cast in the play, seeking
their input on everything from dialogue to stage direction. “We
never thought of these actors as students,” Lincks said. “They were
so good—we worked exactly as we would with professional actors.”
Lincks ended up rewriting about a quarter of the play, which
debuted at the Annie Russell Theatre to positive reviews (the
Orlando Sentinel called it “a moving, timeless, beautiful poem”) and
standing ovations. Ann Kirschner’s parents, Sidney and the now-
86-year-old Sala, came to see themselves portrayed on stage for
the first time. Sixty-five years after Sala was freed from the Nazi
labor camps, the people she knew and loved were alive again, on
stage, telling their stories. 
Closing scene: Beth Lincks rides the train from Winter Park
to New York City after the final performance of Letters to Sala;
the journey reminds her of Raleigh and May and their train-bound
romance, which in turn reminds her of her parents. She looks out
the window, watching the Southern landscape unfold, thinking
about how lucky she feels, how she’s living a dream she never felt
possible. Although it all seems accidental, she knows everything
she did led her in this direction. And even though that northbound
train is traveling in a straight line, she sees circles all around her. 
betharlene@me.com
—Mary Seymour ’80
Actors Alexa Gordon ’12 and Brian Hatch ’12 find love in the most desolate of places as Young Sala
and Harry, while Shannon Singley ’11 as Old Sala looks on in melancholy remembrance. Beth Lincks’
Letters To Sala was produced in February 2011 at the Annie Russell Theatre. 
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Lisa
ROLLS  ’ 89
Anyone who’s been chained to a desk knows the daydream: quit
your job, buy a one-way ticket to a romantic outpost, reconnect with
nature, become insanely happy. 
End of dream. Back to reality. 
But for Lisa Rolls, it was no daydream. It became her reality. 
“I always had this hankering to go to Africa, and when I finally
made it to Kenya, it was such a soul-enriching experience—wild and
mysterious. I knew I had to come back,” she said of her first visit in
1995, which was followed by several years of African vacations. “This
calling to live in Africa needed to be fulfilled.” 
So Rolls ditched a high-level media career in New York City and
set off to give the continent a six-month trial. That was 12 years ago.
“I love the rawness of it,” she said. “Life here can be amazing or it can
be really hard. There is a huge gap between rich and poor, and a great
struggle between the growing population and wildlife. But it is real
and spontaneous and like nowhere else on earth.” 
Rolls immersed herself in Kenya’s wildlife and tribal culture. Her
vision was to create a safari company that catered to professionals with
wanderlust who wanted authentic (if pampered) experiences. Rolls
enrolled in Kenya Professional Safari Guides Association, becoming one
of only two American women to earn an official guide license. Her
lifelong friend Cindi Crain left her New York publishing life behind too
and joined Rolls to form Virgin Bush Safaris. “When we started, we were
a bit of an oddity: two American girls out in the bush,” Rolls said. “The
local guides didn’t take us very seriously, but we’ve earned their respect.”  
They’ve done so in part by offering customized packages with
equal emphasis on luxury and adventure. Clients forgo jarring bus
rides for small-airplane transport to each experience, which might
include tracking elephants with warriors in Samburuland, picnicking in
the Masai Mara as wildebeest migrate, or horseback riding under the
gaze of Mount Kilimanjaro.
Moving to Africa may seem like a radical departure for a girl
raised in suburban America, but there were definite signs. Born in
Sarasota, Rolls was a chronic adopter of animals—turtles and starfish
and whatever else she found. And Rollins, where she majored in English
literature, “nurtured a sense of curiosity and possibility in me. I still
believe a curious mind is essential to a fulfilling life,” she said. She then
took advantage of a graduation gift from her parents: a trip for her
and Crain anywhere in the world—except Africa, which they thought
too dangerous for a couple of girls traveling alone. But on their way
through Spain, the girls caught a glimpse of the forbidden continent
across the Strait of Gibralter and promptly (and rebelliously) caught
the ferry to Morocco. Getting their feet on the African soil created “a
defining moment for things to come.” 
Although that first camel ride deepened her fascination with
Africa, Rolls returned to New York City to begin her 10-year career in
advertising and media. Specializing in entertainment marketing and
partnerships, she launched brands like the Discovery Channel and E!
Entertainment Television, and, as a senior vice president of Burger
King’s global kids business, managed film partners like DreamWorks,
Paramount, and Sony Pictures. Every free moment, though, was
devoted to off-the-beaten-path travel. “I was 31 when I made the per-
manent move to Africa,” she said. “I had done the material life already
and all the stuff didn’t mean anything to me any more. I liked adver-
tising, but I had done it, completely. And ironically, my mom, who had
been so worried about my passion for Africa, moved there with me.”
With a ready-made client list of friends and colleagues from New
York, Virgin Bush Safaris flourished, offering more than a dozen safaris
a year. Rolls, who lives in Nairobi, married a diplomat from Finland
who works for the United Nations. In true global style, they were wed
on the back of an elephant in Sri Lanka. They have a 4-year-old
daughter, Zoe, and a 1-year-old son, Reid. “Being with my family out
in the bush, watching them experience their own nature reality show—
that’s the perfect day,” Rolls said. “But it’s also perfect to have a great,
rewarding day at work.”  
Rolls also serves as a consultant to the United Nations Envi-
ronment Programme headquartered in Nairobi, developing their
creative outreach strategies and engaging celebrities as goodwill
ambassadors for global environmental causes. She said it feels great
to be able to dovetail her safari life with her former life to help the
greater good and ultimately help protect a place and way of life
that is quickly changing.
“The farthest hinterlands of Kenya can now communicate
instantly with the rest of the world, and it’s inevitably altering the
culture. There are cell towers in the most remote places and foreign
companies building roads where none existed just a few years ago.
As with any change, there are positive and negative aspects. I feel
very fortunate that I arrived in Africa when it was a wilder frontier, but
the magic is still here for the taking if you have an intrepid spirit.”  
lisa@virginbushsafaris.com —Leigh Brown Perkins
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A TRUE FISH TALE
ON A RECENT DAY AT THE OFFICE, business partners Scott
Green ’68 ’69MBA and Cary Kresge ’66 ’67MBA sported similar
fish-patterned camp shirts. While that may seem unusual work
attire for the owners of a successful Winter Park medical
development firm, the two were literally wearing their hearts
on their sleeves. 
For more than a quarter century, Green and Kresge have
been strong advocates for protecting Florida’s salt-water
fisheries from degradation. “Even as kids we recognized
that something was going badly awry with regard to the
maintenance of salt-water fisheries, specifically in shallow
water,” Kresge said. 
So they decided to do something about it. In 1985, they
helped launch the Florida state chapter of the Coastal
Conservation Association (CCA), an organization that has
since grown to a membership of about 10,000. Both have
served the organization as state chairman, as well as on its
national board and numerous committees.
Teaming up to take on the cause of coastal conservation
came naturally to Green and Kresge, who met at Rollins and
became fast friends as members of the X-Club fraternity. After
graduating from the College’s 3-2 program with BA and MBA
degrees, Kresge, who married Sue Camp ’64 in his junior year,
went into the technology field and Green engaged in diagnos-
tic imaging sales. While their career paths varied, their friend-
ship grew stronger and the two began fishing together, often
in exotic locales such as Costa Rica. This passion eventually led
to their involvement with CCA and other conservation groups
devoted to influencing regulations to prevent overfishing and
other threats. While Kresge was on the board of the Everglades
Protection Association, the group successfully advocated for
a ban on commercial fishing in Everglades National Park. One
of the pair’s greatest accomplishments with CCA was to push
for a referendum to ban entanglement nets, which was
passed in 1994 by an overwhelming majority. “That was
definitely a landmark deal for us,” Kresge said. “The rebound
of fishery has been nothing short of spectacular. It’s also had
a domino effect on other sea and bird life. The nesting pelican
has regenerated.”
In 1988, Green and Kresge decided to pursue another
shared interest: business development. They formed Florida
Medical Development Inc. and started a mobile lithotripsy
(ultrasound) venture. About five years ago, they decided to
transfer their skills from human medicine to veterinary care
and opened PetPB, an emergency and specialty veterinary-
medicine clinic in South Florida.
“I really enjoy the business and the people and what they
can do for our clients and their pets. It shocked us how advanced
veterinary medicine has become,” Green said. “We saw 5,800
pets this year and have grown every year since we opened.” 
With their prospering business, Green and Kresge don’t
have time to fish together as much as they’d like. “Usually
when he’s fishing, I’m watching the store, and when I’m out,
he’s watching the store,” Green said. But they do find time
to get out on the water occasionally—guiding for the CCA,
their favorite cause. They particularly enjoy talking to other
recreational anglers about protecting their natural pastime.
And they continue to advocate for fishery conservation,
both in and out of state.
“It never ends,” Kresge said. “Every year, the Legislature
tries to get rid of the net ban. We win things, but retention of
the win is challenged all the time.” Green added, “It’s like an
ongoing battle of Whac-A-Mole.” 
But thanks to the passionate efforts of these avid
fishermen, many state fisheries are thriving once again.
“We used to go to Costa Rica because that’s where the
best snook fishing was,” Kresge said. “Now the best
snook fishing is in Florida. We’ve managed to turn that
around—so we don’t have to leave the country anymore.” 
ckresge@flmd.biz; scott@flmd.biz —Kristin Hurst
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Bill Wood ’86 flips through yearbooks in the Alumni House
with son Beckett, daughter Wells, and wife Clare
REUNION 2011 magnified the countless continuing and new connections
among the Rollins alumni community—connections that reflect the profound
impact of the Rollins experience on all who have walked the campus. 
16th Annual Grove Party—Jennifer Miller Young ’92, Erin Higgins
O’Donnell ’91, and Jennifer Hosford Johannesmeyer ’92
Alumni Soccer Game—Kevin White ’05 ’07MBA and
David Dwyer ’06 
A handful of lucky spectators followed
Robert Newton Peck ’53 and Chappy
McDonnell ’56 into Keene Hall on Sunday
afternoon for a special and unexpected
ending to Reunion ’11: an impromptu
piano duet. The small crowd was at once
shocked and delighted as the gregarious
pair skillfully tapped the keys in a ragtime
routine that transported the audience to
a Vaudeville-esque era.
Top: 16th Annual Grove Party—Matthew Gowan ’06, Ashley Sakmar ’06, Kate Gallagher ’06, Kristina Pompa ’06,
and Jordan Ward ’06 ’08MAT 
Bottom: Sports Hall of Fame Breakfast—Inductee Lynn Welch ’78, Associate Professor Emeritus of Physical
Education and former Men's Tennis Coach Norm Copeland ’50, and former Women’s Tennis Coach Ginny Mack
It’s been 70 years since Norrine Farr Bills ’41 grad-
uated from Rollins College, making this honored
guest the oldest attendee at this year’s Reunion. As
she lunched on Mills Lawn with her daughter, Laura
Bills McDonald ’77, Norrine glimpsed Knowles
Chapel, the site of her 1943 marriage to her college
sweetheart and fellow alum Doug Bills ’43. Her
daughter chuckled as she shared about The Moo
Club, a group dedicated to fattening up skinny ladies
with afternoon allotments of cookies and milk.  
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Left: Celebrating the Decades—Alumni Board Member Roxanne
Mougenel Fleming ’77, Susie Greer Craig ’76, John Shapiro ’74,
CC Sloan ’76, and Pamela Benjamin Gale ’76
Below: Grove Party—Krista Shirley ’04 and son Kaiden make
friends with Tommy the Tar
Chi Omega Alumnae Beach Party—Shannon Zwich
Melnick ’96, Monica Hunsader Contreras ’95, Jennifer
Maloney Marshall ’97, Elizabeth Folger Conover ’95,
Christine Smilari Dian ’96, Jeannie Infante Sager ’94,
Amy Percy Connolly ’96, Melanie Chiles ’96, and 
Tara Stadelmann ’95
REUNION GIVING TOPS
$400,000!
Anniversary classes celebrated this year’s
spectacular Reunion Giving results—more
than $400,000 as of Reunion Weekend—
at the Weekend Barbeque and Volunteer
Recognition Ceremony. 
The 50th Reunion Class of 1961 brought
home both top honors: 
• Highest Class Gift with a total of $133,622
• Highest Participation with 52% class 
participation in the 50th Reunion Class Gift
Class of ’61 Reunion Giving Chair James
McDermott ’61 (l) accepted the Highest
Class Gift award from Rollins trustee and
Rollins Fund national co-chair Frank H.
Barker ’52 ’06H, who saluted the class for
achieving such tremendous results. 
To make a gift to Rollins, go to:
Rollins.edu/giving
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Alumni Soccer Game—Players and other
soccer alumni pose for a team shot.
16th Annual Grove Party—Charles Gordon ’68 and Rollins trustee David Lord ’69 ’71MBA
They say you never forget your first love, and
Rollins sweethearts Geoff ’79 and Poppy Terris
’78 Spencer couldn’t agree more. The two left
their romance behind on the shores of Lake
Virginia, taking different paths for 32 years but
always keeping the other in the back of their
mind. In 2010, Geoff connected with Poppy on
Facebook, and the two were married less than
a year later. 
Above left: Celebrating the Decades—Sybil McKinzy ’96, Alyssa Hart ’96, and Jorayn Lundy ’95
Above right:  Sports Hall of Fame Breakfast—(l-r) Peter Taylor ’67 ’71MBA, Dick Woltmann ’66, Cary Kresge ’66
’67MBA, and Ralph Grieco ’64 ’69MBA
Below left: Class Dinners—Ted MacBeth ’76 ’77MBA, Tim Coons ’76, Elizabeth Schneider Peele ’76, Rollins Magazine
Editor Mary Wetzel Wismar-Davis ’76 ’80MBA, and John Peele
Weekend Barbeque—Director of Admission Holly Chinnery Pohlig ’01 and Laura McClelland ’02
Sports Hall of Fame Breakfast—Nancy Neide
Johnson ’50 (winner of this year’s Eagle’s Wings
Award presented during the Alumni Chapel Service)
and Associate Vice President Emeritus of Develop-
ment Bill Gordon ’51
Rollins Sports Hall of Fame 2011 Inductee Gregg
Smyth ’95 spent part of Reunion weekend
connecting with the College’s current baseball
players. Drafted by the Houston Astros in 1995,
Smyth left behind Tars records for wins, strike-
outs, and innings pitched, but he never forgot the
way he was encouraged and mentored by his
Rollins coaches. During the Lunch on the Lawn,
Smyth returned the favor to current athletes.
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Vero Beach, Florida
Halloween weekend 2010 definitely had more treats than tricks
in store for a group of Rollins alumni from the Classes of 1966 to
1970 who gathered in Vero Beach, Florida for a reunion extrava-
ganza. Some 70 alumni and guests spent the holiday weekend
renewing friendships and sharing memories of their Rollins days at
the spirited and memorable event, which was organized by Nancy
Hopwood ’68, Jeff Birtch ’68, Bill Caler ’67, Bill Hartog ’69 ’72MBA,
Hannah Hempstead ’68, Jane Carrison Bockel ’69, Carole Hogan
’69, and David Lord ’69 ’71MBA.
From their home base at the beautiful Vero Beach
Hotel and Spa, attendees enjoyed aweekend full of
activities. A few early birds arrived on Thursday
and launched the reunion with a dinner party at
the Ocean Grill restaurant. Guests continued to
pour in throughout the day Friday and some
spent time shopping at the beach stores to
pass the time as they eagerly awaited the arrival
of friends. On Friday evening, the entire group
came together for the first time for a buffet dinner
at the home of Bill and Lois Hartog.
Saturday offered something for everyone—golf,
more shopping, walking on the beach, or simply relaxing by the hotel pool. Unfortunately, a scheduled
fishing trip sponsored by Tris Colket ’70, owner of Last Mango Sportfishing Charters, was canceled due
to choppy seas. The day ended with the weekend highlight: a dinner-dance at the elegant Quail Valley
River Club, where nostalgia was the order of the evening. Centerpieces decorated with labels from
orange crates paid homage to the infamous Rollins grove parties of the past, and a disc jockey was on
hand to fill the air with sounds of the ’60s. “We danced until the music stopped!” Hopwood said.
During a Sunday brunch at the hotel, attendees reminisced over old issues of The Sandspur that had
been collected by Birtch. “It was great fun to read the news of the days gone by,” Hopwood said. While
most alumni said their goodbyes that day and headed for home, about 20 stayed on to celebrate
Halloween at local eateries and enjoy one more evening of good times and camaraderie.
According to Hopwood, the 2010 reunion evolved from what began as a small group of former
“Lambie Pis” from the Memphis area congregating in Hilton Head, South Carolina in the late ’80s. A
subsequent gathering at Jekyll Island, Georgia was organized in the early ’90s by a group of alumni from
Atlanta, Georgia. Thanks to some diligent net-
working and the strength of the Rollins bond, the
next event—a 2002 reunion in Vero Beach—drew
nearly 60 people who came from as far away as
Canada and California.
“The 2010 Reunion was our biggest and best
yet,” Hopwood said. “The joy was palpable! We
really had a wonderful time together and look for-
ward to our next gathering, where hopefully others
will join us and put the numbers up to 100!”
(front, l-r) Jane Wilson Bieberbach ’71, Bill Bieberbach
’70 ’71MBA, and David Lord ’69 ’71MBA; (back) Bill Hartog
’69 ’72MBA, Lois Hartog, and Jack Myers ’69 ’70MBA
(l-r) Andrea Scudder Evans ’68, Jane Carrison Bockel
’69, Ginger McAleese Johnson ’68, and Kathy Ten Eyck
Marshall ‘67
Reading old Sandspurs: (l-r) Carol Welch Whitehead ’69,
Hannah Hempstead ’68, Nancy Hopwood ’68, and Ruthy
Lawrence ’70 and Tom ’70 duPont
(l-r) Kathy Ten Eyck Marshall ’67 and Nancy Hopwood ’68




(l-r) Pamela Booth Alexander ’68, Carol Welch
Whitehead ’69, and Wilson Flohr ’69 ’71MBA

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1950s
’50 | Patricia Van Sickle Magestro received
an Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters de-
gree from Cardinal Stritch University, where
she worked more than 30 years. At Stritch
she served in many roles, including founder
and director of the Professional Inservice
Bureau and chair of the Department of Ed-
ucation. Patricia was influential in instituting
education as a major for Stritch undergrad-
uate students and was a leader in the field
of education.
’55 | Dan Matthews ’86H P’86 P’89MATwas
elected chairman of the board of the
Friends of the Smokies.
’59 | At its annual Membership Awards
Celebration, the Winter Park Chamber of
Commerce named Saundra Sands Hester
Ambassador of the Year for her contribu-
tions to Rollins.
1960s
’63 | Glancy Jones Dunn writes, “If you
enjoy encounters with wildlife, phenomenal
landscapes, and don’t mind a place of ex-
tremes, you need to travel south, way south
to Antarctica. The giant icebergs, jagged
mountains, and impressive glaciers make it
God’s winter wonderland. I had the privilege
of an expedition to the White Continent.”
She journeyed to Antarctica last year.
’64 | Robert Balink ’66MBA was elected
treasurer of El Paso County in Colorado last
December. Co-founder and director of the
Grief Recovery Institute Russell Friedman,
along with the organization’s co-founder,
partnered with Tributes.com, an online re-
source for local and national obituary news,
to provide resources to consumers seeking
grief recovery support through The Grief
Recovery Guidance Center, a section of
Tributes.com that launched last October.
’65 | Arlene Henkel Ott writes, “Although I
don’t like the extreme cold of the winters,
North Dakota is a
fantastic place to
live! If any class-
mates are traveling
through the area or
want to visit during
the summer, I would
love to show you around my little corner of
the world. Sara Zimmerman gave me the
beautiful horse, Monty, you see pictured. He
and I spend many hours together!”
’68 | After more than 40 years apart,
Margaret Socey Fallon and Kathleen
“Kathi” Jones Devane, a successful potter
whose work has been influenced by South-
west Native Americans, reunited during
summer 2010. A retired product engineer,
Margaret enjoys volunteering at the Northern
Neck Free Health Clinic and Lancaster
County Schools in rural Virginia. She
co-founded the Lancaster County Virginia
Education Foundation, which she serves as
president and treasurer.
’69 | David Lord ’71MBA reports that more
than 60 alumni from the late ’60s and early
’70s gathered in Vero Beach, Florida last
October for an unofficial reunion. He credits
Nancy Hopwood ’68 for spearheading the
event and thanks Bill Hartog ’72MBA for
hosting the group at his home on Friday
evening. David writes, “The weekend was a
chance to build on our wonderful friend-
ships from Rollins. The group left with a
commitment to do it again within the next
three years.” (See story p. 70.)
1970s
’70 | In November 2010, the Central Florida
Chapter of the American Board of Trial Ad-
vocacy named John Kest 2010 Trial Judge
of the Year. In addition, John, along with his
wife, Sally, received the Florida State
University College of Law’s Distinguished
Alumnus Award. Both graduated from the
College of Law in 1972.
’71 | After working in education for 35 years,
Susan Johnson Woodbury ’72MAT retired
from public school teaching and guidance
counseling, having served schools in Texas,
Tennessee, and Florida. She now enjoys
traveling and spending time with her three
grandchildren. Susan writes, “I would love to
hear from friends from Alpha Phi and
other alums.”
’74 | Our apologies go to Suellen Fagin-
Allen ’04MA for incorrectly printing her
e-mail address in the Fall 2010 issue of
Rollins Magazine. Suellen can be reached at
Suellen@CounselingFL.com. Adis Vila was
appointed chief diversity officer of the
United States Air Force Academy in Col-
orado. In her new role, she will provide
strategic leadership, diversity advocacy, and
advisement on diversity programs and is-
sues to Academy leaders, serving as the pri-
mary voice on matters of equity, diversity,
CLASS NEWS
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March 23-25
AMANDA D’ASSARO
Class News Editor
HISTORY MYSTERY
The Winter Park Historical Association recently donated this
photo to the Rollins Archives, and we are hoping that our alumni
readers can help us identify these young women. The photo
appears to be from the 1930s and is stamped “Dittrich Photog-
rapher, Orlando, Florida” on the back. If you recognize this picture,
or you have historical photos that you would like to donate to
Rollins, please contact the Rollins Archives at 407-646-2421 or
e-mail dmmoore@rollins.edu. Thank you!
P=ROLLINS PARENT
The Rollins Alumni
Association Travel
Program is going
places and you
can too! Explore
fascinating parts
of the world with
alumni and friends
while pursuing
your desire for
lifelong learning.
Visit rollins.edu/
alumni/travel for
information on
these upcoming
adventures:
ALASKA’S INSIDE
PASSAGE
August 26–Sept. 2,
2011
TREASURES OF
PERU with
Machu Picchu &
Lake Titicaca
June 4-14, 2012
CLASSIC SAFARI:
KENYA &
TANZANIA
Sept. 12-28, 2012
YOUR GATEWAY
TO THE WORLD
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and inclusion. ’76 | Gary Lickle ’77MBA
P’04 was named president and CEO of
Chilton Trust Management of Palm Beach,
Florida. Gary is charged with implementing
the Fiduciary Wealth Management division
of Chilton Investment Company in both
New York and Stamford, Connecticut.
’77 | John Pattyson, producer of the CBS
television show
The Doctors,
won an Emmy
last year for his
work on the
show. It is the
third Emmy
of John’s career.
National-level
water skier and
Intercollegiate champion Robert Reich
co-designed the 190 Ski Ray Outboard,
which was the exclusive towboat for the
Professional Association of Water Skiers
Water Ski Tour. Ski Ray was recently
recognized as a Hall of Fame Legacy of
Water Skiing boat by the American Water
Ski Educational Foundation.
’78 | A former member of the Rollins’
women’s golf team, Terri Thoreson Frohn-
mayer achieved a nine-shot victory at the
25th PNGA Senior Women’s Amateur Cham-
pionship last October. Terri also won the
1974 Championship in Medina, Washington.
Presently, she owns and operates a com-
mercial real estate company and is active in
her community of Salem, Oregon. Valerie
Jahn Grandin was named Member of the
Year by the Orlando Chapter of Commercial
Real Estate Women and was appointed to
the chapter’s 2011 Board of Directors as di-
rector of community outreach. NCMers Ma-
jorie Lynn Wilson, Susan “Susu” Dishman
Dougherty P’10, Nancy Curry Zyski P’10
P’10, Sarah Tay-
lor Lockhart ,
Nancy Notman
Schenck, and
K a t h e r i n e
M i t c h e l l
Williams ’79
P’15 recently re-
united in Wash-
ington, D.C.
1980s
’80 | Mike Vonder Heidewrites, “Thank you,
Rollins, for giving me the courage to take a
‘leap of faith.’ I jumped out of a plane
(again) with our 20-year-old son, Brendan,
and had to curl my toes during the 120-mph
free fall from 13,500 ft. If I hadn’t, I would
have lost my topsiders!”
’82 | In 2010, Phyllis Rogers Dickerson
earned a master’s degree in education
from the University of the Cumberlands.
Phyllis, who teaches third grade in Ken-
tucky, reports that both her daughters are
away at college.
Anyone who has ever fantasized about quitting the rat race to pursue a dream can look to John Hanlon
’77 for inspiration. In 2008, at age 52, Hanlon gave up the security and salary of a 15-year financial career with
Raymond James to follow his lifelong passion for golf.
With the support of his understanding wife, Mary, he took the first step by landing a job at the posh
Vinoy Golf Club in St. Petersburg, Florida, where he had been a member for seven years. He gave up his
membership perks and started at the bottom, washing golf carts and clubs and assisting guests.
While catering to former golf partners at a fraction of one’s previous salary would likely be humbling
for most people, Hanlon has taken it all in stride. “You have to eat crow a little bit,” he said. “You really have
to want to do what you’re doing. The golf buddies I’ve addressed for years on a first-name basis I’m now
calling ‘Mr.’ But I think it’s been more of an adjustment for them than for me. I really haven’t had any problem
making the transition. In fact, several now call me Mr. Hanlon for fun.”
Working at a course is a requirement for entering the rigorous PGA Professional Golf Management
program, where Hanlon earned PGA membership status in just 14 months. His ultimate goal is to become a
head professional at a golf club. After almost two and a half years of paying his dues, he recently was named
first assistant at Vinoy, a position that comes with more responsibility and much less time working outdoors.
“I know I don’t have a 30-year career ahead of me in the golf business, so I had to tackle it quickly,” Hanlon
said. “I want to grow and improve, and becoming a head pro will allow me to do that.”
Hanlon’s love of golf began at age 10 and continued through his years at Rollins, where he was a
member of the men’s golf team. But with distractions such as the Rollins theater group and his Phi Delta
Theta fraternity, Hanlon’s interest in golf waned a bit. By graduation, he no longer found the long hours and
low pay of a golf career appealing, and he quit playing. “I struggled for years with the idea that there was no
way I could play competitively like I did when I was in college, so I decided I’d rather not play at all.”
That is, until about 10 years later, when a co-worker talked him into getting back on the course. It didn’t
take long for him to get “re-hooked,” and eventually that rekindled passion led to his decision to trade finance
for the fairways.
Hanlon, who completed the coursework required to become a Certified Golf Professional in February,
says he never doubted for a moment the timing of his departure from the corporate world. “I didn’t want to
have any nagging regrets,” he said. “I knew that if I was ever going to do it, I had to do it now. I was getting
to the age where I couldn’t wait any longer. I have always loved the game, and this gives me the opportunity
to be involved in it at a whole new level.”  mygolflife2@mac.com —Kristin Hurst
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CHANGING COURSE
As of Reunion
Weekend, the Class
of 2006 had met
the Attwell Chal-
lenge, achieving
20% participation in
the 5th Reunion
Class Gift and earn-
ing an additional
$10,000 toward
their class gift from
challenger John
Attwell ’80. At the
time this issue of
Rollins Magazine
went to press, the
Class of 2001 was
close behind, with
18% participation in
the 10th Reunion
Class Gift and a
great chance of
reaching their 20%
goal and securing
an additional
$5,000 for the
College by the end
of the fiscal year,
May 31. Thank you,
Classes of 2006
and 2001, for your
support of Rollins.
“One Gift. Any Size.”
Participation matters!
CONGRATS,
CLASSES OF
2001 AND 2006!
>>
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’84 | Our condolences to
Danny Castino, whose
wife, Heidi , died last
January. Weston, Florida
resident Eddie Sultan re-
cently celebrated his 10th
year with CBM of America,
Inc., a Deerfield Beach-
based company where Eddie serves as vice
president of finance and CFO. He is actively
involved in charities such as Kids in Distress,
Broward Partnership For The Homeless, and
Multiple Sclerosis, and enjoys playing golf
and competitive tennis. Eddie trains and
conditions his 14-year-old son, Freddie, who
plays baseball at Cypress Bay High School
as well as for the South Florida Elite Col-
lege/Showcase 15U team.
’86 | Mohamed Rawahy writes, “Since I’ve
been away from the United States so long,
I would truly like to communicate with all
my colleagues from 1983-87. Please keep
in touch.”
’88 | Dana Gebhart Fiser, head of Jenny
Craig NA (owned by Nestle CHF), named
Carrie Fisher as the company’s new
spokesperson in New York City last January.
1990s
’92 | Patrice Garnes Curtis (See Weddings)
lives in Waldorf, Maryland, outside of Wash-
ington, D.C., with her husband and five
children. On December 5, 2010, she opened
Fancy Hats Cup-
cakes, where she and
her daughters, Erin
and Courtney, design
custom cupcakes.
Patrice writes, “Check
out Fancy Hats Cup-
cakes on Facebook. I would love to re-
connect with Rollins classmates!” Brooks
Hatfield sent 2010 holiday wishes to the Of-
fice of Alumni Relations with this photo of his
three children, Evans, 9, Grace, 7, and Cole,
2, who are
the grand-
children of
G i n g e r
McAleese-
Johnson
’68.
’94 | Last October, the American Academy
of Implant Dentistry named Hubert (Bill)
Hawkins an associate fellow of the Acad-
emy. To qualify for the fellowship, Hubert
completed 300 hours of post-doctoral in-
struction in implant dentistry, performed
implant cases, and passed the Associate
Fellow examination, which included both
written and oral assessments and the de-
fense of three of his implant cases. Hubert is
one of 514 dentists to receive this honor and
is a leader in implant care.
’95 | Charles Gallagher received the Entre-
preneur of the Year Award for Gallagher &
Associates Law Firm, P.A. at the 2010 St.
Petersburg Chamber of Commerce’s St.
Petersburg Young Professionals Awards
Ceremony. Charles completed his term on
the Rollins Alumni Association Board of
Directors in May.
’97 | Rhonda Neuhaus works as policy ana-
lyst for government affairs
at the Disability Rights Edu-
cation and Defense Fund
with responsibilities in the
area of civil rights for per-
sons with disabilities. She is
based in Washington, D.C.
2000s
’01 | Pictured second from right, Lesley
Gondeck Silvia reports that her Orlando
Rowing Club boat, Alchemy, completed the
Master’s World Championships in St.
Catherine’s, Ontario with the fastest time of
the Women’s A category fleets after win-
ning gold, silver, bronze, and 4th place in the
2010 Master Nationals Regatta in Camden,
New Jersey. Later, the boat went on to race
at Head of the Hooch in Chattanooga,
where Lesley received gold, bronze, and 4th
place victories. This year, they aim for Head
of the Charles. Ashley Gasi Kennedy (See
Weddings) serves as director of internal
controls and accounting policy for Marriott
Vacation Club International in Orlando.
’02 | Nicholas Bazo graduated from the
University of Central Florida with a master’s
in fine arts in theater for young audiences.
He currently works at the Citi Performing
Arts Center and The Theater Offensive in
Boston. Lindsay Berman-Hansell (See Fam-
ily Additions) passed the Georgia Bar exam
and was sworn in by proxy by a New Jersey
Superior Court judge. Her legal career now
spans Georgia, Pennsylvania, and New Jer-
sey. Alicia Milyak, former assistant women’s
soccer coach at Rollins, was appointed
women’s head coach in February. Alicia has
been on the sidelines during the Tars’ last six
seasons and remains the College’s leader in
points and goals scored. She became the
first Rollins female soccer player to be in-
ducted in the Sunshine State Conference
Hall of Fame.
’03 | Amanda Blyth Duitsman (See Wed-
dings) and her husband, a personal chef, re-
cently purchased a home in Winter Garden,
Florida. Amanda works as marketing man-
ager for American Road Group, the parent
company of Orlando Harley-Davidson and
Laconia Harley-Davidson.
’04 | Meghan Barnard Griffin (See Family
Additions) and her family reside in Mount
Dora, Florida. Meghan works at Palm Beach
Atlantic University’s Orlando campus and is
pursuing a doctorate in texts and technol-
ogy at the University of Central Florida.
Playbill.com reported in January 2010 that
Keira Keeley, the 2010 Theatre World
Award winner for Roundabout’s The Glass
Menagerie, was cast as Harper Pitt in exten-
sion weeks of Tony Kushner’s Angels in
America: A Gay Fantasia on National
Themes at Off Broadway’s Signature The-
atre Company’s Peter Norton Space.
Meghan Kennedy was named production
manager of A Noise Within Theater
Company last December. The company is
dedicated solely to producing classical dra-
matic literature and is the only company in
Southern California that works in the
repertory tradition.
Giselle Peruyera
graduated from
FAMU College of
Law in December
2009 and passed
the F lo r ida Bar
Exam last February.
’05 | In November 2010, Annika Sundell
’08MBA was promoted to public relations
account executive with Fry Hammond Barr,
an Orlando-based advertising agency. An-
nika, who has been with the agency since
2008, is charged with public relations disci-
plines such as media relations, community
relations, social media, research, and con-
sultation.
’06 | Claire Kunzman ’10MBA graduated
with honors from the Crummer Graduate
School of Business and relocated to Miami,
where she works as senior account execu-
tive for Cheryl Andrews Marketing Commu-
nications managing public relations
campaigns for travel and leisure clients. She
and her fiancé plan to marry in Tampa in
May 2011. Jacqueline Peregrin ’07MBA
graduated from Stetson University College
of Law in May 2010 and was sworn in to the
Florida Bar last October. She is an associate
at Cohen, Foster & Romaine, P.A., a Tampa
Bay firm that specializes in federal criminal
defense and civil litigation.
’09 | Brett Smuckler recently published her
first novel, Under the Same Sky, which was
inspired by her community service experi-
ences teaching at Grand Avenue Elementary
School. “It’s a story about a girl and boy who
grow up together and both come from
wealthy backgrounds,” she said. “But they
are two different characters—he wants to
climb the political ladder, be successful fi-
nancially; she is more into giving back.” Brett
is donating a portion of proceeds from the
book to Red Cross for Haiti and a Knoxville
organization, One Vision International.
’10 | Jillian Hakemian is assistant school ad-
missions coordinator at Empire Education in
New York City, working with prospective
students for Mildred Elley College and the
Austin’s School of Spa Technology.
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WEDDINGS
’79 | Geoff Spencer to Poppy Terris ’78,
2/19/11, in Sarasota, FL; pictured (l-r)
Christy Cave ’81 ’82MAT and Steve ’82 Kar-
watt, Bonne Brooks Gurzenda ’80, Micki
Banks Jones ’78HH, Geoff and Poppy,
Chris Mueller, Leslie Lloyd Renz ’80,
Sharon Goff Lucas ’81, and Tracy Pickett
McCalmont.
’92 | Patrice Garnes to
Darnell Curtis, 8/19/07, in
Chesapeake Beach, MD.
’96 | JoAnna Boylan to
Frank Castellano, 7/31/10,
in Galloway Township, NJ;
attendees: Isabel Kalpakian,
Luis Hernandez ’97, Michael Stiskin ’97,
Hope Stein ’99, and Sharon Stokely Mudd
’98. The couple honeymooned in Hawaii and
resides in New Jersey.
’98 | Michelle Marino to Austin Drill ’99,
8/14/10, in East Hampton, NY; attendees:
Keri Dubin Moody, Kather-
ine DeGeurin Houston,
Jessica Butzin O’Reilly,
Meghan Th ibodeau-
O’Grady, Perrin Berkey
Martin, Catherine Alli-
bone-Brown,Melissa Roth
’00, Touré Folkes ’99,
Amy Archambault Dor-
rian, Ian Perry ’99, and
Katherine Phillips ’87HH . The couple
resides in San Juan del Sur, Nicaraqua.
’01 | Sarah Benson to Nelson Heinrichs,
6/18/10, at The
Caneros Inn in
Napa, CA, with
a reception in
Columbus, OH;
reception at-
tendees: Lauren
Christie ’04, Elizabeth Dapper, Blakely
Reuben ’00, and Christopher Wilson ’00.
Ashley Gasi to David Kennedy, 10/23/10, in
Pensacola Beach, FL.
’03 | Amanda Blyth to Andrew Duitsman,
7/27/10, at the Rose Garden in Winter Park’s
Central Park.
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At first, Bill Patrick was merely a subject for Jenifer Saxon’s constant drawing. “We were in
Philosophy of Art class together and I used to draw sketches of him,” Jenifer recalled. “I would see him
on the lawn throwing a frisbee. But we didn’t talk until we were both on a Rollins trip to Italy a year later,
and we didn’t start dating until after that.”
The relationship deepened, as chronicled by the drawings and writings Jenifer has penned
religiously in journals she has kept through the years. Five months after graduating, the Rollins couple
appropriately tied the knot in the Knowles Memorial Chapel. “We met with Dean Arnold Wettstein
’06H before the ceremony,” Bill recalled. “After a few minutes, he told us, ‘Okay, you guys are going
to be fine.’”
That was an understatement. Thirty years, and three children, later, the Patricks are clearly
devoted to each other—and to Rollins. Bill teaches New Testament literature at Asbury Theological
Seminary and at Rollins’ Hamilton Holt School. Jenifer is a freelance artist and calligrapher whose
talents are sought by the College when an occasional misspelled name on a diploma needs “fixing.”
Daughter Sara joined the Rollins staff as administrative assistant in Alumni Relations after graduating
from the College, and her younger sister, Annie, is a rising junior art major at Rollins. The youngest
of the Patrick siblings, William, a passionate musician, will enter his freshman year at Winter Park
High School in the fall—which gives him four years to think about his place in the Rollins family legacy!
Hometown: Bill: Rutherford, New Jersey; Jenifer:
Chicago, Illinois, but has lived in Winter Park since
grade-school years
Majors: Bill: art history; Jenifer: English; Sara: psychology;
Annie: studio art (Annie was runner-up in the compe-
tition to design a sculpture to honor Founding Members
of The 1885 Society; see story page 33.)
Origin of the legacy: Bill and Jenifer’s Philosophy of
Art class together
Legacy pressure? According to Sara, “There wasn’t
any. We accumulated boxes of college catalogs and
magazines. In the end, though, Rollins had everything
I wanted.”
Common bond: Faith, family, and art—“Yes, we’re all
artistic, but I’m the one who decides what is art and
what isn’t,” Bill said jokingly.
Generation gap: “I don’t think we have one,” the
Patricks agree.
Sweet spot: For Jenifer: the edge of the lake behind
Cornell, where she would draw, and the large oak
tables in the English department
Flashback: Bill and Jenifer and their children became
close friends with Fred ’51 ’74H and Joanne Byrd
Rogers ’50 ’05H P’81. “I run in the mornings and saw
him walking frequently,” Bill said. “One day I introduced
myself to him, and the family ties built from there. He
was a wonderful person.”
Biggest change in 30 years: “Outwardly, the campus
is even more beautiful than it was 30 years ago,”
Jenifer said. “But more importantly, when I was at
Rollins, I was encouraged by teachers like Hoyt Edge
and Ed Cohen to do something that was not common
at that time: combine classes from different areas and
design my own major. Today, almost every student
designs his or her own program to some degree.” 
—Warren Miller ’90MBA
LEGACYSPOTLIGHT
William ’82 and Jenifer Saxon Patrick ’82, daughters Sara
’08 (l) and Annie ’12, and son William
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’04 | Elisabeth O’Mara to J.
Christopher Walsh, 9/18/10,
in Nantucket, MA; maid of
honor: Shevaun O’Mara ’07;
bridesmaid: Katie Fried
’07MED; attendees: Eliza-
beth Spring ’05, Claire Hol-
land ’05, Cordelia Wascher
’06, Henry Fasoldt ’02, Tom Concannon
’05, Emily Grogan ’07,Meredith Bichsel ’07,
Emer D’Alton ’07, and deLancey Moser ’07.
’09 | Hannah White to Taylor Fry, 11/7/10,
beside Cascade Lake on Orcas Island, WA.
FAMILY ADDITIONS
’90 | Missy Tellier Pipinich and husband
Rod, Alexandra Pearl, 8/12/10, who joins sis-
ters Victoria and Petra. Todd
Renner and wife Jodi, Barrett,
10/14/10, who joins brothers
Eddie, 10, and Adam, 5. Trey
Coff ie ’92MAT and wife
Chotika, daughter Christmas
Lin, 12/25/10.
’92 |AndrewBlackmon
and wife Missy, Davis
Anderson, 12/3/10, who
joins Jack, 5.
’93 | J.G. and wife Kim Glisker ’94 Robilotti,
Marley Rollins, 7/22/10, who joins, Jack, 9,
and Mia, 7.
’96 | Suzy Wong Snijders ’99MBA and
husband Frank, Chloë Rebecca, 10/25/10.
’99 | Nicholas and wife
Lindsey Cernuda ’01 Paleol-
ogos, Nikolas Charles,
6/1/10.
’02 | Lindsay
B e r m a n -
Hansell and husbandMichael,
Warner Matthew, 12/30/10.
Elizabeth Rollins Feld and
husband Charles, Abigail
Grace, 2/12/10, who joins
brother Eli, 2.
’04 | Meghan Barnard Grif-
fin and husband Lee, Rachel
Zade, 11/9/10.
Nikki Hill and
husband Ben,
Molly Ellen,
11/4/10.
’05 | Kevin
Tucker and wife Amanda,
Brayden Allen, 8/19/10.
’09 | Stephen Miller and
wife Jessie, Kirkland, 9/7/10.
IN MEMORY
’34 Robert E. Stufflebeam died September
15, 2010.
’36 Eleanora Roush Smith died October 31,
2010. She was 96. Born in Daytona, OH, she
was active with various gardening commu-
nities, chairperson of the social and garden
committees at Thoreau Place, and member
of the United Christian Parish. Eleanora
was predeceased by her husband W.
Quentin and is survived by two daughters,
two sons, 10 grandchildren, and 10 great-
grandchildren.
’39 Peter B. Greenough died September 6,
2006 at 89. His wife, Beverly, a former opera
star, died less than one year later. Peter was
a lieutenant in the Army Air Corps during
World War II and later served as a reporter,
copy editor, business editor, and associate
editor at the Cleveland newspaper The Plain
Dealer from 1940-60. He also worked as a
financial columnist for The Boston Globe
from 1961-69. Peter is survived by four
daughters and two grandchildren.
’40 Marcia Ahlefeld died September 4, 2010.
’40 Ely Haimowitz died November 15, 2010
at 90. Ely was awarded a full scholarship to
Rollins, where he graduated with honors
and soon after received a fellowship at the
Juilliard Graduate School. After serving as
cultural affairs officer in the U.S. Armed
Forces in Korea during World War II, Ely
began a successful career as a pianist, com-
pleting tours in Europe and Asia and per-
formances with the London Philharmonic,
Miami Beach Symphony, and others. At the
University of Nevada Reno, he taught music
appreciation and undergraduate and
graduate piano students and was named
professor of music emeritus upon his retire-
ment in 1996. Ely was preceded in death by
his wife Leonore and sister. Survivors include
a daughter, brother, brother-in-law, nine
nieces and nephews, and companion Merry.
’40 Emily Glover Sillars died January 13,
2011. Following her studies at Rollins, Emily
attended the School for Social Work in
Boston and went on to work for the New
York-based non-profit organization Ameri-
can Association for Adult Education, where
she met her husband, Robertson. The cou-
ple married in October 1942 and had four
children from 1947-57. Following Robert-
son’s death in 1977, Emily became a Quaker
in 1980 and active in politics in Erieville, NY
and Northhampton, MA, where she was a
member of the Northhampton Friends’
Meeting. She enjoyed reading, singing, and
traveling to destinations such as Japan,
Scotland, and Egypt. Emily also took pleas-
ure in yoga, cross-country skiing, art, and
sports, including baseball and tennis. Sur-
vivors include four children, five grandchil-
dren, and three great-grandchildren.
’41 Charles C. Lingerfelt died November 22,
2010. Named All-State in football, basket-
ball, and baseball during his Rollins days,
Charles was a football All-American and
charter member of Rollins’ Athletic Hall of
Fame. He joined the U.S. Navy in 1941 and
graduated as an officer ensign from Mid-
shipmen’s School at Northwestern Univer-
sity in May of that year. Charles resigned
from the Navy after his duty on the USS
Oberon in the Mediterranean and joined
Biltmore Hardware, his family’s business. He
was an avid fisherman and sportsman.
Charles is survived by his wife Virginia, six
children, two daughters-in-law, two sons-
in-law, 16 grandchildren, and 11 great-
grandchildren.
’43 Freeland Babcock died February 8,
2010 at 89. Freeland served in the Army Air
Force during World War II and worked for
the U.S. Defense Contract Audit Agency, re-
tiring in 1985. He was a charter member of
Holy Spirit Lutheran Church of Juno Beach
and was a lifetime member of the Pennsyl-
vania CPA Association, Moose Lodge 2010
of Palm Beach Gardens, National Associa-
tion of Retired and Active Federal Employ-
ees, and PACERS in Tequesta. Freeland is
survived by his wife Carol, two sons, two
stepdaughters, two grandchildren, and six
step-grandchildren.
’44 John M. “Red” Harris died June 3, 2010.
After graduating from Rollins, he enlisted in
the U.S. Navy, serving on active duty from
1944-46. He was discharged with the rank
of Lieutenant JG. After marrying his late
wife Margaret Parsons ’45 in 1946, the cou-
ple moved to Lakeland, FL, where Red
worked for Davison Chemical Company. In
1956 he was appointed assistant vice presi-
dent of Davison’s sister company, WR
Grace. Red went on to serve as president
and CEO of Best Chemical Company of
Lathrop, CA and president of Occidental of
Florida following Best Chemical’s acquisi-
tion of Occidental. In 1975 he received
Rollins’ Distinguished Alumnus Award for
his service to the College community and
his career achievements. He retired from
Occidental in 1977 after leading a successful
career in mining, chemical production, and
oil and gas development and moved to Tuc-
son, AZ. In his retirement, Red enjoyed hunt-
ing, fishing, and golfing; was a member of
River Oaks Country Club in Houston, Florida
Council of 100, and Tucson Country Club;
and was a commodore of the Lakeland
Yacht Club. Survivors include a brother, sis-
ter, two sons, a daughter, and two grand-
children.
’44 Mary Jane Harper died July 11, 2010.
’45 Margaret Welsh Sinclair P’79 died
September 9, 2010. She is survived by her
son John ’79.
’46 Emily Cobb Duffy died in February
2007 in El Paso, TX.
’46 Helen Hutchinson Tucker died Septem-
ber 13, 2010. She was 85. Helen was a tal-
ented pianist, humanities professor at
then-Seminole Community College, and
supporter of Central Florida-based civil
rights organizations. Following her retire-
ment in the 1980s, she began to spend part
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>> WEAR YOUR
ROLLINS GEAR
AND VOLUNTEER
Join the Rollins
Alumni Association
in giving back to
communities
across the globe!
On November 6,
regional chapters
and alumni world-
wide are invited to
sport their favorite
Rollins gear and
participate in the
second Rollins
Alumni Global Day
of Service. Alumni
interested in this
opportunity are en-
couraged to share
their service plans
with the Office of
Alumni Relations at
800-799-ALUM or
alumni@rollins.edu.
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When Jim Chanin was a high school senior in
New York, he visited a number of colleges before
coming to Rollins. “When I came here, I immediately
felt like I was home,” he said. “I knew this was the place for me.”
Chanin graduated with a major in political science, but didn’t pursue it as
a career. He moved to Boulder, Colorado and went to work as a carpenter. “I
got a job bartending at night and framing houses during the day,” he said. “I
knew I wanted to build homes from start to finish, so I learned the business
from the ground up with Centex Homes for four years. I went out on my own
in 1992. Soon after, I started development as a means to add margin to
projects, and expanded into multi-family dwellings and mixed-use projects.
The projects kept getting larger.”
Chanin says that his Rollins education provided him with exactly the
intended purpose: It taught him how to think. And it also provided something
else. “Rollins is a giant family that engenders a sense of love and loyalty. It
belies its size. There’s hardly anywhere you can go in the world and not meet
someone who has a connection to the school. That’s why I’ve devoted so
much energy and time to giving back to the College. Rollins prepared me in
so many ways to be out there in the world.
“W. B. Yeats wrote that education is not about filling a pail, but about lighting
a fire. Rollins understands this, and has inculcated that in our lives as students.”
THEN
Major: Political science—I took classes with Professor Rick Foglesong the
first year he came to Rollins.
Hometown: New York, NY. I graduated from Trinity School.
Favorite classes: Political Philosophy
Best place on campus: Gale Hall, the X-Club
Favorite local eatery: Decades—for their dollar pitcher nights. I’m not even
sure they served food so can it be considered an eatery?
Favorite book: Moo, Baa, La La La by Sandra Boynton and Les Misérables by
Victor Hugo
Career ambition: After graduation, I knew I didn’t want to go back to New
York. Two fraternity brothers were driving out to Boulder to get jobs, so I
hitched a ride with them, taking a duffle bag and a stereo. I’ve been there
ever since.
NOW
Hometown: Boulder, CO
Family: My wife, Kim, and my twin children, Will and Holland (5)
Career: President of Chanin Development, a builder and developer of
residential real estate
Volunteer work: President of the Rollins Alumni Association Board of
Directors and a member of the Boards of Habitat for Humanity, the Home
Builders Association, St. John’s Church, and the Urban Land Institute
Favorite R&R activity: Hanging out with my kids, coaching soccer and ice
hockey; also, riding bikes and climbing trees—same stuff as when I was 10
Something people may not know about me: I ran a 2:48:12 marathon in
New York City in 1994. That was the last time I raced. The ice kept falling out
of my drink so I jog now.
What I miss most about college life: You had 600 friends and you knew
everybody.  jim@chanindevelopment.com
JIM CHANIN ’87
President, Rollins Alumni Association
Board of Directors
PETE BOK ’92
Treasurer, Rollins Alumni Association
Board of Directors
TARSATTHEHELM
Pete Bok never pursued his original ambition to
become a high school math teacher. Instead, he
transformed his gift for mathematics and problem
solving into a successful career in compensation analysis. “When I graduated
from Rollins, I went to work for an electronics company,” Bok said. “I did a little
quality control, marketing, and some sales, as well. That’s where I learned about
compensation analysis. It’s awonderful combination ofmath and common sense.
We bring the collection of data into problem solving and interactionwith clients.”
Bok says he honed his problem solving skills at Rollins. “Because of the
small size of my math classes, there was a lot of collaboration. We interacted
with professors and partnered with classmates on problems. It wasn’t just
working from the book—we were thinking outside of the book, especially in
advanced multi-variable calculus.”
Since graduating, Bok has brought his collaborative and problem-solving
skills to bear in his volunteer efforts for his alma mater. In addition to serving
on the Alumni Association Board, he serves on the Regional Council of the
Rollins Club of Atlanta and previously served on the Young Alumni Board.
THEN
Major: Mathematics
Hometown: Dover, DE
Extracurricular activities: Contributing writer for The Sandspur, scholastic
chairman for Sigma Phi Epsilon, math tutor, intramural sports participant,
Winter Park Art Festival
Favorite classes: Probability and Statistics with Dr. James Wahab and my
J-Term classes, which allowed me to learn about topics I otherwise would
not have been able to study (and provided time to enjoy the social life)
Favorite memory of Fox Day: In my senior year, I actually “won” at Fox
Day Roulette!
Best place on campus: The Alfond Pool on a Friday afternoon (or even
just between classes)
Favorite local eatery: Dexter’s – with The Mill a close second
Career ambition: I wanted to be a math teacher and coach high school sports.
NOW
Hometown: Atlanta, GA
Family: My wife, Tiffany, and my sons Alex (5) and Connor (2)
Career: Principal, Mercer US, within their Information Product Solutions
line of business
Volunteer work: The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, president of the Cambridge
Park Civic Association, member of Mercer’s Community Involvement
Committee, team manager and fundraiser for Murphey Candler Little League
Hobbies: Golf, writing, running, softball, spending time with friends and family
Favorite R&R activity: Spending time with my boys in the backyard and
watching them try new things
Something people may not know about me: I create a new bedtime
story every night for my sons!
Guilty pleasure: Annual golf trip to Myrtle Beach with friends from home
What I miss most about college life: Being surrounded by your friends all the
time  peter.bok@mercer.com
BY WARREN MILLER ’90MBA
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of the year at her second home in Cold
Mountain, NC. Helen’s husband of 24 years,
Gene, died in 2001. She remarried and is
survived by her husband Bill, a sister, two
daughters, a son, and five grandsons. She
was preceded in death by a grandson.
’47 Lamar T. Simmons died August 23, 2010
at 88 years old. At age 7, Lamar began a ca-
reer in music, singing in the boys’ choir at
St. Luke’s Cathedral in Orlando. He went on
to sing in Rollins’ Chapel Choir and was a
tenor soloist with the Bach Festival Choir
while a student at the College. Lamar
served as choir director at First United
Methodist Church of Winter Park, sang in
the choir at All Saints Episcopal Church of
Winter Park, and performed in Central
Florida plays and musicals. From the late
’40s to the early ’70s, he worked at the
downtown Orlando department store Ivey’s,
traveling to New York frequently as the
company’s buyer. Lamar also served two
years in the U.S. Army. He was predeceased
by his wife of more than 10 years Doris and
is survived by his brother.
’48 Jean Hardy Licklider died March 20,
2010. Jean was active in the Episcopal
Church, served as a hospice caregiver, and
volunteered at ShareCare in the Leelanau
Peninsula area (MI). She enjoyed golfing and
playing bridge. She and her late husband
Health had a son and daughter, both of
whom survive their mother.
’48 Jane Gorman Mayer died April 20, 2010
at 84. She is survived by a brother and three
nieces. Jane was a member of Corpus
Christi Catholic Church and active in Stone
Mountain Women’s Club, The Art Station
and Stone Mountain Welcome Station. She
had a passion for every aspect of Stone
Mountain and animals and worked for R.A.
Siegel Co. before retirement.
’49 Arlene Holub Dames P’71 died March
26, 2010. She and her husband, Joel ’50,
had seven children, nine grandchildren, and
six great-grandchildren. The couple lived in
Joliet, IL, retired to Ft. Myers, FL in 1990, and
moved to Highlands Ranch, CO in May
2008. In Illinois, Arlene volunteered her time
to her children’s numerous activities and
was active in the St. Joseph Hospital Auxil-
iary. She served as historian, recording sec-
retary, chair of the Awards Committee, and
member of the Bylaws Committee at Lee
Republican Women Federated in Florida.
Arlene enjoyed traveling the world with Joel
and attending conventions as a representa-
tive of Lee Republican Women Federate as
well as keeping in touch with Rollins class-
mates and attending Rollins Reunions.
’49 Bettye Kerckhoff Howard died Febru-
ary 2, 2011. She is survived by a brother, son,
daughter, daughter-in-law, and two grand-
daughters. Her husband of 59 years Hubie
and a son-in-law preceded her in death.
’49 Sylvia Verdin Tarabochia died Novem-
ber 23, 2010. Following her studies at
Rollins, she received a master’s degree in
French from the University of Grenoble in
France. After working for the Foreign Serv-
ice in Palermo, Italy, Sylvia returned to Win-
ter Park and worked as an administrative
assistant at Rollins. She also worked for
JUST A FRIENDLY FEW SENTENCES to correct a
minor error in a terrific publication. The Fall 2010
issue cites Rex Beach Hall as a 73-year-old
structure...not so.
Rex Beach Hall is the former fraternity building, then called the
Kappa Alpha Mansion, that housed its first students, myself among
them, in the fall semester of 1957 following its construction. The build-
ing was erected after the fraternity agreed to pass its ownership of an
older adjoining structure and property to Rollins in exchange for the
right to house its membership in the new one that was built for its use.
Jeannette Morse Genius McKean (Mrs. Hugh McKean) specified
the decoration of the main public room—then without the academic
office unfortunately now occupying a portion of that space —and saw
to the installation of some quite beautiful Spanish-style furniture and
accessories including some impressive candelabra. The scale of the
space and its design, with the fireplace located away from the walls
and centered on its long axis and with impressive granite hearths,
is a central feature that made for a very handsome room. A public
space located adjacent to it and the dormitory was designed to be
the private meeting place for the fraternity members. Some land-
scaping was installed then with azaleas that came up against the
outdoor patio wall. We had a large raft constructed by the fraternity
members anchored in the lake bay that was used for a swimming
platform and a getaway.
Some of us would take a Rollins canoe to the Morse orange
groves and Peacock collection, then located across Lake Virginia, and
fill up with oranges, grapefruits, kumquat, and other citrus and return
to the “KA Landing” to unload. The Dinky Line still ran then, although
not often. In (I think) 1956 a film, “End as a Man” starring Ben Gazzara,
was partially made on the Rollins Campus and used the moving Dink
and a few Rollins students in one of its final scenes.—Bob Schermer ‘59
Editor’s Note: We apologize for the typographical error in the
last issue. Bob is correct: Rex Beach Hall was indeed built in
1957, making it 53 years old at the time of publication of the
Fall 2010 issue.
I JUST WANTED TO SEND along a short note to tell you how
wonderful the Fall 2010 issue of Rollins Magazine was to an old Tar.
To see the great photo-
graphs and heartfelt
stories about our great
college is special to
me. Thanks for all of
your very dedicated
and professional work
on this publication;
it shows!
The soccer photo
on page 45 brought
back a lot of memories.
I believe that the photo
was taken in the fall of
1973. It includes Todd Marsh, Jeff Fischer, Ennis Berker, Bob Birdsong,
and John Shapiro, all of whom graduated in the spring of 1974. I am
sitting next to our trainer, Buster Steimauer.
Rollins Magazine rates an A+ in my book.—Bill Hudgins ’75
EDITOR’S NOTE: Your feedback to Rollins Magazine and its articles is
important to us as we strive to keep you connected to your alma mater
and fellow alumni. To voice your comments on the magazine and
its articles, please visit the new Roll ins Magazine online at
Rollins.edu/magazine and click on “Talk to Us.”
REUNION 2012
March 23-25
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
WHAT’S NEW
WITH YOU?
Share exciting news
of personal and
professional accom-
plishments as well as
wedding and baby
announcements with
Rollins Magazine.
To submit your
Class News, go to
rollins.edu/alumni
or log in to Alumni-
Connect today!
>>
Minute Maid Corp., General Motors of
Florida, and more recently as an adminis-
trative assistant for Sen. Robert J. Dole.
Sylvia also worked for Dole in the 1970s and
the Center for Applied Research in the
Apostolate, retiring in 1982. She was prede-
ceased by her husband of 57 years Alfonso
and is survived by three daughters and
grandchildren.
’50 Naona Beecher-Moore died August 30,
2010. A vaudeville star at a young age
thanks to her father’s efforts, Naona be-
friended many celebrities through her life-
time, including Marilyn Monroe, Dustin
Hoffman, and Eleanor Roosevelt. Her career
spanned theater production in New York to
psychotherapy in London, pastoral duties in
St. Croix in the American Virgin Islands to
charity work in Oxford. Between 1978 and
1985, Naona acquired a rare collection of
antique stockings that are acknowledged
for their role in social and textile history. She
is survived by her husband Andrew, a son,
and two daughters.
’51 Judy Baker Cahn died November 4,
2010. After attending Rollins in 1947 and
1948, she transferred to The Ohio State Uni-
versity, where she received her bachelor’s
degree. Judy excelled in golf at a young
age, winning the Women’s Lima City Golf
Tournament four consecutive years (begin-
ning at 15) and the Shawnee Country Club
golf champion two years in a row. She was
inducted into the Lima Golf Hall of Fame in
2001. Survivors include her husband Dann
and a son. Judy was preceded in death by a
daughter.
’51 Frank Polak died January 6, 2011. He at-
tended Rollins on a football scholarship and
later served in the Army Air Corps in World
War II. An energetic and enthusiastic man,
Frank was preceded in death by his wife
Anna and is survived by three children, four
grandchildren, and a great-grandchild.
’51 Lucy Bright Thatcher died February 7,
2011 at 82. Following graduation from
Rollins, she taught at Bright School and
went on to write for the society department
of Chattanooga Times .
Lucy was president of the
East Fifth Street Day Care
Center; board member of
Bright School, the Chat-
tanooga Symphony &
Opera Association, and
the American Red Cross;
Sunday school teacher
and member of the Altar and Flower Guilds
at The Church of the Good Shepard; and
member and president of the Garden Club
of Lookout Mountain. She also was the first
woman to be elected to the Lookout Moun-
tain Tennessee Town Commission, serving
as commissioner of parks and playgrounds
for six years. An honorary member of the
Chattanooga Women’s Golf Association,
Lucy was passionate about the game of
golf and enjoyed walking her beloved dogs,
playing bridge, reading, gardening, singing,
and cheering on grandchildren at their
many sporting events. She is survived by
her husband Joe, a brother, two sons, a
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WEHEAR YOU!
Rollins Magazine Readership Survey Results
Rollins Magazine is on a mission. A mission to keep you connected to your alma mater. A
mission to keep you informed about the exceptional educational experience of today’s Rollins
students and inspirational achievements of fellow alumni. A mission to remind you of how great it
feels to be able to say you have a Rollins degree!
To find out how well we are doing, last summer we sent 25 percent of our readers* a
comprehensive readership survey developed by the Council for Advancement and Support of
Education (CASE). While the results were overwhelmingly positive, they also provided
valuable information on how we can better meet your needs. Here are some of the findings:
MOST READERS
CITE THE
MAGAZINE
AS THEIR
PRIMARY
SOURCE OF
INFORMATION
ABOUT THE
COLLEGE, WITH
E-MAILS FROM
THE INSTITUTION
COMING IN A CLOSE
SECOND.
FEEL THE CLASS NEWS
SECTION IS THEIR FAVORITE
PART OF THE MAGAZINE.
PREFER TO READ
THE MAGAZINE
IN PRINT, AND
PREFER TO
READ IT ONLINE.
feel the magazine strengthens their connection
to Rollins by serving as a source of continuing
education about the College, while just 26% feel
it keeps them in touch with their classmates.
More than one-half
rate the overall
quality of the mag-
azine as excellent
or good, and no
one rated themag-
azine as very poor.
Rollins Magazine always welcomes—and
hears—your feedback. Please tell us what we are
doingwell…and not sowell; what youwant to see
more of…and less of. Send your comments to us
at Rollins Magazine online: rollins.edu/maga-
zine/talktous/index.html. For a complete copy
of themagazine survey results, please e-mail the
editor at mwismar@rollins.edu.
*The magazine survey was sent to a random sampling generated from
alumni with active e-mail addresses.
NEARLY
The 125th Anniversary historical series
“A Rollins Perspective” and the Generation
Next legacy feature were among the
favorite articles in recent issues.
More than 40% are interested in reading more about student
research and academic experiences, extracurricular activities,
campus facilities and growth, and institutional history and traditions.
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daughter, eight grandchildren, a great-
grandchild, cousins, nieces, nephews, and a
loyal friend. Lucy was predeceased by two
brothers and a sister.
’52 Barbara Sheppard Bailey died Septem-
ber 12, 2010. A longtime resident of Naples,
FL, Barbara moved to Fort Mill, FL eight
years before her death. She was a retired
bookkeeper and a member of Central UMC
and Eastern Star, both of the Methodist
faith. Barbara is survived by her husband of
59 years Carl, a sister, three daughters, three
sons-in-law, and six grandchildren.
’53 J.C. “Bud” Felix died December 4, 2010.
A Delta Chi at Rollins, Bud became an avid
Gator fan after receiving a second degree
in building construction from the University
of Florida and was named to the Grand
Guard by the UF Alumni Association later
in life. He joined his family’s business, Felix
Construction, following college and was
chairperson of the Festival of States Parade
Committee and member of the St. Peters-
burg Yacht Club, the Bucketeers, and the
Dragon Club. Bud also served on the Board
of Directors of the Centerbanc Savings
Association and the Rutland Florida Gulf
Bank, and was a devout Methodist. Sur-
vivors include his wife Laura, one step-
daughter, two stepsons, two grandchildren,
and many nieces and nephews.
’54 Joanne Moseley Hammond P’75 died
February 8, 2011 at 79. Joanne enjoyed
animals and playing bridge, and was a
member of The Assembly, The Carillon, The
Quadrille, and The Elsie Haynsworth Garden
Club. She is survived by her husband of 58
years Frank, two daughters including
Caroline ’75, one son, two sons-in-law,
one daughter-in-law, six grandchildren,
and her lab Piglet.
’54 Pierre “Skip” Steward died October 22,
2010. Nicknamed Skip by his older brother
because he used to skip school, Skip cher-
ished his family, was kind and gentle, and
loved the outdoors. He attended Stetson
University and Stetson Law after Rollins and
also served in the military as First Lieu-
tenant from 1954-56. Skip married his wife,
Sue York ’58, in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel in 1958. The couple was married for
52 years. In addition to his wife, Skip is sur-
vived by a daughter, daughter-in-law, son-
in-law, four grandchildren, and many friends.
’54 Lucia Howard Wood died October 9,
2010. She was predeceased by her husband
Jerome ’54.
’56 James E. “Jim” Browne died November
26, 2010 while in the care of Dana-Farber
palliative doctors, surrounded by family and
friends. Based in Okinawa, Japan during the
Korean Conflict, Jim traveled throughout
the Pacific Islands as a feature writer for the
Stars and Stripes military newspaper from
1948 to 1952. He loved Rollins, writing for
the Sandspur, being on stage at the Annie
Russell Theatre, fierce political debates,
reading biographies, visiting extended fam-
ily, flying in his little Cessna, and playing
with his grandsons to name just a few of his
passions. Jim is fondly remembered by his
wife of 33 years, Lucy, three sisters, a son
and daughter-in-law, two grandsons and
many nieces, nephews and dear friends.
’56 Mary Enck Doerr died October 3, 2010
at 77. Mary is survived by one brother, one
daughter, two sons, and seven grandchil-
dren, and was preceded in death by her
husband of 48 years Robert.
’56 Phyllis Lockwood Hull died in August
2010. She is survived by her husband Pre-
ston ’57.
’57 Alexander A. “Sandy” Hose died Octo-
ber 5, 2010. Known for his captivating smile,
Sandy owned and operated Sunshine
Cleaning Company for 25 years. He enjoyed
photography and was a member of the
Gerry 5, the Marblehead Elks, and the Ro-
tary Club, which he served as past secretary.
Survivors include his wife of 26 years Anne,
one daughter, two sons, four stepchildren,
and 11 grandchildren.
’58 Martha Leavitt Ellis died February 5,
2011 at 73. A Florida resident since 1967,
Martha was a member of the Council of 101,
Orlando Museum of Art, and Embroiderers
Guild of America. She was predeceased by
her husband H. Benton and is survived by a
sister, a son, and a daughter, as well as two
granddaughters and nephews.
’58 Bonnie McCorquodale Hance died June
6, 2010 at 72. She was an English teacher at
Gables High School for more than 35 years
and also taught at Gulliver Preparatory,
Miami Norland Senior High, and G. Holmes
Braddock Senior High. In 1996, Bonnie re-
tired and relocated to St. Augustine, FL. She
is survived by her husband of 35 years Ed-
mund, a brother and sister-in-law, a son, a
daughter, and many friends.
’61 Cecilia Demetree Cowherd ’65MAT died
October 28, 2010. A kind, humorous, intelli-
gent, and elegant woman, Cecilia is survived
by two brothers, one sister, two daughters,
one son, two sons-in-law, one daughter-in-
law, and four grandchildren.
’62 June Gittleson died October 30, 2010.
She was a native New Yorker and once
owned a store called The Left Hand. June
most recently worked as an enrolled tax
preparer. Survivors include her partner of 30
years Phyllis and one sister.
’62 Claudia Jeffries died May 26, 2010.
’65 Eugene W. Eddy died October 13, 2010.
’65 Alvert H. “Butch” Hearn died February
19, 2011 at 67. A retired executive of Sears,
then A&M Resources, Butch is survived by
his partner of 30 years Mary Ann, one son,
two daughters, and two grandchildren.
’67 Otis G. Gifford died January 22, 2011.
From the late ’40s to early ’60s, Otis helped
to manage his family’s business, The Gifford
Arms Hotel, and was honorably discharged
from the U.S. Army in 1957. He then worked
for the Winter Park Telephone Company
and in 1967 moved to Valley Falls, NY, where
he worked for Smith & Mahoney Consulting
Engineers, beginning his successful career
in civil engineering. Other employers
included Boyer-Singleton, Dyer Riddle Mills
& Precourt, and Lochrane Engineering of
Central Florida. He retired from Lochrane’s
Seminole County office in 2004. Otis was a
skilled woodworker and enjoyed creating
handmade projects for family and friends.
Survivors include one sister, three sons, and
three grandchildren.
’71 Robert W. Hummer died August 29,
2010. His professional career included work
as an appraiser, banker, broker, and math
teacher. Robert is survived by his wife
Nazila, parents John and Jane, a sister, two
brothers, and other family.
’03 The death of Noel C. Smith was
reported in the Fall 2010 issue of Rollins
Magazine. See memorial tribute on p. 81.
’11 James P.B. McDonough died February
26, 2011. He is survived by his parents James
and Peggy and family.
’11 Laura Mufson of Miami, FL died in
September 2010. She was a psychology
student at Rollins and had planned to
attend medical school following graduation.
’12 Michael B. Kronstadt died December 19,
2010. Survivors include his parents Allen
and Fran, his siblings Jamie and Danielle,
and a grandmother.
HONORARY ALUMNUS
Samuel B. Lawrence ’95H P’68 P’70 died
January 2, 2011. Seememorial tribute on p. 82.
FACULTY
Retired English professor of 26 years Philip
E. Pastore died February 20, 2011. See
memorial tribute on p. 81.
Retired biology professor Edward W.
Scheer ’54 P’95 P’98MBA, who taught at
Rollins from 1958 to 1995, died February 17,
2011 in Jackson, Wyoming. Among his sur-
vivors is son Edward Scheer ’95 ’98MBA. A
memorial tribute will appear in the Fall 2011
issue of Rollins Magazine.
REUNION 2012
March 23-25
Alumni regional
chapters are com-
ing soon to Dallas,
Los Angeles, San
Francisco and
South Florida.
Since last year,
eight chapters
have launched na-
tionwide, including
Atlanta, Boston,
Central Florida,
Greater Cincinnati,
Colorado, New
York, Tampa Bay
and Washington,
D.C. Want to get
involved with a
chapter in your
area?
Learn how at
rollins.edu/alumni/
chapters.
>>
BE ON THE
LOOKOUT…
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1951
William R. Gordon P'84
Irma Schaefer Ross
Robert S. Witherell P'81 P'94
1956
H. Dewey Anderson
Suzanne LeClere Barley
David F. Berto*
William F. Fathauer, Jr.
Thomas N. Grubbs
Adele Fort Kirkpatrick
Seth F. Mendell
H. Skillman Suydam, Jr.
Jeanne Rogers Tauscher P'82
1961
Richard A. Bishop
Sara Hunt Forthun
C. James McDermott III*
Dianne Tauscher Rice*
1966
Stephen M. Combs
Constance Kirby Cross
Diane Davidson Dioguardi
Michael J. Dioguardi
James L. Ehle P'94
James W. Halloran '67MBA
Diane Brown Halloran '80MA
Peter W. Kauffman
C. Douglas Kerr '86MBA*
H. Cary Kresge, Jr. '67MBA*
Edward E. Maxcy
Nancy Wilson Mendel
Susan Raynor Olson
M. Victoria Klingel Sewell
Sandra Willard Sheridan
1971
Mary Lou Gilbert Scott*
Howard M. Tuttle, Jr.
1976
Mark S. Freeman
William Hal George P'04
Katherine Noyes Milligan '81MSM
Sharon V. Ruvane
Dana Schneider Thomas P'10 P'11
Mary Wetzel Wismar-Davis '80MBA
P'06
1981
Nanci J. Adler
M. Craig Crimmings
Edie M. Murphy*
Marejane Moses Muse*
Carla R. Pepperman
Jay C. Scarlata
Cheryl Willey Yager '87MBA
1986
Glenda Wallace Ainsworth
Laurin Matthews Baldwin '89MAT
Kim Richards Boras
Steven L. Creel*
Janice Hirschfeld Epaillard
Sister Kate C. Gibney**
Malhar S. Gore
Steven W. Hendrickson
John R. Langfitt '81MSCJ**
Charlene Turner Matteson
Thaddeus Seymour '82HAL '90H**
Ober R. Tyus '86A**
Jay G. Werba
William A. Wood
David A. Zarou
1991
Jill Mills Ciambella
Brytton Baker Eldredge*
Samuel A. Stark
Merritt Whelan Weber*
2001
Holly Chinnery Pohlig*
Matthew M. Townsley*
T. Michael Veith '03MBA
2006
Mimi E. Allen
Kimberly A. Damm
Mariana O. De Biase
Ashley T. Doucette
David J. Grasso
Nicole M. Hektner
Peterson T. Hostetler*
Sally A. Johnston
Erin W. Kilmartin*
John E. Ordway
Cherie L. Ramirez
Chi O
Amy Grieve Brady '87
Christina G. Bucci '09
Joy E. Buendia '04
Whitney J. Cary '07
Laura Thompson Evangelista '87*
Elizabeth Rollins Feld '02
Kayla M. Florio '09 '10MBA
Katherine A. Gallagher '06
Nicole M. Hektner '06
Laura C. Lapointe '07
Laura L. McClelland '02*
Chris A. Newton '86
Virginia Frederick Nucci '86
Victoria L. Palace '07
Lindsey Cernuda Paleologos '01
Gibson Purdom Patterson '01
Ashley L. Sakmar '06
Sarah Sutton Watkins '98
Laura Carlin Wilber '01
Soccer
Clay M. Biddinger '77 P'10 P'MBAS
David M. Dwyer '06*
Edward M. Holt '96
Gordon E. Howell '64MAT
Ashley A. Hunsberger '07
Emil P. Loch III '07 '08MBA
Alicia K. Milyak '02*
Allison Standish Plimpton '86
Anne Walker Retterath '86
Daniell Robertson '06 '10MBA*
J. Parker Roy '86
Lauren R. Shrensky '97
Kurt M. Wells '95
Laura Carlin Wilber '01
Tennis
Wendy Weller Ahl '92 '94MBA
Peter D. Allport '87
Beverly K. Buckley '75*
Anne Crichton Crews '75
Randall B. Gerber '86
Edwin Hendriksen '96 '98MBA
Felicia A. Hutnick '79
Michael B. Moss '75
Blair D. Neller '74 P'11
Erin Higgins O’Donnell ’91
Barry M. Pelts '89
Ferdinand L. Starbuck III '01
Ferdinand L. Starbuck, Jr. '67
'70MCS P'01*
John F. Steele, Jr. '75 P'11
Jessica Niebauer Teves '02
Mark G. Thompson '04
Matthew W. Umbers '05
Matthew R. White '00 '04MBA
Thank You, Reunion Volunteers!
Thank you to the following Reunion 2011 alumni volunteers
for their outstanding class participation and support.
* Class Chair | ** Honorary Reunion Giving Volunteer
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On October 10, 2010, Noel Christian Smith departed this
world in the loving company of family, friends, and a most radiant
sunset over the Ozark Mountains. It was beautifully poetic. Noel
had spent 30 years shining his adventurous spirit, witty humor,
and unwavering love on the rest of us. Even during his two-year
fight with brain cancer, he entertained and humored us till his
very last days. This was Noel’s spirit, an unwavering testament to
life and love.
Noel was an essential member of our Rollins community—
an actor at the Annie Russell and Fred Stone Theatres, a brother of
Tau Kappa Epsilon, field researcher in Peru and Costa Rica, an
intern for a semester in London, a prestigious scholar who twice
received the Morris K. Udall Scholarship, and a graduate with
honors in 2003 with a major in environmental studies and minor
in sustainable development and the environment.
After Rollins, Noel continued
his upward trajectory, serving
as a Congressional aide for his
home district of Chattanooga,
Tennessee and then as a writer
for the American Agricultural
Law Association. However, his
greatest achievement was his family. He married the love of
his life, Hannah Lambiotte Smith, in 2006. Together, they had a
most beautiful daughter, Emma Arlene Smith—born just three
weeks after Noel’s death. There is no doubt that Emma is
destined for greatness.
We all miss Noel immensely, but we can be comforted in
the knowledge that his enduring spirit lives on in each of us. In
Noel’s own words, “Get ’er done!”  —James Gooch ’03
IN MEMORY
NOEL SMITH ’03, 1980-2010
Philip Pastore, associate
professor of English, left a
deep impression, despite his
unassuming ways.
Pastore’s route to Orlando
Hall, home of Rollins’ English
department, was circuitous.
The Connecticut native
served in both the U.S. Navy
and U.S. Army following
World War II. His first as-
signment, as an MP, may
have set military history: 12 months, zero arrests. His experience
introducing soldiers to the details of the Marshall Plan to
reconstruct post-war Europe was his introduction to teaching. He
subsequently earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees from the
University of Connecticut and a Ph.D. from the University of
Florida. In between, he worked a variety of jobs, including waiter
and hotel bellman. In 1969, he came to Rollins to begin a 26-
year teaching career, specializing in American literature. On
retirement, he was elevated to emeritus status.
Students adored Pastore. John Slavens ’83 recalled, “I was a
freshman English major, struggling through Chaucer, and
wondering if I should change majors. A classmate suggested I
make an appointment with Dr. Pastore … because he was ‘just a
regular guy.’ What a difference he made to my college experience.
He always had his door (and ear) open.”
“Year in and year out, he never lost his enthusiasm,” said
Edward Cohen, William R. Kenan, Jr., Professor of English and
current chair of the English department. “You had the feeling he
wanted to give his all to his students.”
Noted for his wide-ranging interests, deep intelligence, and
unorthodox sense of humor, Pastore also embodied selfless
generosity. Whether stray dogs or hungry children, his compassion
was boundless. The charities he supported ranged from Doctors
Without Borders to Peaceful Valley Donkey Rescue. He was also
devoted to family—his brothers; his son, Philip; his stepson,
Henry Cooper ’76; and his grandsons.
Maurice “Socky” O’Sullivan, Kenneth Curry Professor of
Literature, described Pastore as “the perfect iconoclast,” adding,
“He was a truly remarkable, completely unpretentious, completely
authentic human being.”  —Lorrie Kyle Ramey ’70
“A REGULAR GUY,” AN EXTRAORDINARY TEACHER
PHILIP E. PASTORE, 1928-2011
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At the Weekend
Barbeque and Vol-
unteer Recognition
Ceremony during
Reunion 2011,
Rollins trustee
Frank H. Barker ’52
’06H applauded
the extraordinary
efforts of all
Reunion Class
Committees for
their commitment
to encouraging
participation in
Reunion Weekend.
The Classes of
2006 and 1981
received awards
for reaching top
registration results.
• The Class of 2006
took home the
Reunion Class
Attendance Award
for achieving 46
registrations out
of 382 classmates.
Reunion volunteer
John Ordway ’06
is pictured above
accepting the
award.
• The Class of 1981
won the Reunion
Class Participation
Award for
attaining 14.1%
registered
classmates.
>>
CONGRATULATIONS,
REUNION CLASS
AWARD RECIPIENTS!
“I announce the great individual, fluid as Nature, chaste, affectionate, compassionate, fully armed;
I announce a life that shall be copious, vehement, spiritual, bold, And I announce an end that shall
lightly and joyfully meet its translation.” —Walt Whitman
In the interest of full disclosure, Dr. Pastore had a significant influence on my own decision to pursue graduate study. I had just one class
with him—the English faculty each taught a day in our senior seminar, each presenting a different school of literary criticism. He brought
so much passion and obvious affection for the literature, leaving us not with a piece of deconstructed text but a work we better under-
stood and loved even more. I thought, “That’s what I want to do!”—LKR
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T THE TURN OF THE NEW YEAR,
Rollins lost a remarkable patriarch
and benefactor. Described as
demanding yet devoted (“Sam had high
expectations for people, but he also had a
loving heart,” said former Rollins president
Rita Bornstein ’04HAL ’04H), Samuel B.
Lawrence ’95H (P’68,’70) made his mark
in every aspect of his rich life.
Lawrence and his mother emigrated
from Russia to the United States when he
was four years old. His childhood homes
spanned the country, from Washington
state to New York and Philadelphia. Fol-
lowing service in the U.S. Marine Corps in
WorldWar II, hewas offered the opportunity
to attend the University of Pennsylvania’s
Wharton School of Business but chose
instead to pursue tobacco farming in
Connecticut. His experience prompted his
cousin, Mildred Savage, to pen the novel
Parrish, which became a Warner Bros.
Pictures film. Lawrence was twice elected
to the Connecticut state legislature, where
he served as House chairman.
In 1959, he and his former wife, Lois
Becker Lawrence Odence, moved their
young family to Orlando, where he under-
took the operation of a group of Budget
Rent A Car franchises. At the same time,
he shepherded the expansion of Budget
Rent A Car of America franchises all around
the country. When the national systemwas
sold to TransAmerica Corporation in 1968,
Lawrence turned his full focus to the
Florida franchises, which he and his
partners later sold to TransAmerica. The
savvy businessman’s next venture found
him returning to the land, but as a real
estate developer rather than a farmer.
Samuel B. Lawrence, 1921-2011
Whether inspiring a motion picture or seeing his
dog capture Westminster Kennel Club’s Best in
Show Award, Sam Lawrence led a life that wasn’t
just full, but overflowing.
A
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Lawrence was as successful in his
avocations as his vocations. A fervent
fisherman and award-winning trapshooter,
he was also certified as an American
Kennel Club (AKC) multi-breed judge. He
and his wife, Marion, owned a number of
championship dogs, garnering more than
700 All-Breed Bests in Show. In addition,
they collected Western and American
Impressionist art, much of which has been
exhibited at Rollins’ Cornell Fine Arts
Museum, where he served on the Board
of Visitors. The Cornell was the fortunate
recipient of eight paintings from the
Lawrences’ collection, including Ernest
Lawson’s A Bend in the River, a gift to
the Museum on Lawrence’s 75th birthday.
He was a visionary philanthropist.
When an office building and land next to
College-owned property in downtown
Winter Parkwas offered at a bargain price in
1993, Lawrence didn’t hesitate to give Rollins
the funds necessary to acquire the parcel.
As Bornstein recounted, “Sam loved a good
deal.” Named the Samuel B. Lawrence
Center, the investment continues to produce
income for the College, providing resources
for Rollins’ educational programs as well as
housing the College’s Philanthropy and
Nonprofit Leadership Center.
The Lawrences contributed gener-
ously to a variety of Rollins causes over
the years, ranging from Harper-Shepherd
Field to the Ruth Lawrence duPont Terrace
at the Cornell Campus Center. In appre-
ciation for his support, Lawrence was
named a C.H.I.E.F. (Champion of Higher
Independent Education in Florida) by the
Independent Colleges and Universities of
Florida in 1993. Hewas awarded an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree at Rollins’ com-
mencement in 1995, in recognition of his
“lifetime of achievement and…commitment
to the noble purposes of education.”
Joseph Kennedy, head of the
renowned Massachusetts family, remarked,
“The measure of a man’s success in life is
not the money he’s made. It’s the kind of
family he has raised.” By Kennedy’s
estimate, Lawrence finished at the top of
his class. His loving family includes a
cadre of Rollins alumni: daughters
Barbara Lawrence Alfond ’68 (P’92), a
past vice chair of the College’s board of
trustees, and Ruth Lawrence duPont ’70
(P’95,’97,’98), a past Rollins Parents
Committee co-chair ; sons- in- law
Theodore Alfond ’68 (P’92), a current
t rustee , and Thomas duPont ’ 70
(P’95,’97,’98), a past Parents Committee
co-chair and Parent Trustee; grandchil-
dren John Alfond ’92, Jessica duPont
Thiel ’95, Molly duPont Schaffer ’97, and
Sarah duPont Hendriksen ’98, who serves
with her husband, Edwin Hendriksen
’96 ’98MBA, on Roll ins’ President’s
Leadership Council.
On January 5, 2011, members of the
Rollins and Central Florida communities
gathered in Knowles Memorial Chapel to
celebrate Lawrence’s life and legacy. A
memorial scholarship fund in his honor
will benefit students in the Hamilton Holt
School. “Sam’s vision for education is a
significant part of our college’s past,
present, and future,” said Rollins President
Lewis Duncan.
Sam Lawrence would have envisioned
nothing less. 
The Lawrence family at the dedication of the Samuel B. Lawrence Center, 1993
“Sam’s vision for education is a significant part of
our college’s past, present, and future.”
—Rollins President Lewis Duncan
KICK-OFF EVENT | OCTOBER 2010 Alumni Board Member Charles Gallagher ’95 and Tampa Bay
Regional Council members Eric Page ’94, Jeri Ostuw ’07, and Margaux Payor ’05
KICK-OFF EVENT | OCTOBER 2010 Andy Bickford
’07, Amanda Beck ’07, and Adam Hynick ’06
P=ROLLINS PARENT
KICK-OFF EVENT | NOVEMBER 2010 Central Florida Regional Council member Lindsay
Laskowski ’04 ’09MBA, Director of The Rollins Fund Leslie Carney ’03 ’09MBA, Andy McClelland
’03 ’09MBA, Martha Fusco ’05, and Central Florida Regional Council member Mary Lou Johnston
Napolitano ’04 ’09MBA
YOUNG ALUMNI JINGLE MINGLE |
DECEMBER 2010 Women’s Soccer Coach Alicia
Milyak ’02, Central Florida Regional Council
member Garrett Preisser ’05, and Dan Schuck ’02
NETWORKING RECEPTION | FEBRUARY 2011 Liz Potter
Neller ’75, Luis Nunez ’97HH, and Central Florida Regional Council
members Alison Scott Villegas ’06HH and Renee Monroe ’01HH
Rollins Clubs Launch Nationwide
HOLIDAY GATHERING | DECEMBER 2010 John and
Mary Ann Trimble ’64 Nigels with Assistant Director of
Alumni Programs Elaine Liles
YOUNG ALUMNI AFTER HOURS |
FEBRUARY 2011 Ben Munson ’04 ’05MBA
and Luke Walker
CENTRAL
FLORIDA
TAMPA BAY
YOUNG ALUMNI PRE-REUNION GATHERING
| MARCH 2011 Candice Lyons ’01, Angel
Chappell Eggert ’01, and Nicole Maggio ’01
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HOLIDAY KICK-OFF EVENT | DECEMBER 2010
Daniel Book ’98, Nate Kerzner ’02, Molly Ousey ’00,
Alumni Board member Bert Saville ’99, and
Yosiat Gimbernard ’00
KICK-OFF EVENT | JANUARY 2011
Susan Douglass Quirk ’78 ’79MBA, Brian
Addy, and Jean Senne Addy ’84
KICK-OFF EVENT | APRIL 2011 New York
Regional Council member J. Jay Mautner ’61
P’90 and Jill Mautner P’90
KICK-OFF EVENT | APRIL 2011 Nydia Swaby ’04,
Elisabeth Kast ’06, and Georgi-Ann Clarke ’06
BOSTON
COLORADO
KICK-OFF EVENT | APRIL 2011 (l) Kristina Kerr ’07 and
Megan Schroder ’08 (r) Alumni Board member George
Whipple ’74 ’75MBA and New York Regional Council member
Agnes Birnbaum ’74
HOLIDAY KICK-OFF EVENT | DECEMBER
2010 Mark Baizen ’92, Melanie Chiles ’96,
and Tara Stadelmann ’95
NEWYORK
HOLIDAY KICK-OFF EVENT | DECEMBER 2010
Elizabeth Spring ’05, Boston Regional Council member Ryan
Parsons ’05, Sarah Knight ’05, and Cordelia Wascher ’06
KICK-OFF EVENT | JANUARY 2011
Andy D'Ambrosio, Andrea D'Ambrosio, and
Karen Larsen D'Ambrosio ’71 KICK-OFF EVENT | JANUARY 2011
Rollins Trustee David Lord ’69 ’71MBA and Regional Council members Lauren Shrensky ’97
and Eileen Faix Slattery ’96
COMING SOON: KICK-OFF EVENTS IN
OTHER REGIONAL EVENTS
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KICK-OFF EVENT | APRIL 2011 Kirk Wiles ’76 ’77MBA,
Marjorie Lynn Wilson ’78, and Tom Wilson ’77
KICK-OFF EVENT | APRIL 2011 DC Regional Council mem-
ber Eric Price ’06, Charlotte Froehlich ’09 ’10MBA, Dana
Whitten ’08, Morgan Harries ’09, and Tom Cross
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO
DALLAS
CINCINNATI
SOUTH FLORIDA
LOS ANGELES
Peter Confehr, Edith Bennett Confehr ’45, and
Interim Dean of the Faculty DebWellman
ALUMNI FOX DAY | APRIL 2011
Dallas and Vero Beach area alumni also celebrated Alumni Fox Day.
ATLANTA | Bobby Reich ’77
and Carly Rothman ’06
CENTRAL FLORIDA | Sean Gross ’08, Aldo Ahlers ’08 ’10MBA, Ryan
Johns ’09, Richard Lamberty ’81, and Daniel Mullery ’09
ST. PETERSBURG BEACH | Back Row: Rawley Dunn ’03, Howard Tuttle
’71, Alumni Board member Charles Gallagher ’95, and Jennie Karafin
Alpert ’02 Middle Row: Peggy Kinnaird Tuttle ’74, Tampa Bay Regional
Council member Jeri Ostuw ’07, Jennifer Walchok ’07HH, and Heather
Rudolph ’97 Front Row: Allison Wallrapp ’10 and Christina Benitez ’10
CINCINNATI | Melissa Brooker ’03 and Mike ’01 Veith, Rollins trustee
Kurt Wells ’95, and Tim Mahoney ’80
BOSTON | Katharine Thompson ’00
WASHINGTON, D.C.
David Stegmiller ’95, Christina Cooper ’90,
Joni Gonzalez, Kelley Hawks ’88, and Sandy
Sanders ’92
SAN FRANCISCO
ALUMNI RECEPTION |
JANUARY 2011
CENTRAL FLORIDA |
Central Florida Regional
Council membersWill Perry
’10MHR and Pennie Martin
Cooke ’62 with the Fox
Enhance your Rollins connections with AlumniConnect! 
Join hundreds of fellow graduates worldwide on the only free online network designed 
entirely for Rollins alumni.
Visit alumniconnect.rollins.edu to register today!
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ROLLINS ALUMNI TRAVEL PROGRAM
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
407-646-2266 or 800-799-ALUM (2586) • alumni@rollins.edu • rollins.edu/alumni/travel
YO U R G AT E WAY T O T H E WO R L D
ALASKA’S INSIDE PASSAGE
August 26 – September 2, 2011
CLASSIC SAFARI:
KENYA & TANZANIA
September 12 - 28, 2012
TREASURES OF PERU
with Machu Picchu & Lake Titicaca
June 4 - 14, 2012
R
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ROLLINS ON
THE BEACH
Today’s Rollins students would
be somewhat shocked—and no
doubt just a little jealous—to learn
that back in the ’30s, Rollins
actually had a beachside class-
room. Donated to the College in
1931, the Pelican Beach House,
located on the seashore in New
Smyrna Beach, was used for
Rollins Conference Plan classes
under the pres idency of
Hamilton Holt, whose unconventional and innovative
educational methods catapulted Rollins to national prominence.
A two-story, wood-frame building with high beam ceilings, long tables, and
huge windows providing a spectacular view of the Atlantic Ocean, the Pelican
was constructed in the 1920s as a conference and recreation center by the
Presbyterian Church USA. It was later sold to Dr. Fred Lewis Pattee and his wife,
who turned the building into a casino on the beach. The Pattees’ gaming business
went bankrupt in 1927 and they gave the
property to Rollins in 1931, making the
Pelican the College’s first and only beach facility.
In 1942, President Holt turned the house into a temporary Atlantic shelter station for the
United States Coast Guard, which leased the property on a dollar-a-week basis. Following
World War II, the College regained use of the Pelican and designated it strictly for recreational
purposes: students, faculty, and alumni could go there to spend the weekend for the nominal
fee of a dollar, although they had to bring their own supplies, including bed linens and pillows.
For years, the Pelican remained a popular relaxation haven for members of the Rollins
community. Chaperoned by a housemother, visiting female students stayed on the second
floor while male students occupied the first floor. In 1968, the housemother “retired” from
the Pelican and the College was unable to find anyone willing to move in and take over
responsibility for the building. For the next two years, the structure stood vacant, decaying to
a state of disrepair.
In 1970, Rollins’ board of trustees voted to sell the building for $75,000. Though President
Jack B. Critchfield ’78H voiced his objections, the deal was quickly sealed once the sale price
was raised to $150,000. The Pelican was eventually torn down and a large condominium tower
now stands in its place. 
Rollins Archives and Special Collections contributed to this story and provided the historical photos of the
Pelican Beach House.
RETURN TO THEIR ROOTS
After decades of frolicking in
Cocoa Beach on Fox Day, Rollins
students returned to the old Rollins
stomping grounds of New Smyrna
Beach this year for their eagerly
anticipated, spontaneous spring
holiday. After the Fox made his
surprise appearance on the Mills
Lawn on Apri l 6, hundreds of
students boarded buses to NSB,
where they sunned, swam, and
socialized until returning to the
campus in the late afternoon for
the traditional Fox Day Picnic.
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TRUSTEES OF ROLLINS COLLEGE
F. Duane Ackerman ’64 ’70MBA ’00H
Chairman of the Board
David H. Lord ’69 ’71MBA
Vice Chairman of the Board
Theodore B. Alfond ’68 P’82
Francis H. (Frank) Barker ’52 ’06H
Bruce A. Beal ’58
Clay M. Biddinger ’77 P’10 P’11MBA
William H. Bieberbach ’70 ’71MBA
James E. Chanin ’87
Dominick Cavuoto P’11 P’12MBA
Andrew J. Czekaj, Sr. P’05 P’09
P’10 P’07MBA
Lewis M. Duncan, Ph.D. P’12 P’12
Jon W. Fuller, Ph.D.
Ronald G. Gelbman ’69 ’70MBA
Alan H. Ginsburg
Rick Goings P’13
Samuel M. Hocking, Jr. ’87
Susan Whealler Johnston ’75, Ph.D.
Allan E. Keen ’70 ’71MBA’10H
Thomas G. Kuntz ’78
Michael Maher, Esq. ’63
John C. Myers III ’69 ’70MBA
P’94 P’96MBA
Robert B. Ourisman, Sr. ’78 P’12
Dianne Rice ’61 P’91
R. Michael Strickland ’72
’73MBA ’04H
Philip Tiedtke P’08
Erin J. Wallace ’93MBA
Harold A. Ward III ’86H
Winifred M. Warden ’45
Kurt M. Wells ’95
Victor A. Zollo, Jr. ’73
HONORARY TRUSTEES :
Barbara Lawrence Alfond ’68 P’92
Betty Duda ’93H
The Hon. W. D. (Bill) Frederick, Jr.
’99H P’86
Joseph S. Guernsey P’87
Warren C. Hume ’39 ’70H
Joanne Rogers ’50 ’05H P’81
OFFICERS OF ROLLINS COLLEGE
Lewis M. Duncan Ph.D., P’12 P’12,
President
Jeffrey G. Eisenbarth, Vice President
for Business and Finance
and Treasurer
Laurie M. Joyner, Ph.D., Interim
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Ronald J. Korvas, Vice President
for Institutional Advancement
Harold A. Ward III ’86H, Secretary
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
Samuel A. Stark ’91, President
Anthony J. Levecchio ’68 ’69MBA,
Vice President
Carroll Hanley Goggin ’85 P’15,
Treasurer
Gregory S. Derderian ’80 P’12,
Member at Large
Lee Saufley Phillips ’87, Member
at Large
Maria E. “Mimi” Allen ’06
Even Berntsen ’84
David F. Berto ’56
Beverly K. Buckley ’75
Elaine Berry Clark ’82
Anne Crichton Crews ’75
Jason E. Dimitris ’92
Scott L. Filter ’02
Roxanne Mougenel Fleming ’77
Day Laguardia Gigliotti ’89 ’94MAT
Sydney Burt Goodwin ’60
Francis M. “Frank” Greene III ’87
’93MBA
Donald C. Griffin ’64 P’95 P’98
Kristine Whelan Griscom ’85
Kellee M. Johnson ’90
Gail C. Kennedy ’03
Jacqueline N. Malan ’06
William D. Murphy, Jr. ’74
Susan Douglass Quirk ’78 ’79MBA
Albert F. “Bert” Saville ’99
John F. Steele, Jr. ’75 P’11
John P. Toppino ’02
John R. Ursone ’67
George A. Whipple, III ’74 ’75MBA
Keri Laine Williamson ’07HH
Relive. Renew. Reconnect.
For more information: rollins.edu/reunion • 800-799-ALUM • reunion@rollins.edu
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Congratulations, Class of 2011!
Welcome to the ranks of Rollins alumni.
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